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Abstract
The use of recommender systems is an emerging trend today, when user behavior in-
formation is abundant. There are many large datasets available for analysis because
many businesses are interested in future user opinions. Sophisticated algorithms that
predict such opinions can simplify decision-making, improve customer satisfaction,
and increase sales. However, modern datasets contain millions of records, which rep-
resent only a small fraction of all possible data. Furthermore, much of the information
in such sparse datasets may be considered irrelevant for making individual recommen-
dations. As a result, there is a demand for a way to make personalized suggestions
from large amounts of noisy data.
Current recommender systems are usually all-in-one applications that provide one
type of recommendation. Their inflexible architectures prevent detailed examination
of recommendation accuracy and its causes. We introduce a novel architecture model
that supports scalable, distributed suggestions from multiple independent nodes. Our
model consists of two components, the input matrix generation algorithm and multiple
platform-independent combination algorithms. A dedicated input generation compo-
nent provides the necessary data for combination algorithms, reduces their size, and
eliminates redundant data processing. Likewise, simple combination algorithms can
iii
iv
produce recommendations from the same input, so we can more easily distinguish
between the benefits of a particular combination algorithm and the quality of the
data it receives. Such flexible architecture is more conducive for a comprehensive
examination of our system.
We believe that a user’s future opinion may be inferred from a small amount of
data, provided that this data is most relevant. We propose a novel algorithm that gen-
erates a more optimal recommender input. Unlike existing approaches, our method
sorts the relevant data twice. Doing this is slower, but the quality of the result-
ing input is considerably better. Furthermore, the modular nature of our approach
may improve its performance, especially in the cloud computing context. We imple-
ment and validate our proposed model via mathematical modeling, by appealing to
statistical theories, and through extensive experiments, data analysis, and empirical
studies.
Our empirical study examines the effectiveness of accuracy improvement tech-
niques for collaborative filtering recommender systems. We evaluate our proposed
architecture model on the Netflix dataset, a popular (over 130,000 solutions), large
(over 100,000,000 records), and extremely sparse (1.1%) collection of movie ratings.
The results show that combination algorithm tuning has little effect on recommenda-
tion accuracy. However, all algorithms produce better results when supplied with a
more relevant input. Our input generation algorithm is the reason for a considerable
accuracy improvement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern technology advances increased the amount and the rate of information being
exchanged online. For instance, broadband Internet access adoption has been consis-
tently rising over the past years [69]. Additionally, previously inaccessible technology
has become more affordable, e.g., wireless and mobile Internet. As a result, people
spend more time online – as much as 40 additional minutes per day [66]. Such ag-
gressive adoption rates have also influenced the consumption of online content. In
fact, faster Internet access can deliver high bandwidth content like entertainment,
advertising, images, music, and games. As a result, more and more people use the
Internet to access information they need and for many it has become an integral part
of their lifestyle.
Browsing the ever-expanding Internet in hopes of finding something interesting
can be a never-ending process. The amount of content grows quickly because modern
technology makes it easy for anyone to publish online. In fact, only a few reputable
organizations had the necessary resources during the early stages of the Internet.
1
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Today, virtually anyone can create a wiki page, post on their blog, or tweet about
anything. Millions of people, registered at popular social networking websites, gener-
ate terabytes of data in status updates, pictures, videos, and podcasts. With so much
information, there is a good chance that one’s favorite content exists somewhere on
the Internet.
However, the Internet also contains more irrelevant data that makes it progres-
sively harder to find pertinent information. Fortunately, modern computers can
quickly scan vast amounts of data for particular keywords and phrases, but unless
users know exactly what those keywords are, they will probably not find anything
useful. Unfortunately, most people have difficulty describing their preferences to a
computer, which is often the reason it takes so long to find relevant information.
Furthermore, computers have a limited ability to understand users’ requests. For
example, a “bass drum” query makes sense as a musical instrument to another hu-
man, but it could mean a “barrel of fish” to a machine. Despite these difficulties,
effective search engines do exist, e.g., google.com, bing.com, yahoo.com. These sys-
tems successfully search much of the World Wide Web by correctly identifying a user’s
information need and locating relevant content, despite user errors.
Recommender systems take a different approach to the information overload prob-
lem. They do not require a user to know exactly what he/she is looking for or be
capable of expressing it in a query. Instead, recommender systems guess user pref-
erences and suggest content that he/she is likely to enjoy. Unlike search engines,
recommender systems cannot locate the sought-after content. However, they can
recommend serendipitous items that could not be otherwise located [64]. Therefore,
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recommender systems do not attempt to replace, but rather complement the informa-
tion retrieval research [8, 33, 76, 80, 120]. They are especially useful for large content
repositories like youtube.com, flickr.com, and wikipedia.com, where users would most
appreciate personalized content suggestions.
Recommender system research arose from users’ need to process large amounts of
information, i.e., the information overload problem. Therefore, the main purpose of a
recommender system is to automatically examine large amounts of data and present
the user with a more sensible list of recommendations [99]. Naturally, such recom-
mendations are most appreciated for news, where the amount of emerging data may
be overwhelming. In fact, some of the first recommender systems prioritized Usenet
news messages for individual users [55, 136]. The purpose of modern recommender
systems remains the same – they help alleviate the information overload problem and
simplify the decision-making process.
1.1 Importance of the Study
Recommender systems are becoming increasingly popular online, especially on high-
traffic social networking and e-commerce sites. These organizations are literally trans-
forming archives of past consumer behavior into increased revenues and higher reten-
tion rates because they can better anticipate their customers’ needs [17, 94]. Almost
all leading entertainment and e-commerce sites like amazon.com, yahoo.com, and net-
flix.com employ some kind of a recommender system [147]. Furthermore, many spe-
cialized recommenders for web pages, movies, music, and restaurants evolved into
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commercial products [62, 64, 124]. Some Internet companies like Net Perceptions are
in the business of providing recommendation services [124, 147]. Because there is a
commercial demand for good recommendations, we believe this research will find an
application.
Even though recommender systems are usually built to improve sales, e.g., sug-
gesting items that a user would not have discovered otherwise, they can also offer
non-monetary benefits. For example, many people enjoy browsing recommendations
as a guided way to explore the library of available items [63]. Some users enjoy an
opportunity to express their opinion and a recommender system provides a forum to
do so. Therefore, recommender systems can collect and produce interesting data as
well as foster an online community development.
Recommender systems can either make or break the business-customer relation-
ship. Businesses are interested in increasing the amount of products sold, and well-
placed recommendations help accomplish that. Consumers want to make smart pur-
chases and try to avoid buying something they might regret later. A trustworthy
recommender system can suggest items that consumers will enjoy, thus improving
customers’ satisfaction and ensuring their loyalty.
User satisfaction is important for commercial applications. In particular, users ex-
perience recommendation accuracy and system performance first-hand. For instance,
a user will always remember the time when he/she was convinced to buy something
as a result of a poor recommendation. Additionally, a user will not bother waiting
for a slow recommendation, which could lead to a sale. Accurate and fast suggestions
improve user satisfaction, but they are also the most difficult. The following section
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list the requirements for a recommender system that can make such suggestions.
1.2 Recommendation Accuracy Problem
There is a demand for recommender systems that can consistently produce accurate
recommendations, but there are few systems that successfully do so. On the one hand,
humans are notoriously unpredictable, and on the other hand, there are technical
limitations that prevent detailed dataset analysis. User behavior data is not perfect
and there is usually little of it. However, it is often the only source of information
available. Therefore, we need a way to infer user behavior patterns from sparse data
with limited resources.
The unpredictable nature of human behavior is the reason high recommendation
accuracy is so difficult to achieve. In fact, one study showed a natural tendency of
its participants to vary their answer when repeatedly asked to evaluate the same set
of movies [65]. The authors conclude that each rating contains a random component
and that it is impossible to predict true user opinions perfectly. However, opinions
are not completely random, and common behavior patterns do exist.
Even though making assumptions and drawing conclusions from a dataset of seem-
ingly random opinions is difficult, good recommendations are possible. In fact, sophis-
ticated probability estimation and behavior-based algorithms can successfully guess
users’ future preferences based on previous ones. For example, the most success-
ful algorithm can predict a user’s rating within a 0.8567 unit on a five-unit rating
scale [81]. Furthermore, many systems can recommend over 95% of the items using
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only 2% of all possible opinions [16, 142, 171]. Existing algorithms can be accurate,
yet they cannot consistently perform on different datasets. Below, we outline desired
system requirements that overcome this limitation.
Interoperability. Existing recommender systems are usually all-in-one applications
that provide one type of recommendation from a single dataset. In many cases,
it is difficult to substitute a different recommendation algorithm or make recom-
mendations from a different dataset schema. Such flexibility is often necessary
because a combination of different recommendations is usually more accurate
than any one of them [23]. Traditionally, this combination has been performed
as a post-processing task, so the recommender system would repeatedly search
the dataset and construct the same input for a different approach. Consequently,
we need an architecture that supports multiple recommender algorithms and
eliminates such redundant data processing.
Performance. Perfectly adequate algorithms may produce poor recommendations
due to physical constraints such as memory and processor limitations. As the
number of items and users in the system increase, the performance require-
ment becomes more critical. Previous recommender system techniques that
have been successful for small datasets are not usually adequate, because large
datasets have higher storage and processing requirements that may not always
be met [3,63,142]. Therefore, we need a recommender system that can produce
consistently quick recommendations regardless of the dataset size.
Data Sparsity. In small datasets, a larger portion of all possible data is available, so
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the recommender system has a better understanding of the true user preferences.
Even though data sparsity is a common problem, it is especially prominent in
large datasets where the amount of available information may not be sufficient
to accurately model the user population. Data sparsity is the reason previously
successful recommender system techniques fail on large datasets [153]. As a
result, we need a new approach that can handle large amounts of data and
make more conclusions from little evidence.
Recommendation Accuracy. The usefulness of the entire recommender system
relies on the accuracy of suggestions it makes. However, humans are difficult
to predict because, unlike machines, they exercise free will. No system can
perfectly predict future user behavior, no matter how much historical data is
available. However, it can be wrong less often and create an illusion of pre-
dictable future. Even a small accuracy improvement in a system with thou-
sands of users would result in a tremendous revenue increase. Therefore, we
need a recommender system that can meet accuracy expectations of modern
applications.
Performance and accuracy are opposing qualities, as good recommendations gen-
erally take a long time to generate. However, prediction accuracy is a more important
problem to address because users can tolerate waiting for consistently good results
instead of receiving bad recommendations instantly [142]. We focus this research on
improving recommendation accuracy, while addressing data sparsity and technical
limitations as causes of this problem.
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1.3 Research Hypothesis
Recent studies show that it is increasingly difficult to make substantial progress in
prediction accuracy. For instance, a 1% improvement on the Netflix Prize challenge
took nearly two years [16]. We believe it is because most effort has been directed
toward optimizing algorithms instead of improving their input data. One of the most
common ways to do so is to supplement the dataset [63]. However, users are usually
hesitant to provide additional ratings, third party data might not be available, and
implicit rating analysis is unreliable [12,102]. Accordingly, we do not add more data,
but remove data we know is irrelevant. The main contribution of our work is an
algorithm that identifies only the most relevant data for recommender input. Even
though it is difficult to make accurate assumptions from little evidence, we believe
that better input selection can lead to more accurate recommendations, regardless of
the algorithm.
1.4 Conceptual Model of a Recommender System
The goal of a recommender system is to learn user preferences from the past and
apply this knowledge to predict the future. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the input and
output of a typical recommender system. It trains on a set of known ratings and
produces predictions for a set of unknown ones. At this level, the exact calculations
inside a recommender system are irrelevant, as long as it produces suggestions in the
desired format.
More formally, the recommender system may be described as a set of m users
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dataset predictions
item_id
user_id
rating
item_id
user_id
rating
Recommender
System
predictions
item_id
user_id
Figure 1.1: Typical Recommender System Input/Output
U = {u1, u2, ..., um} and a set of n items I = {i1, i2, ..., in}. Each user u has an
associated set of items Iu ⊆ I , which he/she has rated. Each rating r is assumed
to be on a discrete numerical scale, even though continuous rating scales are also
common [112]. The user and item for which the prediction is to be made are called
active user and active item [29, 142]. A recommender system guesses the opinion of
user u on item i , Pu,i . Usually, production systems predict opinions that have not
been previously recorded, Pu,i | i 6∈ Iu . Development systems guess a set of known
ratings, so that the error of each prediction may be computed, Pu,i − ru,i .
1.5 Recommendation Accuracy Metrics
The most appropriate way to evaluate the quality of a recommender system is to
survey its users. Their confidence and satisfaction with recommendations are two
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qualitative ways of evaluating a recommender system. However, the only way to ac-
quire such high quality feedback is through live human evaluations, which are difficult
to arrange and provide a limited amount of test cases.
An alternative way to evaluate a recommender system is to quantitatively measure
its accuracy. One popular measure is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which is the
average absolute deviation between a predicted user opinion and the actual one. It
is a simple measure that gives all errors the same importance, regardless of their
size. Another popular measure is the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), which is
the square root of the average of squared deviations [29, 142]. It is a slightly more
complex measure that is more sensitive to large errors. In fact, RMSE values are
usually the same or slightly greater than MAE values because the squaring process
gives larger errors more importance. The formulas for MAE and RMSE are as follows:
MAE =
∑
u∈U ,i∈I
|Pu,i − ru,i |
|P |
RMSE =
√√√√√
∑
u∈U ,i∈I
(Pu,i − ru,i)2
|P |
Usually, it is best to choose a metric that uses the same units as data, i.e., it
represents the size of a typical error. Both MAE and RMSE satisfy this criteria.
Additionally, they are both negatively oriented, so lower values are considered better.
However, neither measure has an absolute value that is considered best [64,142,146].
Instead, recommender systems are ranked according to their typical error size within
a dataset.
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The creators of our dataset deem large errors to be particularly undesirable, i.e.,
the cost of an error is greater than its size. Therefore, the RMSE measure is most
appropriate for our dataset. Furthermore, because it is impossible to compare accu-
racy on different rating scales, recommendations on the same dataset use the same
metric. Our dataset has a list of 130,000 RMSE scores available [16]. Therefore, we
use the RMSE measure to evaluate our prototype.
1.6 Source of the Experimental Data
We evaluate the fitness of our recommender prototype on a recent and widely pub-
lished dataset provided by Netflix. In fact, Task 1 of the leading Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery competition in the World (KDD CUP 2007), is based on this
dataset [15]. One of the most obvious reasons for such popularity is the dataset size.
It contains over 100,000,000 actual movie ratings on a discreet scale from one to five.
It represents opinions of over 480,000 users and almost 18,000 movies [15]. It is more
than 30 times larger than any other available dataset. However, it represents only
1.1% of all possible ratings [15], so approaches that rely on a higher data density may
not apply. We choose to use this challenging dataset because it is large, sparse, and
it has a number of published RMSE scores.
Before the Netflix dataset was available, researchers used a number of smaller and
denser datasets. The three most published datasets are EachMovie, MovieLens, and
Jester [63]. EachMovie is the most common of the three. It contains over 2,800,000
movie ratings on a discreet scale from zero to five from almost 73,000 users on 1,600
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movies [9, 31, 63]. Only 2.4% of all possible ratings are captured in this dataset.
The MovieLens dataset extracts usually contain 100,000 ratings on a discreet scale
from one to five from about 900 users and 1,500 movies [3, 27, 40, 142]. Only 6.3%
of all possible ratings are captured in this dataset. A more recent dataset comes
from Jester joke recommendation website. Some of the most popular versions of this
dataset contain almost 900,000 ratings on a continuous scale from -10 to +10 from
17,000 users on 100 jokes [87, 112]. This dataset contains over 50% of all possible
ratings. No previously listed dataset provides the size or the sparsity level of the
Netflix dataset.
The structure of our dataset is fairly standard. Figure 1.2 shows how the informa-
tion about every movie is available in a single file. The ratings are grouped by movie
and stored in separate files. The dataset contains a list of 2,800,000 withheld ratings
(qualifying/test set). Netflix evaluates estimates of these opinions. The dataset also
contains 1,400,000 known ratings (probe/quiz set) intended for local evaluation. We
use the quiz set for our case study.
movie_titles.txt mv_*.txt probe.txt
movie_id
movie_year
movie_title
movie_id
user_id
rating
date
movie_id
user_id
date
Figure 1.2: Netflix Dataset Structure
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1.7 Contributions and Organization
Data sparsity is often cited as the primary reason for poor recommendations, yet we
believe that accurate recommendations can be made with little data. The purpose of
this research is to find a way for a recommender system to train on a sparse dataset
and predict future user opinions with maximum accuracy. Our work is documented in
the following chapters that contain theoretical and technical contributions for current
and future recommender system research.
In Chapter 1, we establish the motivation, importance, and background of our
work. We then outline the evolution of recommendation techniques and present mod-
ern ways of making personalized suggestions in Chapter 2. We discuss different ways
such recommendations may be done and identify common obstacles within each ap-
proach. Content-based recommendations suffer from the finite nature of machines,
whereas collaborative filtering approaches monopolize on human ability to compre-
hend abstract concepts. For this reason, we conclude that collaborative filtering
approach is more applicable for further investigation.
Chapters 3 and 4 focus on collaborative filtering recommendations. Chapter 3
provides a survey of popular algorithms, describes how they generate recommen-
dations, and compares their reported accuracy. We later implement three popular
combination algorithms described here. Chapter 4 formulates the requirements of a
scalable system that can efficiently produce multiple types of recommendations. We
also propose an architecture that satisfies these requirements. This architecture is
necessary for our experiments, because it allows recommender input to be computed
asynchronously to the recommendation process. As a result, we can perform quick
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experiments with different algorithms without regenerating the same input.
The main hypothesis of this research is that a small number of relevant ratings is
sufficient to make an accurate recommendation. We believe that such ratings may be
chosen with local similarity, instead of a more traditional global similarity. Chapter 5
compares two ways of computing vector similarity. We describe the standard process
of generating recommender input and make some observations regarding the desired
qualities of such input. Finally, we present a statistical justification for input resorting
as a way to improve recommender input quality.
Our novel input generation algorithm implements the input resorting approach.
The input quality is the essence of our research because it has the most influence
on recommendation accuracy. To encourage future development around the input
generation component, we formalize its design in Chapter 6. We use the Z notation
to identify the restrictions that must be met at each stage of the input generation
process. Such formal model of the component behavior serves as a blueprint for
implementation. We also use the model to confirm that the implementation corre-
sponds to earlier specification. We verify its compatibility, consistency, correctness,
and completeness.
To determine the effectiveness of our hypothesis, we perform an empirical eval-
uation of three popular combination algorithms in Chapter 7. We examine their
accuracy over a wide range of configurations. Some of these algorithms are more
effective because of the rating patterns in a particular dataset. We analyze the Net-
flix dataset and outline such patterns. Additionally, we evaluate the claim that a
committee of recommenders produce better results than any one of them. We also
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test the benefit of normalizing the input and output of a recommender. Finally, we
examine the benefit of inout quality on recommendation accuracy.
We conclude our research with the discussion of our work and suggestions for
future research in Chapter 8. Our results show that tuning recommender algorithms
has little effect on recommendation accuracy. However, all methods produce better
predictions when supplied with more relevant input data. Our recursive input genera-
tion approach sorts the input twice to decide which ratings are relevant. This method
is the reason our prototype can achieve better recommendation accuracy. The results
support our hypothesis that good suggestions may come from little evidence.
1.8 Conclusion
Recommender systems are software applications that help address the problem of
information overload. They go through large amounts of content and recommend
only the most interesting items. Recommender systems are particularly useful for
commercial applications, where customers enjoy the personal shopping assistance
and stores increase sales. This research is important to both parties, as people who
produce and receive recommendations prefer them to be accurate. Many existing
algorithms can successfully predict opinions with reasonable accuracy. However, as
the amount of content grows, we need more sophisticated systems that consistently
match unknown user opinions within a small margin of error. The next chapter
describes the different techniques capable of such recommendations.
Chapter 2
An Overview of Recommender
Techniques
The problem of information overload is not new, and there are many techniques
that address this subject. In fact, recommender system research developed alongside
other related computer science disciplines. For example, Herlocker shows how person-
alized suggestions relate to information retrieval, information filtering, and machine
learning work [64]. Ricci and Werthner further elaborate on the historical overlap of
recommender system research with artificial intelligence and human-computer inter-
action [138]. In Figure 2.1 we show how Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [1] classify many
known recommenders in terms of well-established computer science techniques. We
summarize the existing research on recommender systems in this chapter. In particu-
lar, we discuss the progression of recommender systems from original implementations
to modern state-of-the-art techniques.
Early recommender systems were basic and lacked personalization. Such systems
16
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aggregated community opinions and produced global recommendations [64, 98]. For
example, the New York Times Best-Seller List suggests popular books ranked by their
sales volume. These items are popular and many people enjoy them, however popular
content does not necessarily appeal to all users. To alleviate this problem, some
recommendations are organized in categories, e.g., fiction, nonfiction, and children’s
books. Such categorized suggestions also have limited personalization because they
assume that complex user preferences may be characterized by a single book genre.
The first personalized recommender system was called Tapestry, an e-mail recom-
mender system [55]. It allowed users to leave comments regarding the perceived value
of messages and filter topic discussions based on specified criteria. Unfortunately,
this system was not easy to use because it relied on a proprietary query language.
Furthermore, Tapestry could not automatically identify users with similar interests.
Instead, each user had to manually set up a list of trusted peers [55, 124, 142]. The
Tapestry project was meant to be used in a small community, where every user per-
sonally knew everyone else. Therefore, it could not be scaled to larger organizations
with thousands of users.
The first automated recommender systems, like GroupLens [136] and Ringo [148],
automatically identified potentially useful sources of recommendations. In fact, the
GroupLens project was the first to introduce similarity measures as a way to establish
trust and reputation among users. In this case, trust represents the perceived compe-
tence of a user providing a recommendation for a particular item [168]. However, such
concept is complex and difficult to model. As a result, modern recommender systems
often employ simplified versions of such relationships, e.g., rating overlap [116, 118].
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Despite these sacrifices, similarity measures made automatic recommendations pos-
sible. The following three sections outline common personalized recommendation
approaches.
2.1 Content-Based Recommendations
Content-based systems recommend items that are similar to items that the user has
previously liked. The assumption is that once a user has expressed interest in an
item, he/she is likely to enjoy a different item with similar content. For example,
SiteHelper actively communicates with the user, asking for document keywords and
their importance [113, 167]. This system helps the user formulate a search query by
suggesting new keywords. Letizia is a similar recommender system, except it locates
similar documents in the background, while the user reads [91]. It assumes that since
the user bothers to inspect a document, it must be interesting. These systems focus
on two different types of feedback, but provide purely content-based recommendations
and rely on their ability to recognize and locate keywords. Therefore, the ability of
content-based recommenders to categorize content is essential.
2.1.1 The Limited Content Analysis Problem
Content-based recommender systems require detailed information regarding items
and a way to compare them. For instance, restaurant recommender systems need to
understand the difference between various cuisines [1, 28, 70]. Learning that kind of
information is difficult, especially in abstract domains. Alternatively, content may
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be described in a set of features that are either manually assigned or automatically
extracted from machine-readable content [50, 58, 161]. Unfortunately, even the most
sophisticated data analysis techniques cannot produce a complete description of cer-
tain items [82, 84, 126]. For example, a web page may be parsed for keywords and
links, but purely aesthetic qualities such as image content, embedded music/video,
loading time, and page layout are ignored [5]. As a result, an inappropriate or illegible
web page may be recommended to a user just because its keywords match his/her
preferences.
The limited nature of item descriptions is the root of poor content-based recom-
mendations. Such systems may not distinguish between two different items that have
the same set of features, e.g., two articles on the same topic, with the same set of
keywords, but opposing viewpoints [5, 148]. As a rule, content-based systems can-
not capture abstract properties such as publisher’s reputation, quality of references,
writing style, and author’s point of view.
To overcome this, a system may introduce more features to better describe each
item, but doing so does not address the root of the problem. Computers cannot accu-
rately characterize abstract attributes, regardless of how many features are available.
Some systems employ human experts to fill in abstract features [1, 148]. However,
manual feature assignment by a single person is likely to be biased and a committee
evaluation would be too slow. Therefore, this approach is not applicable for large
systems with thousands of items.
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2.1.2 The Overspecialization Problem
Content-based recommender systems can recommend known favorites, but cannot
make serendipitous recommendations. This phenomenon is usually referred to as
the overspecialization problem [1, 64, 148]. It occurs when recommendations form a
homogeneous set of interchangeable suggestions as opposed to good recommendations
that are diverse and cover a large number of potentially interesting topics.
The source of the overspecialization problem may be the dynamic nature of user
preferences. A recommendation process that assumes static preferences will fail to
accurately model user behavior. To accommodate this limitation, some systems em-
ploy a genetic algorithm, i.e., an artificial ecosystem of competing and cooperating
agents that represent users’ continuously evolving interests [108, 149]. This kind of
“survival of the fittest” approach reduces the overspecialization effect by creating a
dynamic model. However, maintaining a complex model like this for thousands of
users may not be feasible.
Other solutions emphasize data age as the cause of recommender overspecializa-
tion. For instance, some believe that recommendations based on the most recent feed-
back form a more accurate representation of users’ changing preferences [24, 45, 46].
Thus, introducing a positive bias toward more recent user feedback or establishing a
time-window that limits relevant votes should improve accuracy. One solution that
implements the latter approach is Daily-Learner, a news classification system that
monitors users’ short-term and long-term interests [24]. It limits the amount of rec-
ommendations that are too similar to existing short-term preferences, while suggesting
items that are similar to long-term favorites [1]. As a result, its recommendations
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change continuously, while still appealing to users’ core tastes.
Content itself may also cause overspecialization. Zhang, Callan, and Minka ar-
gue that documents created at or around the same time are more likely to contain
redundant information [173]. Therefore, suggested items should be similar to previ-
ous recommendations, yet offer new information. However, this work is limited to
news recommendations, where same events are likely to be covered in various sources
around the same time. The proposed measures of novelty and redundancy do not
apply to art, where multiple highly acclaimed works may be released during the same
period. Therefore, each content-based system must deal with limited content analysis
and overspecialization problems within their domain.
2.1.3 The New User Problem
Content-based systems can recommend items with interesting content, even before
anyone rates them. However, they cannot recommend content to new users, who have
few or no preferences. Previous rating history helps justify future recommendations,
so a user with no history has no established preferences and no recommendations.
Furthermore, the overspecialization problem is more substantial for new users with
very few favorite items because the system assumes that previously rated content is
the only type of content they enjoy [1,134]. The new user problem is also common in
collaborative filtering systems. We discuss it in more detail in the following section.
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2.2 Collaborative Filtering Recommendations
Collaborative filtering systems recommend items that other users enjoyed, essentially
automating the “word-of-mouth” suggestions [64, 136]. The assumption is that one
user’s favorite items may be inferred by observing other users with similar interests.
As the name implies, an algorithm derives personalized recommendations from filter-
ing all available items through preferences of similar users [5]. Unlike the content-
based approach, which relies on item similarity, this approach computes similarity
between users, i.e., shared opinions.
However, user opinions are subjective and have little to do with content similar-
ity. In fact, a pure collaborative filtering system has no knowledge of item content,
which makes it ideal for abstract domains, e.g., paintings, music, and poetry [39,86].
The lack of content analysis also allows collaborative filtering recommenders to make
serendipitous suggestions. If another user enjoyed a particular item, it may be rec-
ommended to you, despite the fact that you have never expressed interest in such
content.
2.2.1 The Sparsity Problem
Recommendations made from a sparse dataset lack clarity and certainty because
there is little evidence to justify them, i.e., it is difficult to find similar users in sparse
data [79,122]. Modern datasets contain thousands of items, so it is unlikely that any
user will rate every item. However, there exists a subset of users, called the critical
mass, that contributes a sufficient amount of ratings [1,5]. Before a system reaches the
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critical mass, it is difficult to produce accurate recommendations [71,142]. Therefore,
collaborative filtering recommendations may not apply to extremely sparse datasets.
The most popular way to reduce data sparsity is to add default ratings to the
dataset. Some of the easiest default ratings to compute include mean item rating,
mean user rating, majority item rating, and majority user rating [29]. However,
aggregate defaults are usually poor approximations of the actual user opinions. They
generalize unique preferences, so they are usually neutral or negatively skewed to
ensure a more conservative prediction [26,63].
Often, default ratings come from external sources. For example, the Movie-
Lens project populated missing values with existing ratings from a different movie
dataset [146]. Likewise, Basu, Hirsh, and Cohen used the Internet Movie Database
website to supplement their dataset [10]. Using external sources of default ratings is
a simple and effective way to reduce data sparsity, but such resources may not always
be available.
Implicit user feedback is always available, which makes it a popular way to sup-
plement a sparse dataset. For example, the GroupLens research group used the time
spent reading a message as an indicator of preference [103]. Likewise, the PHOAKS
system used links in Usenet messages [157] and the Siteseer system analyzed browser
history [139] to identify user interest. However, just because a user has expressed in-
terest in an item does not mean he/she necessarily liked it. For example, even though
bookmarking a page would generally be considered as an indication of interest, it
could also mean that the user does not have time to read a potentially irrelevant
page [167]. Therefore, implicit feedback is an abundant, but not reliable source of
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default data.
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm can estimate missing data
in a sparse dataset. It is a well-known dimensionality reduction technique that can
estimate a dataset modeled as a matrix, where each cell contains a numeric value
representing a user’s vote on a particular item [1, 23, 133, 145]. The resulting esti-
mate is a complete matrix that may supplement a sparse dataset or produce recom-
mendations [16, 112, 140, 145]. Unfortunately, the original SVD approach is meant
to approximate a complete matrix [13]. However, there are more robust SVD ap-
proaches [101, 125] that can accurately estimate a matrix with some of its ratings
missing.
2.2.2 The New User Problem
The new user problem occurs when a recommender system cannot make a recom-
mendation for a user with little or no preference history. The easiest solution is
to recommend universally liked items. Such suggestions can be accurate, but only
in small subdomains with a relatively static ranking of best items [97]. Universally
liked items may not appeal to everyone in a larger domain, where individual user
preferences are less likely to be aligned. However, many domains have a myriad of
subjective categories that often overlap, e.g., music. Therefore, making suggestions
to new users in such domains would be difficult.
Collaborative filtering systems may fail to recognize the similarity of two new
users who agree on the same kind of content because they have not rated the same
items [118]. Huang, Chen, and Zeng propose a way to locate similar users through
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transitive properties of rating histories [1]. For example, if Anne and Bob have some
ratings in common, while Bob and Charlie also share some ratings, a conventional
approach ignores a possible relationship between Anne and Charlie. The authors
propose a way that relates Anne to Charlie through Bob, which is a more natural
way to compare users. This approach does not change the dataset, but improves the
way data is selected.
Alternatively, one can convert a new user into an established user through an
expedited orientation. For example, Rashid et al. force all new users to answer a few
key questions [134]. This way the recommender system has the initial knowledge on
which to base its suggestions. The choice of questions determines the effectiveness
of this approach. The goal is to minimize the burden on the user, by asking fewer
questions, and maximize the system’s understanding of the user’s preferences, by
covering a broad range of interests [77,124]. After comparing different ways to select
questions, the authors recommend asking new users to rate popular items with a wide
rating variance.
However, new users may be hesitant to fill out long questionnaires. Therefore,
some systems learn faster by noting which questions the users skip [134, 167]. Fur-
thermore, Yu et al. [171] implement an algorithm that considers user like-mindedness
to ask questions a person is most likely to answer. As a result, new users are not
forced to answer as many questions and the system has enough information to produce
initial suggestions.
New user recommendations can also be inferred from a cluster of users with similar
tastes [57,115]. For example, the GroupLens project clustered users together based on
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their preferences [79]. As a result, each cluster appeared as a user with a rich rating
history. Such clusters provide good default ratings, but require a way to determine
user membership. In order to group users with no expressed preferences, some systems
consider additional properties, e.g., age, gender, and education [1,123]. This approach
is an effective way to reduce sparsity and improve performance [44, 133, 144, 162].
However, clustering similar data prevents personalized recommendations.
2.2.3 The New Item Problem
When new items are added to the system, few users have had a chance to rate them.
Since the collaborative filtering approach makes recommendations based on what
other users liked, new items do not have enough supporters to be considered [1, 18].
This is particularly problematic for recommender systems with a continuous flow of
new arrivals, as potentially great new items are likely to be disregarded in favor of
older ones.
One solution is to employ several rating programs that populate the dataset with
default values. Such programs, called filterbots, represent legitimate users of a col-
laborative filtering system [56, 134]. In fact, sparse datasets enhanced with a set of
simple filterbots, e.g., all comedies receive a four star rating, provide better results
than users alone. They accelerate the new item settling process by generating ratings
users are likely to provide. As a rule, individual filterbots are usually poor predic-
tors, but a collection of them could reduce dataset sparsity without introducing much
noise.
Items may also be clustered according to their content. For instance, GroupLens
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clustered related news articles [79]. Once clusters are established, a new item receives
a set of default ratings approximated from items in the same cluster [29, 40, 162].
However, content classification relies on domain-specific knowledge, which is rarely
available [134, 142]. Alternatively, items may be clustered according to their rat-
ings [119], but such clusters may not have clear-cut boundaries. Therefore, clustering
new items may get them noticed faster, but it does not guarantee that they will be
recommended properly
Clustering items by content is similar to the hybrid approach that combines the
content-based and collaborative filtering methods. For example, one algorithm uses
sentiment analysis to estimate a numeric opinion from an unstructured, natural lan-
guage review [89]. The result is a collaborative filtering recommendation based on
the content-based input.
2.3 Hybrid Recommendations
Hybrid recommendations combine content-based and collaborative filtering meth-
ods. In fact, both pure approaches may be considered as special cases of the hy-
brid method [5, 150]. If the content-based component cannot find any items with
similar content, the recommendation becomes a purely collaborative filtering prob-
lem. If the collaborative filtering component cannot find any users with similar
preferences, the recommendation becomes a purely content-based problem. Many
hybrid recommenders are more accurate than pure content-based and pure collabo-
rative filtering approaches, especially in the context of new user and new item prob-
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lems [5, 39, 123, 152, 162]. Such systems are more robust and suffer from fewer draw-
backs, but they are considerably more complex and difficult to maintain.
Keeping content-based and collaborative filtering suggestions separate simplifies
the system. This way each component can specialize in a particular kind of recom-
mendations. For example, ProfBuilder is a website recommender that provides two
separate lists of recommendations [134]. Content-based list contains other websites
on the current topic, even if they have not been visited before. Collaborative filtering
list contains websites other people visited, even if they are on different topics [167].
This way the user always has some recommendations, even if one list is empty.
However, user experience may improve if he/she does not have to choose between
two sets of recommendations. One way to automate this choice is to choose the best
available recommendation according to the biggest confidence measure or biggest con-
gruency with existing user ratings [1]. Unfortunately, these metrics are inconsistent
and cannot guarantee the choice correctness.
Instead of choosing the best one, multiple recommendations may be combined
together for a more consistent result. For example, Claypool et al. propose a hy-
brid recommender system that combines recommendations as a weighted average
of collaborative filtering and content-based suggestions [39]. Pazzani also studied
the different ways to combine five recommendation methods [123]. His experiments
showed that combined results were in fact better than any one method. Computing
different recommendations independently and combining them as the final step has
definite advantages. A practitioner may choose the leading implementation in each
category and aggregate the results without the burden of developing a comprehensive
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recommendation algorithm.
Alternatively, the collaborative filtering and content-based recommendations may
be fused together into a unified model that considers them both. Popescul et al.
perform experiments with such a recommender on extremely sparse datasets and
show it to be more effective than pure collaborative filtering and pure content-based
recommenders [129]. However, developing and improving such a system is tedious
because it is large, complex, and tightly coupled.
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter provides an overview of the main recommender techniques and problems
that are inherent to each approach. We believe that the collaborative filtering method
is most appropriate for our research. It can recommend any type of content and has
milder drawbacks. In fact, all disadvantages are related to data sparsity. In many
cases, asking users a few additional questions may solve the issue. However, we focus
on cases where the dataset may not be supplemented by users or content analysis.
This is one of the most common and most difficult problems in recommender systems
research. The next chapter outlines the popular solutions to this problem.
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discussed above, recommender systems can be categorized
as being 1) content-based, collaborative, or hybrid, based on the
recommendation approach used, and 2) heuristic-based or
model-based, based on the types of recommendation techni-
ques used for the rating estimation. We use these two
orthogonal dimensions to classify the recommender systems
research in the 2! 3 matrix presented in Table 2.
The recommendation methods described in this section
have performed well in several applications, including the
ones for recommending books, CDs, and news articles
[64], [88], and some of these methods are used in the
“industrial-strength” recommender systems, such as the
ones deployed at Amazon [61], MovieLens [67], and
VERSIFI Technologies (formerly AdapiveInfo.com) [14].
However, both collaborative and content-based methods
have certain limitations, described earlier in this section.
Moreover, in order to provide better recommendations
and to be able to use recommender systems in arguably
more complex types of applications, such as recommend-
ing vacations or certain types of financial services, most of
the methods reviewed in this section would need
significant extensions. For example, even for a traditional
movie recommendation application, [3] showed that, by
extending the traditional memory-based collaborative
filtering approach to take into consideration the contextual
information, such as when, where, and with whom a
movie is seen, the resulting recommender system could
outperform the pure traditional collaborative filtering
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TABLE 2
Classification of Recommender Systems Research
Figure 2.1: Classification of Recommender Systems [1]
Chapter 3
Collaborative Filtering Algorithms
This chapter presents a literature review on collaborative filtering recommenders.
These systems suggest items that similar users enjoyed because people who agreed
in the past are likely to agree in the future. The collaborative filtering approach can
recommend new and interesting items that content-based systems fail to recognize
due to their overspecialization tendency. In fact, item content is completely irrele-
vant, because collaborative filtering recommendations are based exclusively on user
opinions. We focus on this approach because it applies to a wide variety of domains.
The following sections describe two types of collaborative filtering recommenders and
explain how they produce personalized suggestions.
3.1 Model-Based Algorithms
Model-based systems create an offline model to represent the dataset. This provides
a considerable online performance improvement, because the dataset is not referenced
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for making recommendations. Instead, a model can quickly generate predictions ac-
cording to the conjectures encoded within it [67,83,142]. Furthermore, a model may
be used to understand and imitate user behavior through highlighting preference cor-
relations and rating patterns [124]. However, a model is a generalized approximation
of original data, with assumptions that may not be true for the entire dataset. In
fact, model accuracy is proportional to the amount of data missing [26,74].
A model can concisely represent a large dataset, yet model creation is a resource-
intensive task. It is usually performed offline, which prevents new data from influ-
encing recommendations until after the model is rebuilt [29, 99]. These drawbacks
affect recommendation accuracy, so we need a simple model that can capture many
detailed conjectures. Below is an overview of how some collaborative filtering systems
model their datasets. We discuss four different approaches but focus on the latter
two, because research shows them to be more accurate.
3.1.1 Association Rules Model
The association rules approach applies rule discovery algorithms to detect rating
patterns and associations among items [10,90,93,142]. The first recommender system
to use association rules was Lens, an email recommender system [96]. There, each user
specified a set of conditions an email had to meet in order to be read. These manual
rules made up the social filtering component that was responsible for recommending
only the most important emails.
Modern association rule models discover such rules automatically. For instance,
Mobasher et al. developed a web page recommending algorithm that identified asso-
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ciation rules by mining users’ browser histories [107]. However, this algorithm only
used high confidence associations, so it did not produce many of them. In fact, many
association rule models generate too many irrelevant or too few solid rules because
they use a static support threshold [141, 143]. Lin, Alvarez, and Ruiz propose a
method that produces more rules by adjusting the required support for individual
users [92]. This approach guarantees association rule discovery at the cost of variable
certainty.
Association rules provide a clear and concise explanation for each recommenda-
tion. This is an attractive characteristic for many applications, but this model fails
to acknowledge the user’s individuality and lacks personalization that other models
offer. Despite this, versions of association rules model can make accurate recommen-
dations, e.g., clustered association rules model [43, 44]. Therefore, association rules
model is not effective on its own, but it can be combined with other approaches to
improve accuracy.
3.1.2 Probabilistic Models
Probabilistic models use probability distributions to encode and make conclusions
about the dataset. For instance, Bayesian networks represent the dataset as a set
of interdependent nodes, where the order in which users rate items establishes node
dependencies [26, 44]. Alternatively, nodes can represent users and edges between
nodes – their predictability [2,174]. Each node has several states for ratings and their
probabilities. Therefore, following a path that best describes the active user will lead
to a recommendation. This model ca make quick recommendations and it does not
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require a long learning phase.
Because of their simple structure, Bayesian network models can produce fast re-
sults. However, as the amount of items and users increases, the model grows expo-
nentially. In fact, if new users and items are added frequently, the model may be too
large to rebuild every time. One solution is a dependency network with bidirectional
edges [44, 59]. It is not as accurate as the Bayesian approach, but it learns more
efficiently and requires less space. Alternatively, a model does not have to store every
possible path, but instead record only the best ones [26,142]. This reduces the storage
requirement, but does not reduce the amount of computations.
Bayesian clustering addresses this problem by grouping similar nodes together.
This approach assumes that all users may be distinguished across a small number
of predefined tastes. Since the tastes are independent, a recommendation may be
inferred from a set of participating clusters that best describe the active user [10,
74, 162]. The probability of a user belonging to a particular cluster as well as the
individual cluster preference distribution is usually observed from empirical data [26,
44,142]. This approach is compact, fast, and it may be updated continuously, without
reducing performance. However, it does not produce personalized conclusions because
users within a cluster are indistinguishable.
Similarly to Bayesian clustering, the personality diagnosis model also classifies
users, but it treats each user as a separate model. Each rating is assumed to be
drawn from a normal distribution centered around the item’s true rating [74,124]. The
recommendation is then a product of independent rating probabilities from users who
already rated the item. This model is more accurate than the Bayesian network and
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clustering approaches. However, since it relies on normal distributions, the accuracy
may suffer from the new item problem, i.e., less than 30 ratings per item.
The aspect model also assumes that every rating is a combination of multiple
probability distributions. Unlike previous attempts that focused exclusively on users
or items, it represents each rating with three preference factors: the base probability
of a rating occurring anywhere in the dataset and probabilities that this user and item
will have such a rating [68]. However, users with similar opinions do not necessarily
rate items the same way. Jin, Si, and Zhai extend this model by introducing two
more hidden variables: the probability that a user has the same preferences and the
probability that these preferences are expressed the same way [74]. The experiments
on the EachMovie dataset show that this model performs better than Bayesian and
the original aspect model.
3.1.3 Singular Value Decomposition Model
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) model approximates a matrix of ratings (users
× items) as a product of two smaller matrices (users × features and items × features).
One of the most popular versions of this approach, Robust SVD (RSVD) may be
trained incrementally on a sparse dataset. Because this approach examines all signals,
including the weak ones, it provides a more complete model of the dataset [12].
Furthermore, it requires little storage and does not involve complex operations, which
makes the RSVD model an effective, fast, and scalable solution for large datasets. In
fact, one of the biggest improvements in the Netflix Prize challenge has been due to
this algorithm [15,140].
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The goal of this approach is to produce an estimate that most closely resembles
existing data. It repeatedly adjusts values in composite matrices until the individual
approximation error is minimal. This error is the difference between the actual rating
and the product of user and item features:
E = ri ,j − xi ,k ∗ yj ,k
The best estimate is reached by following the gradient of an error function (MSE)
across a set of known ratings, R. Because the amount of known ratings is constant,
we can simplify the error function and determine its gradient. The formulas for the
original MSE, the simplified error function, it’s gradient, and two partial derivatives
are as follows:
MSE =
∑
E 2
|R|
F (xi ,k , yj ,k) = E
2
∇F (xi ,k , yj ,k) = (2E ∗ dE/dxi ,k , 2E ∗ dE/dyj ,k)
dE/dxi ,k = −yj ,k
dE/dyj ,k = −xi ,k
Note that partial derivatives of the error function show the relationship between item
and user features. In other words, an approach that focuses on only one kind of
vector will ignore an important part of this dynamic relationship. Finally, the model
updates composite matrices in the direction opposite of the gradient, thus adjusting
their product to reduce the approximation error. In order to speed up this process,
adjustments are multiplied by a learning speed, γ:
xi ,k = xi ,k + γ(2E ∗ yj ,k)
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yj ,k = yj ,k + γ(2E ∗ xi ,k)
Figure 3.1 shows the RSVD approximation of a 2 × 2 matrix after 10 and 100
iterations. Our goal is to estimate it as a product of two smaller 2 × 1 matrices
with a 0.1 learning speed. Since the rating scale is discrete, we can round the model
estimate to achieve a perfect matrix approximation. We implement this model as one
of our combination algorithms.
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Figure 3.1: RSVD Matrix Estimation Process
3.1.4 Neural Network Model
Neural network (NN) models are effective at function approximation, information
classification, data filtering, and clustering. Because they were originally designed to
mimic the human brain, neural networks can model user behavior. For instance, Bill-
sus and Pazzani develop a neural network recommender for EachMovie dataset [23].
It models the recommendation process as a classification problem that separates fa-
vorable items from unfavorable ones. Experimental results show good accuracy and
prove that neural networks may be used for recommendation purposes.
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Neural networks can be trained to recognize rating patterns. In fact, trained
models demonstrate rapid default reasoning, insensitivity to inconsistent input, and
quick learning ability [36]. The greatest advantage of neural networks is their ability
to stereotype users into categories that were not previously defined. This model can
respond to novel input that is only slightly similar to previously learned examples.
Such systems can handle partial and erroneous cues without making major errors.
They can consistently associate an incomplete rating pattern with a complete test
case that has a known opinion. We implement this model as one of our combination
algorithms.
The ability of neural networks to recover complete data based on a partial key is
called associative learning. We plan to use this property to predict unknown ratings
by feeding a partial rating vector into the network and receiving a recommendation
as output. Some researchers have already used Restricted Boltzmann Machines, a
neural network with a fixed amount of hidden binary nodes, to make such recommen-
dations [12,83,140]. The experiments on Netflix dataset show that a neural network
based recommender can perform better than the SVD model.
Figure 3.2 shows a neural network segment for a single rating on a five point
scale. Each discreet rating value is represented by a single excited binary node. A
missing rating does not excite any input nodes. During the training stage, we feed
known ratings into the model and expect known answers to come out. Otherwise,
the back-propagation algorithm updates link weights in order to receive the desired
output. The training continues until it converges to within an error threshold. To
make a recommendation, we feed known ratings from an active vector and record the
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NN output.
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Figure 3.2: Prototype Neural Network Segment
More formally, the neural network training process may be described as follows.
Each node of a network takes in a set of weighted inputs and produces a single
value [158,175]. To make sure it is within range, the net input is fed into a bounded
activation function, σ. The formulas for computing the net input and output are as
follows:
net =
n∑
i=0
wixi
o = σ(net)
We use a sigmoid function because its range is (-1..1) and it has a convenient deriva-
tive, which allows for easier gradient descent on an estimation error surface [100,114].
Below are the formulas for the original sigmoid function and its derivative:
σ(x ) =
1
1 + e−x
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∂σ(x )
∂x
= σ(x )(1− σ(x ))
We can measure the error by comparing the desired output td and the actual output
od over a set of training cases D :
E [~w ] =
1
2
∑
d∈D
(td − od)2
We can now compute the gradient of this error with regards to individual weights.
Due to the sigmoid function properties, we can further simplify the formula [100]:
∂E
∂wi
=
∂
∂wi
1
2
∑
d∈D
(td − od)2
∂E
∂wi
= −
∑
d∈D
(td − od)od(1− od)xi ,d
Finally, we update link weights after each training case, t [72]. The formula for
computing the next weight of a particular link is as follows:
wj (t + 1) = wj (t) + ηo(1− o)ei ,j xi ,j
Here, η is the learning speed, ei ,j is the error for that link, o is the output of the
node, and xi ,j is the input sent over the link. The initial error may be observed on
the network output directly. It is then propagated backwards and adjusted by the
links’ weights, i.e., strong links that transmit large errors should be adjusted more.
As a result, the error of a particular node is a weighted sum of the errors of the nodes
in the following layer.
3.2 Memory-Based Algorithms
Memory-based approach does not create or maintain a model. This method works
directly with the dataset, inspecting it before each recommendation. As a result, the
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most recent information is used as soon as it becomes available. However, because cal-
culations are done on-demand, memory-based approaches are notoriously slow when
applied to large datasets [44, 61]. In fact, input selection is the slowest and most
crucial part of this algorithm. Fortunately, this approach requires the same amount
of data for each recommendation [142]. Therefore, we can preprocess the input and
improve performance of our prototype.
We focus this research on memory-based algorithms because they offer superior
accuracy to many model-based recommenders [26, 31, 142]. Furthermore, this pop-
ular recommender approach is simple and intuitive, does not require many tuning
parameters or long training sessions, and can justify recommendations [12], which is
one of our future research directions. This approach may not be the fastest, but it
is the most appropriate for improving recommendation accuracy in large and sparse
datasets.
Memory-based recommenders identify a subset of all users, called neighbors, which
are similar to the active user. Because of the neighborhood concept, this method is
often called the K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) approach [83, 170]. Some versions of
this approach view a dataset as a collection of user vectors with a specific number of
dimensions, corresponding to items they rated [61, 143, 163]. However, item vectors
are also possible [44, 94, 104]. In fact, previous research shows that the item-based
approach produces more accurate results [70, 94, 142, 145, 148] because item vectors
better capture the opinions of a neighborhood.
Our analysis of the Netflix dataset shows why item-oriented input is most accurate.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the vote counts for movies and users. In fact, 56% of all
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movies have over one thousand ratings. An average movie has 5,654.5 ratings, which
increases the possibility of rating overlap and provides more potential neighbors. Few
users have this many ratings. In fact, half of the user population has 100 ratings
or less, with an average user rating only 209.2 movies. With the exception of a few
extremely active accounts, user vectors are usually sparse, which reduces the chance
of finding similar neighbors.
Once the neighborhood is identified, the item-based KNN method combines items’
ratings and their similarities to calculate a predicted rating for the active item. A
more formal example of this algorithm is presented below. The mean vote for an
item is defined as the sum of its ratings divided by their count. Here, ru,i is the vote
submitted by a user u on an item i and Ui is a set of users who rated the item i :
r̄i =
∑
u∈Ui
ru,i
|Ui |
The predicted vote for a user u on active item a is then a weighted sum of other
items’ ratings adjusted by their mean [26,29]. In this formula, n is the neighborhood
size, w(a, i) is the similarity of a neighbor i , and k is a tuning coefficient:
Pu,a = r̄a + k
n∑
i=1
w(a, i)(ru,i − r̄i)
n∑
i=1
w(a, i)
An accurate similarity measure is an essential part of the KNN approach. In fact,
it is often the distinguishing characteristic of an algorithm. In general, a recommender
system considers vectors with similar ratings as neighbors. To quantify the similarity
between any two vectors, it must first identify common dimensions, i.e., vote overlap.
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Figure 3.3: Netflix Movie Vote Count Distribution
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Figure 3.4: Netflix User Vote Count Distribution
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Then it applies a similarity measure to the two sets of ratings to determine how close
they are.
Two popular similarity measures are normalized Manhattan distance and nor-
malized Euclidean distance. Normalized Manhattan distance is the mean absolute
difference among commonly rated items between active user a and its neighbor u,
i ∈ Ia ∩ Iu :
w(a, u) =
∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
| ra,i − ru,i |
| i ∈ Ia ∩ Iu |
Normalized Euclidean distance is the Euclidean distance between the two user vectors
divided by the amount of commonly rated items:
w(a, u) =
√ ∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
(ra,i − ru,i)2
| i ∈ Ia ∩ Iu |
Both measures quantify the similarity of two vectors, but they do not consider the var-
ious rating scales that users may employ. These measures vary with vector magnitude,
so two users with similar rating patterns could be considered different just because
their vectors have different lengths. This could be problematic in large datasets with
a wide variety of users and their individual rating scales.
Another popular measure that does not take vector length into account is cosine
similarity. It compares two users by taking a cosine of the angle between their rating
vectors [105,143,173]. It is the sum of products of commonly rated items divided by
the product of vector lengths:
w(a, u) =
∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
ra,iru,i√ ∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
r 2a,i
∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
r 2u,i
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The individual rating scales may be different, but users with similar preferences will
have their rating vectors pointing in approximately the same direction. Cosine similar-
ity is accurate because it considers the agreement among ratings to be more important
than vector lengths [29, 142]. We consider this similarity measure in our empirical
study.
The original cosine similarity measure is effective and has been widely used in
information retrieval research. However, it does not explicitly adjust to users’ rating
scales [11]. For instance, a three star rating could mean “average” to one person and
“good” to another. Standard cosine similarity uses actual ratings, so unless two users
have the same rating scales, their similarity is lost. Alternatively, linear regression
approximations can recognize similarity in such situations. For example, Pearson’s
correlation measures linear dependence between two sets of ratings:
w(a, u) =
∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
(ra,i − r̄a)(ru,i − r̄u)√ ∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
(ra,i − r̄a)2
∑
i∈Ia∩Iu
(ru,i − r̄u)2
This measure is similar to cosine similarity, except individual ratings are normalized
by the vector average [13, 61]. This adjustment improves accuracy of even the most
basic recommenders. In fact, it is most effective in sparse datasets, where linear
regression is more easily established [15,142]. We consider this similarity measure in
our empirical study.
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3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we discuss two types of collaborative filtering recommendations. Ex-
isting research shows that memory-based approach is superior to probabilistic and
associative rule models. These models are too general to make personalized recom-
mendations, whereas memory-based methods are simple, accurate, and use new data
immediately. We focus the rest of this research on memory-based recommendations.
However, our experiments include RSVD and NN models for comparison purposes.
Since dataset size and sparsity are the primary reasons for memory-based algorithm
deficiencies, we address them in the following chapters.
Chapter 4
The Proposed System Architecture
Current recommender systems do not allow flexibility, which is required for improved
recommendation accuracy. They are usually implemented as proprietary applications
with a particular dataset in mind. Many of them rely on a single combination algo-
rithm to produce recommendations [65,136,148], so choosing a different algorithm at
runtime requires multiple updates to a tightly coupled and inflexible software. Sugges-
tions based on a consensus of algorithms are often more accurate than any individual
approach [12,14,56,107], but combining different recommendations is usually a post-
processing task, which is slow and redundant. Therefore, studying recommendation
accuracy in such environments is a cumbersome process.
To achieve desired flexibility, we divide our system into an input generation al-
gorithm and multiple combination algorithms. This separates data management, the
slowest and most demanding part of the system, into a dedicated component. It
also simplifies the combination algorithms and eliminates redundant data processing
previously required to combine recommendations. The nature of our research de-
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fines the architecture of our system. We develop a simple model that can perform
complex analysis of a large dataset and produce thousands of recommendations with
slightly different parameters. Our architecture allows structured development and
rapid experiments in the finished prototype.
The previous chapter described the ways of making a recommendation from a
set of ratings. This and the following chapter focus on the system architecture that
delivers such ratings and the input generation component that selects them from the
dataset. The architecture explains the primary components of our system, their func-
tionality, interactions among them, and the reasoning for such composition. We also
formulate a detailed specification of the input generation algorithm with a set of de-
sired properties. Finally, we discuss the satisfaction of our system requirements, which
range from functional aspects to various non-functional constraints like performance,
efficiency, scalability, adaptability, and ease of future development.
4.1 Distributed Computation with Accessible Data
We propose using the benefits of the network-centric software architecture to create
a highly accessible, multi-platform recommender system. Network-centric systems
consist of multiple computers working together to accomplish a common goal. In our
case, they produce thousands of recommendations quickly and accurately. The net-
work plays a central role in this approach because it helps synchronize the computing
nodes. The network is the only thing these computers have in common, so there
are no requirements for computer hardware, operating system, or software. Network-
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centric systems will admit anyone, as long as they comply with the communication
protocol, which results in great implementation flexibility.
Large network-centric systems have access to vast computing resources, which
could be used to solve previously impossible problems. For example, the PocketLens
recommender system uses a central server to instruct individual nodes to build their
own models and compute recommendations [105]. In fact, its task is easily decom-
posable into individual recommendations to be computed by separate machines. A
similar architecture is implemented in the SETI@Home project, where a screensaver
software analyzes radio signals in search of extraterrestrial intelligence. This dis-
tributed system is considered one of the most powerful computers in the world and
we adopt its architecture to achieve performance and scalability.
The implementation of a network-centric system usually involves developing an
overlay network over the existing communication structure. In most cases, the indi-
vidual processing components are connected via the Internet [110]. Therefore, low
bandwidth and high latency systems would be unusable. We address the bandwidth
requirement by reducing the amount of data that travels between a user and a server.
We also decrease latency by preprocessing some of the data. As a result, we can
produce fast recommendations while retaining the flexibility of a network-centric ar-
chitecture.
We incorporate many best practices of the effective distributed systems. For
example, we physically separate the software components that request services from
the components that provide such services [156]. This allows us to scale the number
of input generation instances, combination algorithm instances, or both. We also
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make the service providers unaware of the requesters’ identity [156]. This allows the
input generation component to service many combination algorithms as if they were
one. Finally, we insulate the requesters from one another [156]. Because combination
algorithms depend only on the input, we can add, remove, or modify them without
affecting the rest of the system. Note that these generic practices may apply to many
different distributed architectures, but their rationale justifies the following design
decisions.
4.2 Multi-Platform Implementation with Minimal
Client Requirements
Client-server architecture is the most frequently used style for network applications.
As the name suggests, it consists of two components: a server that offers a set of
services and a client in need of such services [49]. This architecture is a perfect exam-
ple of separation of concerns. Clients usually handle the user interface functionality,
which keeps the server-side code simple. Servers perform intensive computations and
store the data, so clients have minimal performance and storage requirements. The
client-server separation also improves system modifiability as both components may
be updated independently. We adopt this architecture to structure and simplify our
development efforts.
The choice of client software has major consequences on the future performance
of a recommender system. Distributed recommender systems usually employ smart
clients to process and store recommendation data [105, 165, 166, 169]. Smart clients
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Server Processor Quad 3.2 Xeon EM64T
Server Memory 16GB
Server Operating System Redhat Linux x86 64
Database Server MySQL 5.0.22
Web Server Apache 2.2.16
Web Client Chrome 8.0.552
Table 4.1: Prototype Software and Hardware Configuration
offer more computational performance, but require custom software to be installed on
each computer, which limits deployment options. We use existing Web client software,
which has limited processing and storage abilities. However, we design our system
such that the clients perform only lightweight computations on minuscule amounts
of data. As a result, our prototype can produce recommendations on virtually any
Internet-ready device, regardless of the processor architecture or operating system.
Building our system on top of an existing infrastructure helps us focus on the
main purpose of this research without sacrificing performance, robustness, or reliabil-
ity. Fortunately, there are many reliable implementations for both client and server
software, e.g., Apache server and Chrome client. We outline details of our server
hardware and software configuration in Table 4.1. We use the latest stable software
to manage the dataset and access it through the Web. Furthermore, our system can
work with any Web client, but we use Google Chrome because it offers the fastest
client-side performance.
Some quality attributes promoted by the client-server architecture include scala-
bility, availability, and performance. Our system is scalable because additional clients
can easily join and contribute their recommendations. It remains available even if a
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client quits during the recommendation process. The reserved recommendation will be
unprocessed, but all remaining suggestions will be completed by other clients. Finally,
our system allows multiple clients to make concurrent recommendations. This qual-
ity is especially beneficial for our case study, where we evaluate the recommendation
accuracy of multiple algorithm configurations over thousands of recommendations.
4.3 Complexity Management with Layers
One of the most popular ways to organize a complex software system is to break it
down into layers, because their strict communication rules encourage solid software
design. This architecture reduces coupling, as the communication for a layer is usually
restricted exclusively to the layers adjacent to it [54]. Loosely coupled components
may be implemented and tested independently, which is a desirable quality for our
system. Layered architecture also improves component cohesiveness as each layer
usually contains functionality related to a particular level of abstraction [54, 159].
Layers force us to group similar functionality together, so any issues are more likely
to be contained within a single layer. We use this architecture style to visualize our
system and build it one layer at a time.
We divide the business logic between a server and a set of clients, unlike a tradi-
tional approach where all functionality resides on the server side. Figure 4.1 shows
the logical and physical structure of our system. The figure also shows a dependency
that clients have on servers, i.e., a client may not generate a recommendation unless it
has a server to provide it with input data. This architecture implements all three best
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practices of an effective distributed system, the components are physically separate,
the clients appear indistinguishable to the server, and clients are unrelated to each
other.
Client
Presentation
Client-Side Logic
Server
Server-Side Logic
RDBMS
Figure 4.1: Layered Client-Server Architecture
Starting from the top of our stack, the presentation layer interacts with a user
directly. It displays each recommendation and helps request new ones. As far as the
user is concerned, the entire system is abstracted by this layer. It contains no business
logic, so it can change radically, without affecting the rest of the system [132]. Such
flexibility allows us to easily change the “skin” of our system or incorporate it into
an existing application.
Below, a traditional application layer is broken down by two tiers into client-
side logic and server-side logic layers. Together, they are responsible for extracting,
optimizing, transmitting, and processing the dataset into a recommendation. The
processor-intensive data manipulation functionality resides on the server side, next
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to the data. Lightweight processing resides on the client side and has nothing to do
with the original dataset. Its sole purpose is to combine a small matrix of ratings into
a single recommendation. The performance improvement of such separation might
be negligible for individual recommendations, but it allows us to produce multiple
types of recommendations simultaneously. For example, the server could send the
same input to a KNN client and an RSVD client to receive two recommendations in
the time it takes to generate one.
The bottom layer is reserved for a relational database management system (RDBMS).
Its responsibility is to store and retrieve ratings from the dataset. This layer con-
tains no business logic either, which keeps the coupling down. It also abstracts any
load balancing, caching, or clustering that a database management system may em-
ploy [34, 60]. Managing data in a separate layer is beneficial because we can use an
existing database management system. There are faster ways to access the dataset,
but we prefer the convenience and reliability of a relational database over the speed
of a proprietary data management system. In fact, standard database connectivity
is often preferable to custom data structures and access methods [54]. We use the
MySQL database because it lets us focus on the main goal of this research rather than
on optimizing data access. Once a satisfactory solution has been developed, we plan
to improve its performance by implementing it in a more optimized environment.
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4.4 System Adaptability with Strict Interfaces
The flow of data and control through the layers defines our recommendation process.
Figure 4.2 breaks it down into distinct steps. It starts with a recommend function call
at the presentation layer in Step 1. The user may choose to provide a user and item
ID for a desired recommendation. However, since both parameters are optional, the
system may automatically choose an input matrix that has not yet been processed.
The recommendation request is then encoded into an HTTP packet and sent to the
server. During Step 2, the request is parsed, validated, and populated with any
necessary lookups. At this step, a specific user and item ID must be established
because the recommendation process may only continue when it is centered around
a single rating by a known user on a known item.
Presentation
1. Procedure Call
Server-Side Logic RDBMS
3. SQL Query
6.1 Procedure Call
Client-Side Logic
2. HTTP GET
5. HTTP OK
6.2 HTTP GET
4. SQL Resultset
7. SQL Query
int recommend([int $user_id, [int $item_id]])
int $recommendation
[int $user_id, [int $item_id]]
int $user_id, int $item_id
int $ratings[900]
int $user_id, int $item_id, 
int $recommendation
int $user_id, int $item_id, 
int $recommendation
string(900) $ratings
Figure 4.2: Layer Interaction During a Recommendation Process
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Step 3 of the recommendation process is time-consuming because the server-side
logic must process a large amount of data. It is also a place where most performance
enhancements occur. For instance, if the dataset is partitioned across multiple ma-
chines, each one of them will receive the same query and their results will be combined.
Furthermore, the dataset may be distributed across several hard drives and multi-
ple virtual tables to improve response time [34, 60]. Regardless of the performance
considerations, the RDBMS layer returns a set of ratings in Step 4.
These ratings are organized in a string, which is then sent to the client in Step
5. Once the input matrix reaches the client, the data inside it gets combined into a
suggestion that is presented to the user or sent back to the server in Step 6. The input
matrix is bound to 30 user and item vectors, which makes the largest possible matrix
of 900 characters. The size of the data moving from server to client is extremely small,
which makes it ideal for slow networks as well as lightweight combination algorithms.
To reduce coupling, layer communication occurs only through explicit, public
interfaces. For example, the RDBMS layer does not expose its internal state other
than via operations intended to modify that state in server-side logic layer [156]. As
a result, combination algorithms are completely oblivious to the input generation
process, what algorithm was used to perform it, or what database the data came
from.
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4.5 Future Extensibility with Prebuilt Components
The component-based architecture is very similar to the layered approach in a sense
that each part of the system serves a single purpose. The main idea behind this style is
that complex systems may be constructed by assembling a number of simple building
blocks, abstracting implementation details and separating the architect and devel-
oper concerns [42, 51, 52]. However, architectural mismatch is a major problem with
component-based development. In fact, the effort to join the different components
usually exceeds that of writing the entire system from scratch.
We address this issue by describing a strict communication interface, thus remov-
ing any ambiguity regarding our component interaction. Figure 4.3 shows the two
main components of the system, input generation algorithm and multiple combina-
tion algorithms. Each combination algorithm understands the get matrix and recom-
mend interfaces. The make matrix interface has two required parameters (user id
and item id) and returns a newline-separated string of item ratings. The recommend
interface accepts this string and returns a single numerical recommendation.
One quality we are particularly interested in is the ability for different implemen-
tations of the same component to be used interchangeably. In fact, the flexibility
of our prototype comes from replacing combination algorithm implementations [159].
Likewise, the input generation component is compatible with any collaborative fil-
tering combination algorithm. If a recommender can work with a dataset of ratings,
it can work with our input generation component, because our algorithm produces a
matrix that is essentially a smaller version of the dataset.
Our architecture simplifies future recommender system development. A large
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<<Component>>
Input Matrix Generation
RSVD:recommender
KNN:recommender
NN:recommender
get_matrix make_matrixrecommend
Figure 4.3: Proposed Component Communication Interfaces
number of existing systems use similar functionality for the data management part of
the recommendation process [61]. Since there is not much variability in the way the
ratings move from the dataset into the combination algorithm, it would be beneficial
to include all of the related functionality into a single unit. Our input generation com-
ponent represents a considerable portion of the entire system, so new recommenders
may be constructed quickly.
Our architecture also makes it possible for the prototype to become a commer-
cial product. However, it does not have to be Web-based. Our data management
component coupled with a combination algorithm could form a standalone unit to be
distributed across a number of processing nodes. As long as each node has a copy
of the dataset, all recommendations could then be combined and used in a business
model or presented to users. In fact, the entire recommender system could be ab-
stracted by a load-balanced cluster of high-performance computers that populate a
single table of recommendations.
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4.6 System Dataflow Bottlenecks
We model recommender input as a matrix where items are rows and users are columns.
Each cell contains a rating that is associated with a single user and an item. Figure 4.4
shows our prototype data flow. The input generation component locates all relevant
ratings and chooses the best ones for the input matrix. The matrix is fed into a
combination algorithm that, as the name implies, combines ratings to produce a
recommendation.
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Figure 4.4: Proposed System Data Flow
To generate an input matrix, we first identify all relevant ratings on items rated
by the active user and by users who have rated the active item. For example, if
making an input matrix for Alice on Titanic, we consider all movies Alice rated and
all users who rated Titanic. This data access task is time-consuming because a large
portion of the dataset may be relevant. However, the relevant dataset may contain
opinions that are not as valuable as others. Therefore, the input matrix generation
algorithm chooses only the most valuable ratings and places them into the input
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matrix. This data processing task is also time-consuming because all relevant ratings
must be sorted.
Different matrices take a different amount of time to produce. To standardize
the time it takes to receive the recommender input, we employ multiple replicas of
the input generation algorithm to preprocess the data. They produce consistently
sized, small, and highly valuable input matrices that enable quick and accurate rec-
ommendations in a fixed amount of time, regardless of the user/item popularity. To
generate them efficiently, we must consider the communication, computation, and
space utilization of our approach.
4.6.1 Efficient Communication Utilization
The more layers a system has, the slower it operates. All communications must pass
through the layers linearly, which means that middle layers must be involved during
the request and response phase of each recommendation. A finished recommendation
does not have to travel through all layers, including the HTTP stack on top of which
our system is built. Since no layers may be skipped, the performance of our system
may suffer [54,132,159]. However, keeping the layers unaware of each other outweighs
the performance benefits of passing data directly to the database, because the burden
of submitting a single rating is negligible.
We employ a multi-layer architecture for its customization properties, but some
layers may be removed to improve performance. To make sure that our system can
adapt to such a change, we keep only interaction facilities inside connectors. In other
words, the HTTP and MySQL connectors contain no logic, but rather the means
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of transmitting requests and their responses. For example, we can implement our
recommender system on a different database management system by replacing the
MySQL connection. Likewise, we can change how a matrix travels to a combination
algorithm, so when we replace the HTTP connector, the system remains operational.
For example, Figure 4.5 shows an embedded recommender system with no Web
interface. It eliminates the overhead of two additional layers by sending the recom-
mendation directly to the database. Such configuration exhibits the most optimal
use of the communication medium, but it is more difficult to change algorithms and
their configurations at runtime. Therefore, we reserve this configuration for produc-
tion systems and implement a more customizable architecture for our case study.
However, we use a version of this approach to precompute input matrices.
Our client-server responsibilities are guided by communication efficiency. We
keep frequently interacting components close because latency affects interaction effi-
ciency [156]. For example, it is inefficient for a combination algorithm to communicate
with a remote dataset. If the input generation component resides on the client side,
a single recommendation will produce a large amount of network traffic, which would
decrease performance and limit scalability. Therefore, we limit the amount of infor-
mation that goes through a slow network connection and abstract the data with a
dedicated component.
The input generation component needs frequent and resource-intensive access to
the dataset. We place it on the same host as the database, with a direct connection
to the data. Our server has a more powerful processor and more memory than an
average personal computer. Therefore, we use its resources to perform the most
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intensive operations, i.e., data management.
If we could not physically separate the two components, we would have to use
a slow connection to do a time-consuming task or we would have to sacrifice mod-
ifiability. Our proposed architecture accomplishes several things at once, we can
modify combination algorithms independently of the recommendation process, their
interactions with the server are minimal, and all data intensive processing occurs on
a dedicated machine with the best available resources and the most optimal data
access.
Server-Side Logic RDBMS
1. SQL Query
3. SQL Query
2. SQL Resultset
int $ratings[900]
int $user_id, int $item_id
int $user_id, int $item_id, 
int $recommendation
Figure 4.5: Recommendation Process with an Embedded Combination Algorithm
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4.6.2 Efficient Computation Utilization
Previous configurations show a more linear approach to making recommendations.
They provide a logical organization for a sequence of events that must occur before
a user receives a suggestion. However, previous discussion also identifies the two
bottlenecks in the recommendation process, data access and data processing. To
improve online performance, these time-consuming tasks may be performed offline.
If we precompute the data necessary to make a recommendation, we can improve
recommendation performance, producing thousands of recommendations in minutes
instead of hours.
We model the server-side code such that the resource-intensive data processing
functionality is contained in a standalone unit available only through a strict interface.
This allows us to keep the most complex and slowest part of the system separate from
everything else. Additionally, we do not want the slowest component to dictate the
overall performance. In other words, we want to prevent the combination algorithms
from waiting idly for their input.
We maximize computational resource utilization with multiple instances of the
input generation algorithm. They synchronize through a shared database table, which
adds to the complexity of the system. However, we limit the amount of information
shared among input generation instances and enforce local computation within each
instance. The resulting architecture can efficiently use all of the available server
resources to quickly preprocess the recommender input.
Our architecture also allows efficient evaluation of multiple recommendation ap-
proaches due to a dedicated input generation component. Each recommendation is
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based on the same input data, so the most resource-intensive task is not performed
redundantly. Furthermore, because combination algorithms are decoupled from the
input generation algorithm, multiple clients may produce different kinds of recom-
mendations simultaneously. Likewise, multiple input generation processes may work
concurrently to generate input matrices. Both recommendation and input generation
tasks lend themselves to distribution because their responsibilities are independent
and clearly defined. Therefore, we replicate both components to scale our system.
4.6.3 Efficient Space Utilization
Caching input matrices increases our memory footprint, but it also results in a faster
system. We address the space utilization issue by separating the data from the meta-
data, which reduces the system’s memory footprint and makes it more efficient. In
other words, every time we make a recommendation it is not necessary to know the
movie title, its genre, or release date. Such data may be useful for presentation pur-
poses, but it is completely irrelevant in the input generation component. The data
structure of our system represents the lowest common denominator of any collab-
orative filtering system. Therefore, we can accommodate a variety of datasets by
adjusting the meta-data, which does not participate in the recommendation process,
but does enhance the presentation.
We design our recommender system to maintain a major advantage of collabora-
tive filtering, i.e., its ability to make suggestions on virtually any data. We model
users, items, and numerical ratings as separate entities. Their relationships are fixed
and are unlikely to change in other domains as long as the user, item, and rating
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information is available. Our generic naming convention as well as the simplicity of
the collaborative filtering approach effectively guarantee that our research may apply
to a great number of domains.
4.7 Input Generation System Specification
This section presents a more detailed view of the input generation component. We
describe it with Acme, an Architecture Description Language (ADL) developed at
Carnegie Mellon University. It is a simple and generic language that is based on
the premise that there is sufficient commonality among other ADLs. Acme embodies
these commonalities while also allowing ADL-specific details [53]. Therefore, our
Acme specification may be easily converted to a broad variety of other ADLs.
The core ontology of Acme includes components, connectors, systems, ports, and
roles. Components represent the primary computations elements and data stores of
a system. They correspond to the boxes in box-and-line descriptions. Connectors
represent interactions among components. They mediate the communication among
components and correspond to the lines in box-and-line descriptions [53]. In our case,
connectors are the SQL links between the database and the functions. Component
interfaces are defined by a set of ports. Each port identifies a point of interaction
between the component and its environment. Connectors also have interfaces that
are defined by roles. Each role defines a participant of the interaction represented
by the connector [53]. Finally, systems represent configurations of components and
connectors. The rest of this section describes the input generation system in terms
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of these structural elements.
First, we define three types of roles in our system: provider, receiver, and con-
troller (Listing 4.1). The idea is that the provider points to the source of the data, the
receiver points to its destination, and the controller points to the component spec-
ifying which data to move. Note that all logic resides in the controller component,
which ensures future adaptability. Each role has two rules that ensure that the role is
attached to a matching port and that such attachment is unique. These constraints
prevent the same connection from being used for different purposes, thus enforcing
system consistency.
Listing 4.1: Role Types of the Input Generation Algorithm
1 Role Type r_provider=
2 {
3 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ATTACHEDPORTS) == 1;
4 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r:Role in self.ATTACHEDPORTS |
5 declaresType(r, p_provide);
6 }
7
8 Role Type r_receiver=
9 {
10 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ATTACHEDPORTS) == 1;
11 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r:Role in self.ATTACHEDPORTS |
12 declaresType(r, p_receive);
13 }
14
15 Role Type r_controller=
16 {
17 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ATTACHEDPORTS) == 1;
18 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r:Role in self.ATTACHEDPORTS |
19 declaresType(r, p_control);
20 }
We use different connectors for control and data exchange. Our components in-
teract through shared data access, which is a very efficient way to exchange large
amounts of information. Such interaction is asynchronous, or distributed in time,
which means that we need to establish the order in which writers and readers access
shared data. The thread controller uses procedure calls to invoke the functions in a
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predefined order, documented in Figure 4.6. Procedure calls synchronously exchange
control between procedures and clearly illustrate the interaction paths among the sys-
tem’s components. We choose specialized connectors for exchanging data and control
because they make our system efficient.
Input Generation 
Thread Controller
3.2. Save 
Similarities
3.1. Compute 
Similarities
5. Save 
Matrix
4. Truncate 
Matrix
3. Sort 
Matrix
2. Load 
Matrix
1. Setup 
Matrix
Figure 4.6: Input Generation Algorithm Order of Execution
We use two types of shared data connectors, data access and data moving (Listing
4.2). The access connector links a provider and controller components that interact
among themselves, but the data they exchange remains in the provider component.
The moving connector is the same, except it also links the receiver component. The
controller interacts with the provider, but the resulting data is sent to the receiver
component. Both connectors contain rules that ensure that each connection has
appropriately typed roles, that there is a correct number of roles, that there are no
two roles of the same type, and that the connecter has no dangling roles.
We also define three types of ports that a component may have: provide, receive,
or control (Listing 4.3). Each port name describes whether the component provides,
receives, or controls the data exchange. Each port contains two rules that ensure that
it is connected to a properly typed connection role. Note that a single provide or use
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Listing 4.2: Connector Types of the Input Generation Algorithm
1 Connector Type DataAccessConnT=
2 {
3 Role controller:r_controller=new r_controller
4 Role provider:r_provider=new r_provider
5
6 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r:Role in self.ROLES |
7 exists t in {r_provider , r_controller} declaresType(r, t);
8
9 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ROLES) == 2;
10
11 rule UniqueTypeCheck=invariant forall r1:Role in self.ROLES |
12 forall r2:Role in self.ROLES |
13 r1 != r2 <-> ! exists t in {r_provider , r_controller} |
14 declaresType(r1 , t) AND declaresType(r2 , t);
15
16 rule NoDangling=invariant forall r:Role in self.ROLES attachedOrBound(r);
17 }
18
19 Connector Type DataMovingConnT=
20 {
21 Role receiver:r_receiver=new r_receiver
22 Role provider:r_provider=new r_provider
23 Role controller:r_controller=new r_controller
24
25 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r in self.ROLES |
26 exists t in {r_provider , r_receiver , r_controller} declaresType(r, t);
27
28 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ROLES) == 3;
29
30 rule UniqueTypeCheck=invariant forall r1:Role in self.ROLES |
31 forall r2:Role in self.ROLES |
32 r1 != r2 <-> ! exists t in {r_provider , r_receiver , r_controller} |
33 declaresType(r1 , t) AND declaresType(r2 , t);
34
35 rule NoDangling=invariant forall r:Role in self.ROLES attachedOrBound(r);
36 }
port may have multiple connections to accommodate different interaction with the
same data. However, a single control port may only be used for a single purpose. This
rule ensures that each computational component is dedicated to a single purpose.
Our system has two types of components, data controller and shared data (Listing
4.4). Because each component type has a different purpose, each type contains rules
that prevent us from accidentally declaring the wrong components. The controller
component must provide exactly one port of type control. The data component must
provide at least one port of either provide or receive type, but there may not be
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Listing 4.3: Port Types of the Input Generation Algorithm
1 Port Type p_provide=
2 {
3 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ATTACHEDROLES) >= 1;
4 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r:Role in self.ATTACHEDROLES |
5 declaresType(r, r_provider);
6 }
7
8 Port Type p_receive=
9 {
10 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ATTACHEDROLES) >= 1;
11 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r:Role in self.ATTACHEDROLES |
12 declaresType(r, r_receiver);
13 }
14
15 Port Type p_control=
16 {
17 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.ATTACHEDROLES) == 1;
18 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall r:Role in self.ATTACHEDROLES |
19 declaresType(r, r_controller);
20 }
two ports of the same type. Note that we explicitly state that each component must
provide a port, thus eliminating a possibility of a component with missing or unknown
interface.
Listing 4.5 shows the entire system with connected components. The graphical
view of this system is available in Figure 4.7. We have two shared data components
and four data controllers. Note that the temporary data component is shared only
among the functions of the active input generation instance, but the permanent data
component is also shared among all instances of this algorithm. All components
are connected with four connectors, two for data access and two for data moving.
The system also contains rules that enforce its correctness. There must be at least
one component and all components must be either controllers or data. Likewise,
there must be at least one connector and all connectors must be either access or
moving. Finally, port and connector rules ensure everything is connected and their
type checks ensure that connections are properly aligned. For example, the number of
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Listing 4.4: Component Types of the Input Generation Algorithm
1 Component Type DataControllerT=
2 {
3 Port control:p_control=new p_control
4
5 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.PORTS) == 1;
6 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall p:Port in self.PORTS declaresType(p, p_control);
7 rule NoDangling=invariant forall p:Port in self.PORTS attachedOrBound(p);
8 }
9
10 Component Type SharedDataT=
11 {
12 Port provide:p_provide=new p_provide
13 Port receive:p_receive=new p_receive
14
15 rule CountCheck=invariant size(self.PORTS) >= 1;
16
17 rule TypeCheck=invariant forall p:Port in self.PORTS |
18 exists t in {p_provide , p_receive} declaresType(p, t);
19
20 rule NoDangling=invariant forall p:Port in self.PORTS attachedOrBound(p);
21
22 rule UniqueTypeCheck=invariant forall p1:Port in self.PORTS |
23 forall p2:Port in self.PORTS |
24 p1 != p2 <-> ! exists t in {p_provide , p_receive} |
25 declaresType(p1, t) AND declaresType(p2 , t);
26 }
controllers should match the number of connections because otherwise the r controller
or p control rules will be violated.
4.8 Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the architectural properties of our recommender prototype.
Classic solutions lack the flexibility of the proposed architecture. Therefore, we de-
scribe applicable architectural patterns and show how they enhance fast and accurate
experiments. We also document the communication lines between different compo-
nents of our system and identify performance bottlenecks. Our main contribution
is the separation of common functionality among multiple recommender approaches
into a single component. We describe this module because it is the most important
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part of our recommender system. We do not consider the internal behavior of the
components yet, thus abstracting the complexity away. Such an architecture view
should simplify further system design and aid its development.
Listing 4.5: Input Generation System Specification
1 System InputGenerationInstance=
2 {
3 Component PermanentSchema:SharedDataT=new SharedDataT
4 Component TemporarySchema:SharedDataT=new SharedDataT
5
6 Component LoadMatrix:DataControllerT=new DataControllerT
7 Component SaveMatrix:DataControllerT=new DataControllerT
8 Component SortMatrix:DataControllerT=new DataControllerT
9 Component TruncateMatrix:DataControllerT=new DataControllerT
10
11 Connector Conn0:DataMovingConnT=new DataMovingConnT
12 Connector Conn1:DataAccessConnT=new DataAccessConnT
13 Connector Conn2:DataAccessConnT=new DataAccessConnT
14 Connector Conn3:DataMovingConnT=new DataMovingConnT
15
16 Attachment TemporarySchema.receive to Conn0.receiver;
17 Attachment PermanentSchema.provide to Conn0.provider;
18 Attachment LoadMatrix.control to Conn0.controller;
19
20 Attachment SortMatrix.control to Conn1.controller;
21 Attachment TemporarySchema.provide to Conn1.provider;
22
23 Attachment TruncateMatrix.control to Conn2.controller;
24 Attachment TemporarySchema.provide to Conn2.provider;
25
26 Attachment PermanentSchema.receive to Conn3.receiver;
27 Attachment TemporarySchema.provide to Conn3.provider;
28 Attachment SaveMatrix.control to Conn3.controller;
29
30
31 rule ComponentCountCheck=invariant size(self.COMPONENTS) >= 1;
32 rule ConnectorCountCheck=invariant size(self.CONNECTORS) >= 1;
33
34 rule ComponentTypeCheck=invariant forall c:Component in self.COMPONENTS |
35 exists t in {SharedDataT , DataControllerT} declaresType(c, t);
36 rule ConnectorTypeCheck=invariant forall c:Connector in self.CONNECTORS |
37 exists t in {DataMovingConnT , DataAccessConnT} declaresType(c, t);
38 }
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Figure 4.7: Input Generation Architecture in Acme ADL
Chapter 5
Improving the Quality of
Recommender Input
Many effective combination algorithms are based on existing statistical, mathemati-
cal, or data mining principles. Some research focused on adjusting these formulas for
improved accuracy [13,73,142]. However, most approaches assume that the amount of
ratings is the sole reason for poor recommendation quality. We suggest that it is not
the amount, but rather the relevance of ratings, that determines recommendation ac-
curacy. In fact, many studies show dramatic recommendation quality improvements
due to changes in the input data [29,63,146]. In a sense, optimizing the combination
algorithm is comparable to fixing the symptoms, while improving the input data is
addressing the root of a problem.
This chapter provides a more in-depth view of our data management component.
We consider two different ways of establishing vector similarity within a dataset,
which is a crucial step in the process of making collaborative filtering recommenda-
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tions. First, we offer an informal conjecture as to why our way of locating similar
neighbors is better than existing approaches. Then, we demonstrate the essence of
our hypothesis through a simulation. We consider the different processes involved
in making input matrices and justify their organization. Finally, we examine the
statistical implications of our approach to show how it reduces the effects of random
variability in the data, which leads to more accurate recommendations.
5.1 The Standard Input Generation Approach
Because our dataset contains millions of records, combining all relevant ratings is
not feasible. Instead, we make recommendations from a subset of the most relevant
ratings. Figure 5.1 shows how we identify the users and items that comprise an input
matrix. This process consists of a series of simple operations, many of which could be
executed in parallel to increase performance. However, there are two synchronization
points in this workflow, when only one operation is running. Therefore, we break it
down in two tasks at the synchronization boundary. This division is not necessary
in a production system, but it helps us separate a strictly data access task from a
strictly data processing task.
The standard input generation approach creates a larger matrix first and then
reduces its size. This may be described in four steps. We start with a single cell
matrix for the active user and item. Figure 5.2 shows the initial state of an input
matrix. In this case, we are predicting a rating by user U1 on item I1. This step
makes sure that the active user and item vectors are in the matrix, regardless of
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Figure 5.1: Input Generation Process Activities
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whether we know the active rating. If the active rating is unknown, the two vectors
would be an exception to the following step.
I1
U1
Users
Ite
m
s
Figure 5.2: Input Matrix Generation – Initial State
The second step populates the matrix with all relevant user and item vectors as
well as any ratings they have. At this point, columns are all users who rated the
active item and rows are all items that the active user rated. Figure 5.3 shows the
populated matrix. In this case, the active user has rated five items, and five other
users rated the active item. Note that the first row and the first column of the input
matrix always have values, with the exception of the rating we are trying to predict.
This happens because the active vectors define the shape of the matrix, so a particular
dimension is not considered unless it occurs within one of the active vectors.
The next step sorts columns and rows, while preserving rating association. In
other words, rearranging the movies does not affect users’ opinions about them. A
variety of similarity metrics may establish the sort order. We use the cosine similarity
and Pearson’s correlation measures to move similar vectors closer to the active vector.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the third step of the input generation process.
Finally, we remove the least similar rows and columns. Figure 5.6 shows the
final truncated matrix, where we keep the top three vectors. Since all neighbors
are organized in order of decreasing similarity from the active vector, truncating the
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matrix deletes only the least relevant data. The finished matrix is not necessarily
more dense, but it contains more relevant ratings.
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Figure 5.3: Input Matrix Generation – Load Matrix
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Figure 5.4: Input Matrix Generation – Sorting by Items/Rows
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Figure 5.5: Input Matrix Generation – Sorting by Users/Columns
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Figure 5.6: Input Matrix Generation – Truncate Matrix
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5.2 Two Ways of Establishing Neighbor Influence
A major assumption in many collaborative filtering approaches is that similar users
agree on a majority of items, regardless of their domain. We refer to this type of
comparison as “global similarity” because ratings from every domain contribute to
the similarity of any two users. This concept establishes strong connections among
neighbors, but it eliminates potentially good vectors because they are not similar
enough. On the other hand, a neighbor could be chosen because he/she shares many
similar ratings in unrelated domains, yet offers little useful information in the active
item domain.
It is natural for people to agree on some items and disagree on others. In fact,
Bell and Koren suggest that the reason so many recommender systems fail is because
they assume that the similarity between any two users is fixed across all items [13].
This is unlikely, because each user has a unique set of preferences. For instance, it is
possible for two users to be considered similar in horror and drama genres, yet have
nothing in common in their comedy preferences. Therefore, we should compute user
similarity only in the context of the active item.
Our proposed solution satisfies this need as it only considers users to be similar if
they agree on a subset of all items. In other words, our approach sorts the columns of
a matrix according to the most relevant rows. We refer to this type of comparison as
“local similarity” because it considers the information from only a few locally relevant
domains. We loosen user similarity requirements and allow for more potentially good
neighbors. Neighbors are also more relevant, since they explicitly demonstrate their
similarity in the active item domain.
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The large size and extreme dataset sparsity is the reason global similarity is inac-
curate. In fact, existing research compared standard, whole-matrix recommendations
to three local similarity approaches to discover that accurate suggestions may be
made with a small, but relevant, fraction of the available data [6,21]. One of the ap-
proaches relies on a heuristic assumption that similar users remain similar across all
user models, i.e., movie genres. We claim that this assumption is false because there
are far less people who agree on everything than there are people who share some
preferences. The authors support our claim and show that this particular approach
does not provide accurate recommendations.
The local similarity approach offers more flexibility over the global similarity
method. Other publications also advocate using local similarity as opposed to the
traditional approach [38, 130]. However, there is no automatic way to identify the
most relevant items by which the users should be compared. One way to do so is to
partition the dataset according to items and to consider all items in the same parti-
tion to be relevant to each other [35]. This way, when making a suggestion about an
item, all users are compared according to items in the same partition. For example,
Berkovsky, Kuflik, and Ricci partition the dataset according to eight movie genres
and consider each partition to be a distinct user model [19, 21, 22]. The partitions
are essentially smaller user-item matrices containing all user vectors and a subset of
item vectors. Such a composite model of a user is accurate, especially if partitions
are allowed to overlap to represent mixed genre movies.
The manual partition approach is similar to the one we are proposing. Both meth-
ods rely on local similarity to compare vectors on the dimensions that matter the most.
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The manual partitioning approach uses items within the same partition to compare
users. We use more explicit item similarities to determine the most important dimen-
sions. Instead of using static domain boundaries, our approach dynamically creates
a single partition around the active rating. We form our partition across items as
well as users. As a result, our algorithm generates an input matrix with a carefully
selected set of ratings.
Another way to discriminate dimensions is to weigh them. The weighted approach
considers some properties of the vector to be more important than others [106]. For
example, when comparing two user vectors, their opinions of certain items matter
more than others. The items that are most similar to the active item should receive the
most weight. Therefore, we use item similarities as dimension weights for computing
user similarities and we use user similarities as dimension weights for computing item
similarities.
5.3 Candidate Input Generation Algorithms
Our empirical study considers three different input selection methods and two simi-
larity measures. Some approaches use raw cosine similarity to sort the matrix:
sim(a, u) =
∑
i (ra,i ∗ ru,i)√∑
i (ra,i)
2
√∑
i (ru,i)
2
Other approaches compute the similarity among vectors as a Pearson’s correlation. It
is similar to cosine similarity, except each vector property is normalized by the mean
of that vector:
sim(a, u) =
∑
i (ra,i − r̄a)(ru,i − r̄u)√∑
i (ra,i − r̄a)2
√∑
i (ru,i − r̄u)2
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Note that if i goes through every property of the active vector, we refer to this measure
as global similarity. Otherwise, if i goes through some of the properties, we refer to
this measure as local similarity.
The standard approach sorts the matrix according to either of the similarity met-
rics and truncates it down. It uses global similarity to rank matrix dimensions. It is
similar to other methods of selecting input with one notable exception, bidirectional
truncation. Existing approaches compute vector similarity and truncate the matrix
across only one dimension, i.e., either users or items [14, 56, 107]. We truncate both
dimensions. Our approach is slower, but it allows the same input to be used by user
and item-oriented algorithms.
The weighted approach considers some properties of the vector to be more impor-
tant than others. We use item similarities as weights for computing user similarities
and user similarities as weights for computing item similarities. The weighted ap-
proach users existing global similarities as weights [7]. Furthermore, we can use the
cosine similarity or Pearson’s correlation measure to compare vectors with weighted
dimensions. We consider all four possibilities in our case study.
The recursive approach recursively selects the top 30 vectors among users and
items. On the first iteration we compare vectors on all shared properties, i.e., global
similarity. However, with each additional iteration the similarity within one dimension
is based exclusively on the top vectors in the other dimension, i.e., local similarity.
For instance, user similarity is determined only along the top item opinions. Likewise,
item similarity is computed only from the top users’ opinions. We make a new list of
the top 30 vectors with each iteration. The vectors may be chosen based on either
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similarity metric. We consider five different configurations of this approach over two,
three, and four iterations.
5.4 Desired Input Qualities
In this section we make a few observations regarding an algorithm input that usually
results in an accurate recommendation. We derive some observations from the under-
lying assumptions of the KNN approach. Some observations are based on empirical
data from previous research and our own experiments. However, all these observations
are necessary to support the theory behind our recursive input generation algorithm.
5.4.1 Bigger Net Weights Produce More Reliable Results
The concept of collaborative filtering is built on the idea that users who agreed in
the past are likely to agree in the future. As a result, users who agree more tend
to have a bigger influence. Ideally, the opinions are unanimous and every neighbor
has a weight of 1. In the worst case scenario, everyone’s weight is 0, which means
that neighbors have no similar opinions. In reality, the weights are somewhere in the
middle, with no irrelevant vectors, because at least one shared opinion is required to
be considered a neighbor.
Consider a neighborhood of n vectors, where each one has a weight wi ∈ (0, 1].
The net weight of the neighborhood will be
∑n
i=1 wi ∈ (0, n]. Therefore, a good
input generation algorithm should aim to produce a neighborhood with a maximum
net weight, because that is closer to the best case scenario. One way to do that
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is to discard the vectors with the lowest weights. Such vectors do not contribute
enough weight to justify the additional noise they produce. Therefore, it is sometimes
beneficial to ignore certain neighbors, even if their vectors increase the net weight of
a matrix.
Low weights reduce recommendation accuracy. To prove this, consider a user-
oriented KNN recommendation that computes the expected value of a rating r by a
user a on an item i , E [ra,i ]. The estimate, Pa,i , is an average of neighbors’ ratings
on the active item, weighted by their respective similarities:
Pa,i = E [ra,i ] =
∑
u∈Ui
ru,iw(a, u)∑
u∈Ui
w(a, u)
Note that this formula does not contain the k parameter, i.e., k = 1. It adjusts overly
optimistic/pessimistic estimates and has no effect on the averaging procedure. The
simplified formula also uses raw ratings instead of normalized values. Normalization
reduces the scale of the estimation, with no effect on the recommendation process.
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) of such recommendation is proportional to the
variance of the estimate:
MSE = E (Pa,i − ra,i)2 = Var(Pa,i) + Bias(Pa,i , ra,i)2
We assume that bias term is zero or constant, because the KNN algorithm always
produces the same recommendation from the same neighborhood. In other words, this
approach cannot distinguish between two vectors with similarity of 1. Furthermore,
a constant bias may be neutralized with the k term. Therefore, prediction variance
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is a good indicator of recommendation accuracy, i.e., MSE:
MSE = var(Pa,i) = E (P
2
a,i)− E (Pa,i)2
Consider a recommendation based on two neighbors and its variance:
Pa,i =
r1w1 + r2w2
w1 + w2
var(Pa,i) =
r 21 w1 + r
2
2 w2
w1 + w2
−
(
r1w1 + r2w2
w1 + w2
)2
After simplifying this equation we get the following:
var(Pa,i) =
r 21 w1 + r
2
2 w2
w1 + w2
− r
2
1 w
2
1 + 2r1r2w1w2 + r
2
2 w
2
2
(w1 + w2)2
=
w1w2(r1 − r2)2
(w1 + w2)2
Taking a partial derivative of the estimation variance with respect to one of the
weights gives us an idea of how the individual weights affect recommendation accu-
racy:
d
dw1
var(Pa,i) = (r1−r2)2
[
w2
(w1 + w2)2
− 2w1w2
(w1 + w2)3
]
=
(r1 − r2)2
(w1 + w2)3
[
−w1w2 − w 22
]
< 0
The partial derivative with respect to any one weight is going to be negative for any
rating scale, as long as the weights are positive. In other words, the variance will
increase as individual vector similarities become smaller. Likewise, higher weights
produce smaller variance and result in a more accurate recommendation, i.e., smaller
MSE. By induction, the same principle applies to cases with any number of weights.
In other words, we can regroup a set of n weights into two new weights, w ′1 and w
′
2:
Pa,i =
n∑
u=1
ru,iw(a, u)
n∑
u=1
w(a, u)
=
n−1∑
u=1
ru,iw(a, u) + rn,iw(a, n)
n−1∑
u=1
w(a, u) + w(a, n)
=
r ′1w
′
1 + r
′
2w
′
2
w ′1 + w
′
2
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Taking a partial derivative with respect to the last weight would also produce a
negative result, thus proving that smaller weights harm recommendation accuracy.
5.4.2 Sorting Before Truncating for Maximum Net Weight
A set of vectors ordered by their influence will always produce a net weight greater
than that of a random sample of neighbors. Consider two cases: a list of sorted
weights S = w ′1,w
′
2,w
′
3, ...,w
′
n such that w
′
1 >= w
′
2 >= w
′
3... >= w
′
n−1 >= w
′
n and
the same set of weights in no particular order R = w1,w2,w3, ...,wn . Let us choose
the first m elements from both sets and order them in descending order. Then,∑m
i=1 wi <=
∑m
i=1 w
′
i because w
′
i >= wi for all i . Sorting ensures that after truncation
the neighborhood contains most similar vectors as opposed to a random sample of
them. Without sorting, a matrix may still have a high net weight, but such an
outcome is unlikely.
5.4.3 Global Similarity does not Imply Local Similarity
The standard approach incorrectly assumes that high global similarity guarantees
high local similarity in every domain. For instance, two globally similar vectors may
disagree on a few dimensions. As long as the number of such dimensions is sufficiently
small, the global similarity remains high. However, local similarity according to
these dimensions would conclude them to be less similar. Likewise, one can choose
dimensions from globally dissimilar vectors and get high local similarity.
Consider a case with two vectors of three dimensions, ~a =< 1, 2, 1 > and ~b =<
1, 2, 5 >. The global cosine similarity between these two vectors compares them on
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all three dimensions:
sim(a, b) =
1 ∗ 1 + 2 ∗ 2 + 1 ∗ 5√
12 + 22 + 12
√
12 + 22 + 52
=
10√
6
√
30
= 0.745
However, the local cosine similarity between the same two vectors may be lower or
higher, depending on which dimensions are used. The local similarity between the two
vectors across the first and second dimension is higher than their global similarity:
sim(a, b) =
1 ∗ 1 + 2 ∗ 2√
12 + 22
√
12 + 22
=
5√
5
√
5
= 1
However, the local cosine similarity between the two vectors across the first and third
dimension is lower than their global similarity:
sim(a, b) =
1 ∗ 1 + 1 ∗ 5√
12 + 12
√
12 + 52
=
6√
2
√
26
= 0.48
A neighborhood with a great global similarity net weight does not necessarily have a
great local similarity net weight.
This distinction is important because the KNN algorithm weighs neighbors’ opin-
ions according to the data in the input, not the original dataset. The input matrix
contains just the ratings, so vector similarities must be recomputed. In other words,
the global similarities are lost between the input generation and combination algo-
rithms. Because the input matrix is a truncated version of the original dataset, any
similarities that are computed from it are based on a subset of all shared dimensions.
Therefore, local similarity determines a neighbor’s influence, but since high global
similarity does not guarantee high local similarity, the net weight of an input matrix
is not as high as it could be.
The standard approach produces low local similarity net weights because the
neighbors are not explicitly selected to exhibit high local similarity according to a
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subset of shared dimensions. As a result, the input matrix contains a random sample
of local similarities. Since these weights were not chosen in order of decreasing value,
their sum is not guaranteed to be maximum. In other words, a matrix that has been
sorted only once will not have the maximum local similarity net weight. In order to
guarantee that only the most influential neighbors are considered, the matrix needs
to be resorted. Our recursive approach recomputes local similarity and rearranges
the vectors such that the net weight of the input matrix is maximized. The resulting
neighborhood is closer to the ideal scenario, so the resulting recommendations should
be more trustworthy.
5.4.4 Second Pass Local Similarities are Higher
Since global and local similarities are unrelated, it is possible that comparing two
vectors on fewer dimensions could produce a higher similarity. Consider a case where
we sort the matrix by rows and columns such that the most similar vectors are
positioned closer to the top left corner of the matrix. In this example, the sum of row
Pearson’s correlations decreases with n, if the similarity of columns decreases:
∑ ∑n
i (ra,i − r̄a)(ru,i − r̄u)√∑n
i (ra,i − r̄a)2
√∑n
i (ru,i − r̄u)2
>=
∑ ∑n+1
i (ra,i − r̄a)(ru,i − r̄u)√∑n+1
i (ra,i − r̄a)2
√∑n+1
i (ru,i − r̄u)2
Assuming that dimensions are sorted, considering less similar dimensions will cause
ru,i − r̄u to grow, thus allowing outliers on a neighbor’s rating scale to affect his/hers
similarity. Extreme opinions on different scales are less likely to agree, so the similar-
ity of such vectors would decrease. If this is false, then considering an extra dimension
will result in higher similarity. If that were the case, the additional dimension should
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be considered more similar than the first n, since all rows tend to agree on it. How-
ever, this is impossible because the dimensions are considered in order of decreasing
similarity.
Consider two vectors with two dimensions each, ~a =< a1, a2 > and ~b =< b1, b2 >.
Assuming that their dimensions have been sorted according to their cosine similarity
with the first column, the following inequality is true:
a1a2 + b1b2√
a21 + b
2
1
√
a22 + b
2
2
≤ a1a1 + b1b1√
a21 + b
2
1
√
a21 + b
2
1
In other words, the first column’s similarity to itself is greater than its similarity with
the second column. By definition, when a vector is compared to itself, its cosine
similarity should be 1. After simplification, we derive the following inequality:
(a1a2 + b1b2)
2 ≤ (a21 + b21)(a22 + b22)
2a1a2b1b2 ≤ a22b21 + a21b22
Such inequality works for any vector a and b:
0 ≤ a22b21 − 2a1a2b1b2 + a21b22 ≤ (a2b1 − a1b2)2
Taking a square root of both sides, we get:
0 ≤ ±(a2b1 − a1b2)
a1b2 ≤ a2b1
a1b2 ≥ a2b1
The above two inequalities cover the entire number range. Therefore, the original
assumption holds true for any value of a1, a2, b1, b2.
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Given sorted dimensions, we can prove that considering additional dimensions
reduces ~b vector similarity:
a1b1 + a2b2√
a21 + a
2
2
√
b21 + b
2
2
≤ a1b1√
a21
√
b21
In other words, the similarity between vectors a and b will be greater when we compare
them on a single dimension than if we compare them on two dimensions, provided
that dimensions are considered in order of decreasing similarity:
a21b
2
1 + 2a1a2b1b2 + a
2
2b
2
2
a21b
2
1 + a
2
2b
2
1 + a
2
1b
2
2 + a
2
2b
2
2
≤ 1
2a1a2b1b2 ≤ a22b21 + a21b22
Furthermore, according to the previous proof, this inequality holds true for any two
vectors. Likewise, comparing higher-dimension vectors would produce similar results.
The individual vector weights may change differently, but their net sum will decrease
as we consider more dimensions with lower similarities.
5.5 Similarity Refinement Simulation
To simulate the recursive input generation algorithm, consider five vectors with five
dimensions < a, b, c, d , e > in Figure 5.7. The net weight of such matrix is 3.56,
where the weight of each row is computed as its Pearson’s correlation to the first row.
The net weights of four truncated versions of this matrix, with one of the dimensions
removed, are as follows: no e = 3.87, no d = 4.08, no c = 3.38, no b = 2.94. Clearly,
considering all dimensions except d produces the biggest net weight, but how does
one know which dimensions reduce the net weight?
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Figure 5.7: A Matrix with Five Vectors and Five Dimensions
Let us consider the similarity of each dimension to a: a = 1.00, b = 0.65, c =
0.50, d = 0.35, e = 0.42. The d and e dimensions have the smallest correlations
and removing them increases the net weight. In fact, there is a negative correlation
between the similarity of a dimension and the net weight of a truncated matrix that
does not contain it. Figure 5.8 shows this relationship.
To verify this phenomenon, we examined the local weights of input matrices gen-
erated by the two algorithms on the Netflix dataset. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show typical
similarities of the first 30 vectors in an item and user-oriented matrix. The first vec-
tor is always the active vector, so its similarity to itself is always 1. However, as we
inspect the similarity of the neighbors, the vectors selected by the recursive algorithm
are consistently more similar. Both graphs demonstrate that the recursive approach
generates higher similarities with greater net weights, which produce more confident
recommendations.
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Figure 5.8: Truncated Matrices and Their Net Weights
5.6 The Effects of Input Resorting on Estimation
Accuracy
To further support the benefits of our recursive algorithm, we considered a statistical
justification of this approach. The Rao-Blackwell theorem states that if g(x ) is an
estimator for θ, then conditional expectation of g(x ) given a sufficient statistic T (x )
is a better estimator of θ and never worse [25]. At its core level, this theorem em-
ploys a well-known relationship between conditional and unconditional variance, i.e.,
var(E (g(x ) | T (x ))) <= var(E (g(x ))) [32]. In practice, averaging over a sufficient
statistic does not lead to an increase of the mean squared error [32], which represents
the accuracy of a recommender system. Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy,
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Figure 5.9: Typical Similarities of the First 30 Vectors in an Item-Oriented Matrix
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Figure 5.10: Typical Similarities of the First 30 Vectors in a User-Oriented Matrix
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we should look for estimators which are functions of the sufficient statistic.
A sufficient statistic is a function of data that describes it in such a way that
a sample generated according to this statistic would be as useful as a data sample
for estimating θ [78]. In the context of our input generation algorithm, θ is the
actual rating we are trying to predict and the initial vector similarities represent the
sufficient statistic. The purpose of the sufficient statistic is to capture all of the useful
information necessary for estimating θ, so that the data may be discarded in favor of
the statistic. Our recursive algorithm computes vector similarities on the first pass
and discards the data because we already have all the useful information about it,
i.e., which dimensions are best for predicting this active rating.
The purpose of statistical sufficiency is to ensure that the resulting conditional
expectation is a reliable estimator. If the statistic is not sufficient, the result could
depend on some unknown parameters, which would defeat the purpose of this ap-
proach [117]. A nice property of the sufficient statistic is that its expected value is
equal to θ, yet the statistic may not depend on θ. The first pass of the recursive algo-
rithm is a sufficient statistic for the relevant ratings dataset. Global vector similarities
provide all the information necessary for estimating the active rating. However, they
do not depend on the active rating because it is possible to make two input matrices
with the same global similarities, but different active ratings.
Our algorithm uses global similarities to partition the relevant dataset. It essen-
tially categorizes the matrix dimensions into two groups, the top 30 and everybody
else. Vectors from the first group receive a weight of T (x ) = 1 and everyone else re-
ceives a weight of T (x ) = 0. In other words, the first pass of the recursive algorithm
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decides which dimensions are the most relevant. Doing so improves the accuracy of an
existing estimator g(x ), i.e., a weighted average of known ratings and local similarity
weights.
The existing estimator does not have to be perfect. As we have demonstrated
in section 5.4.3, computing local similarity often leads to different results, depending
on the choice of matrix dimensions. However, combining local similarity with global
similarity partitioning, or Rao-Blackwellisation of g(x ), produces a more optimal
estimator.
Relying on either similarity approach individually will not produce accurate esti-
mates, but their combination will. The local similarity weights do not carry all the
information that is useful for estimating θ, but this information is available in the
relevant dataset and is therefore captured by T (x ). The global similarity does have
all the information for estimating θ, but it is not an estimator [109]. The conditional
expected value of a rough estimator given a sufficient statistic E (g(x ) | T (x )) is an
average of all ratings that have the same value for T (x ). This combination reduces
sensitivity to any particular rating and utilizes all useful information in the dataset
because T (x ) is a sufficient statistic and its value is fixed throughout the averaging
procedure [48]. Our approach takes advantage of this statistical property by com-
puting local similarity weights according to the dimensions selected by their global
similarity ranking.
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5.7 Conclusion
This chapter describes our process for identifying relevant ratings. One of the key
concepts of this approach is the requirement for two neighbors to be similar in some,
but not all domains. We observe this quality in our simulation as well as best-
case scenario considerations for the collaborative filtering approach. Therefore, we
incorporate local similarity measure into our input generation algorithm. In order to
generate a high quality input, we first organize all ratings in a matrix and identify a
few valuable dimensions. We then reorder the matrix according to these dimensions
and truncate it to size. Establishing the important dimensions first reduces random
variability within the data, which gives us a better idea of true user preferences. As
a result, our algorithm can reduce the size and increase the quality of recommender
input.
Chapter 6
A Novel Input Generation Model
Previous chapters presented a theory that explains how our approach could improve
recommendation accuracy. They identified the overall structure of our system, its
components, and connections. Such a high-level view of our system raised the level
of abstraction at which we reasoned about the desired functionality. With no imple-
mentation details to worry about, we focused on other important system properties
like scalability, performance, and adaptability. To achieve them, we used well-known
architecture styles that have recognizable benefits with established implementations.
The architecture we presented earlier is informal for a reason. It is a simple and
intuitive way to characterize our system, without imposing unnecessary restrictions
on how it should work. However, the informal model provides little information
about the actual computations represented by boxes, their interfaces, or the nature
of interactions between them [4]. The lack of such details means that our input
generation component may be implemented in many different ways. In order to
simplify and encourage future development around our input generation component,
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we formalize its design.
6.1 Formalism Motivation, Scope, and Goals
In order for the input generation component to achieve its goals, its interfaces must
be consistent, the functions within it must agree on the order of execution, and the
purpose of each function should be explicit [151]. To accomplish this, we develop
a collection of Z schemas that comprise the semantic model of the input generation
component. These simple, compact, and informative models use standard mathemat-
ical notation to document the design of the most important part of our system. They
also form a solid blueprint for future system construction, deployment, and execution.
A formal notation communicates our design decisions without committing to a
particular implementation. The Z schemas highlight each function’s contributions
to the overall component functionality and provide a unique perspective on how the
algorithm works. They suppress implementation details, so we can concentrate on
the analysis and decisions that are most crucial to satisfying the component’s require-
ments [4]. They also make implementation considerably easier because our decisions
and rationale are explicitly documented.
A typical Z specification, called schema, is a named predicate that constrains
some aspect of the application. It consists of two parts that describe the structure
and behavior of the model. The static schemas provide a fixed view of the model [47]
and refine our existing entity-relationship diagrams. The behavior schemas show how
the state of the model changes [47] and refine the existing procedural descriptions.
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Each change is described in terms of preconditions existing before that change and
postconditions that must be true after the change. The following sections describe
our input generation component in terms of structure and behavior specifications.
6.1.1 Static Model Structure
First, we establish the types of variables in our system. We identify every user and
item with a positive integer. This is a compact and convenient way to refer to both
kinds of vectors. Additionally, the generic naming convention allows us to represent
various datasets regardless of their domain. Furthermore, numeric IDs are not related
to other vector properties, which makes them ideal unique identifiers. The following
is a formal definition of the ID and rating types:
ID : N
RATING : N
ID > 0
RATING = 0..5
We require that opinions are expressed as numerical ratings. For this particular
dataset, the ratings must be on a scale from one to five. We reserve the value of zero
for missing ratings that must participate in the similarity computation. However, the
scale may change independently of the rest of the model. In other words, our model
will perform equally well on a dataset with discrete or continuous ratings.
The following definition builds on the previous one and introduces two new con-
cepts. Vector is a collection of ratings identified by dimension IDs. For instance, a
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user vector would be a collection of item ratings. Each rating in such a vector is
related to a particular item ID. Likewise, an item vector is a collection of ratings
identified by user IDs. The sim function compares two vectors by quantifying the
difference among related ratings on a continuous scale from -1 to 1. This restriction
admits cosine similarity range of [0..1], because all ratings are positive, whole num-
bers. It also allows Pearson’s correlation with the range of [-1..1], because normalized
ratings may be negative. We define the vector data type and the sim function as
follows:
VECTOR : ID 7→ RATING
SIM : VECTOR × VECTOR → R
ran SIM = −1..1
a, b : VECTOR | a ∩ b = ∅ ⇔ SIM (a, b) = 0
a : VECTOR | SIM (a, a) = max {ran SIM }
Sim is a total function, which means that it should be able to compute the sim-
ilarity between any two vectors. If the intersection between two vectors is empty,
the similarity must be zero. Likewise, if the similarity between two vectors is zero,
they have no dimensions in common. Also, when a vector is compared to itself, its
similarity must be maximum. This ensures that sorting does not discard the active
vectors, which form a point of reference for further similarity computations.
We plan to store the dataset in a relational database, which is a collection of
relations. Each relation has a rigid structure, which may be viewed as a set of
records. Each record may be decomposed into a set of simple atomic values [47].
Previous schemas established the types of data we work with. The record schema
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uses these data types to establish the structure of our dataset:
RECORD
user id : ID
item id : ID
rating : RATING
The following schema describes the original read-only dataset. It is a set of records
that associate a user-item tuple with a particular rating. Each tuple is unique within
this dataset, so there should be as many unique tuples as there are ratings. A sparse
dataset does not contain a rating for every possible user-item combination, yet each
user and item vector must contain at least one rating. Likewise, every rating in the
dataset must belong to a known user and item. The dataset schema captures all of
these constraints:
dataset
users : P ID
items : P ID
ratings : PRECORD
A : ratings • #(A.user id ,A.item id) = #ratings
u : ID ,A : ratings | ∀ u ∈ users • #{A.user id = u} ≥ 1
i : ID ,A : ratings | ∀ i ∈ items • #{A.item id = i} ≥ 1
r : RECORD | ∀ r ∈ ratings • {r .user id ∈ users} ∧ {r .item id ∈ items}
To ensure reliable experiment results, the input generation algorithm should never
modify the dataset. This way, we can compare the accuracy of different approaches
under the same conditions. Also, the dataset should never be empty. In fact, it
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should represent at least two user and item vectors. Even though it is possible to
make generic recommendations from as little as two vectors and a single rating, such
dataset does not contain enough information to establish vector similarity. Therefore,
we require more data to establish personalized recommendations. Figures 6.1 and 6.2
show the minimum amount of data necessary for our approach. These constraints are
also encoded in the following schema:
Ξdataset
dataset
users ′ = users
items ′ = items
ratings ′ = ratings
#users ≥ 2
#items ≥ 2
#ratings ≥ 3
Our model requires the dataset to contain at least two user vectors, two item
vectors, and three ratings. Such dataset requirements enable the similarity measure,
so we can reason about the relevancy of the available data. In other words, the
similarity measure will be non-zero for some vectors because they are bound to have
common dimensions. For example, the cosine similarity measures the cosine of the
angle between two vectors. Therefore, there must be at least two vectors to compare.
Furthermore, each vector must have more than one dimension, because the angle
between any two scalar values is always zero.
The matrix schema describes the model of the actual recommender input. It is
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Figure 6.1: Examples of Inappropriate Minimum Datasets
similar to the original dataset in a sense that it keeps track of the users, items, and
their ratings. However, unlike the original read-only dataset, matrices may shrink. In
other words, once the matrix has been initialized, the data within it may be removed.
The matrix also keeps track of the best dimensions, which may not be empty. As
the name implies, best users form a subset of all relevant users and best items form
a subset of all relevant items. Note that best dimensions contain a sequence of IDs,
because the order in which they are removed makes a difference. The matrix structure
is defined in the following schema:
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Figure 6.2: An Appropriate Minimum Dataset
matrix
users : P ID
items : P ID
ratings : PRECORD
best users : seq ID
best items : seq ID
A : ratings • #(A.user id ,A.item id) = #ratings
u : ID ,A : ratings | ∀ u ∈ users • #{A.user id = u} ≥ 1
i : ID ,A : ratings | ∀ i ∈ items • #{A.item id = i} ≥ 1
r : RECORD | ∀ r ∈ ratings • {r .user id ∈ users} ∧ {r .item id ∈ items}
best users 6= ∅
best items 6= ∅
best users ⊆ users
best items ⊆ items
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6.1.2 Data Access Behavior Specification
When working with little data, the generated input would essentially contain the
entire dataset. However, there are cases when some data is purposefully omitted.
The following schema describes the process of selecting relevant ratings. According
to the previously established architecture, the request must contain two IDs, which
represent the active user ID and active item ID. The output contains a set of users
with a rating on the active item and a set of items with a rating by the active user,
i.e., matrix dimensions. The algorithm should also return all ratings associated with
these matrix dimensions. The following schema specifies the behavior of the first step
of the matrix generation process:
get matrix
Ξdataset
active user id? : ID
active item id? : ID
users ! : P ID
items ! : P ID
ratings ! : PRECORD
users ! = {A : ratings | A.item id = active item id? • A.user id}∪
active user id?
items ! = {A : ratings | A.user id = active user id? • A.item id}∪
active item id?
ratings ! = {A : ratings | A.user id ∈ users ! ∧ A.item id ∈ items !}
⊕{active user id?, active item id?, 0}
The matrix should always contain the active vectors, even if the active rating
is unknown. To ensure this, we include the active user ID in the users list and
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active item ID in the items list. To prevent a known active rating from affecting the
recommendation process that attempts to guess it, we add an extra relation to the
ratings set that overwrites the known rating, if there is one. Note that a value of zero
is reserved for a missing rating. Therefore, we are forcing the system to pretend like
the active rating does not exist.
The following schema describes the initial state of the matrix. It accepts a set of
users, items, and rating records generated from the original dataset. Note that the
best dimensions may not be empty, even in the initial version of the matrix. Therefore,
we initialize the best users and best items lists with every available dimension. This
way, the best dimensions satisfy all matrix requirements:
∆init matrix
matrix
users? : P ID
items? : P ID
ratings? : PRECORD
users ′ = users?
items ′ = items?
ratings ′ = ratings?
best users ′ = users?
best items ′ = items?
6.1.3 Data Processing Behavior Specification
The matrix may change in two ways, sorting or truncation. The purpose of sorting
is to compute the new best dimensions. The sorting process uses the data in the
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matrix to do that, but that data should remain unchanged. This way, any subsequent
sorting procedures will resort the matrix according to the same evidence. Only the
best dimensions can change during the sorting procedure, but their number can never
increase.
The sorting schema requires the active user and item ID, so we can establish
a point of reference for the similarity computation. Note that both active vectors
must be in the best dimensions before the sorting and they must be the first in their
respective lists after the sorting. This requirement ensures that we do not accidentally
remove the active vector IDs:
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sort matrix
matrix
active user id? : ID
active item id? : ID
matrix size? : N
active user id? ∈ best users
active item id? ∈ best items
matrix size? > 0
uv [u : ID ] == {A : ratings | A.user id = u ∧ A.item id ∈ best items
• A.item id → A.rating}
iv [i : ID ] == {A : ratings | A.item id = i ∧ A.user id ∈ best users
• A.user id → A.rating}
best users ′ = {u : best users , j = 1..#best users − 1 |
SIM (uv [active user id?], uv [u(j )]) ≥
SIM (uv [active user id?], uv [u(j + 1)])}
best items ′ = {i : best items , j = 1..#best items − 1 |
SIM (iv [active item id?], iv [i(j )]) ≥
SIM (iv [active item id?], iv [i(j + 1)])}
#best users ′ ≤ matrix size?
#best items ′ ≤ matrix size?
active user id? = best users ′(1)
active item id? = best items ′(1)
users ′ = users
items ′ = items
ratings ′ = ratings
#best users ′ ≤ #best users
#best items ′ ≤ #best items
All user and item vectors in this matrix should be organized in order of decreas-
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ing similarity to the active vector, according to the best dimensions. The new best
users and items should correctly reflect that ordering. To simplify the specification,
we define two parameterized shortcuts that look up user and item vectors by their
respective IDs. These shortcuts return a portion of the vector, specified by the best
dimensions, which guarantees that we sort the matrix according to the specified di-
mensions. We also reduce the size of the best dimensions according to the matrix size
parameter. Note that matrix size must be any positive number with no upper bound.
If the matrix is already small enough, the best dimensions will not change. This way,
accidentally sorting or resorting a small matrix does not affect it.
Once the matrix has been sorted, we can remove irrelevant data. The purpose of
matrix truncation is to reduce the matrix to its final dimensions, specified by best
users and items. Note that truncation removes irrelevant users, items, and ratings,
but does not introduce any new ones. Also, note that the best dimensions must stay
the same during the truncation process. This behavior is defined as follows:
truncate matrix
matrix
users ′ = best users
items ′ = best items
ratings ′ = {A : ratings | A.user id ∈ best users ∧ A.item id ∈ best items}
users ′ ⊆ users
items ′ ⊆ items
ratings ′ ⊆ ratings
best users ′ = best users
best items ′ = best items
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Since we keep track of users/items and best users/items separately, the best di-
mensions may change as we sort and resort the matrix. However, we do not discard
any data until we are certain about the final shape of the matrix. Therefore, the
truncation procedure should be the last state of the matrix.
To guarantee that the input is generated properly, we establish the correct order
of matrix states. The state transition diagram in Figure 6.3 relates the three main
states of a matrix as we refine the ratings within it. The initial matrix contains all
relevant ratings, which are only sorted if the matrix is large enough. If the matrix is
small, sorting accomplishes nothing because no data is removed. If the matrix is large,
sorting establishes vector relevance, so the least valuable data may be discarded. If
one of the matrix dimensions is small enough, resorting the matrix does not affect
the result because rearranging vector dimensions does not change vector similarities.
In either case, the matrix is truncated to a uniform size as the last step of the input
generation process.
Note that we may want to sort the matrix multiple times. This model of the input
generation component supports such behavior. The constraint on the size of the best
dimensions will cause the algorithm to resort the vectors according to local similarity.
In fact, each subsequent sorting iteration depends on the best dimensions established
during the previous iteration, which is the essence of the recursive input generation
algorithm.
This model can perform standard and recursive sorting, which is a major require-
ment for our case study. Table 6.4 outlines the proper course of action for the initial
matrix of every shape. In case there are not enough ratings, the algorithm does not
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init_matrix
truncate_matrixsort_matrix
sort
#users > 30
OR
#items > 30
no sort
#users <= 30
AND
#items <= 30
resort
#users > 30
AND
#items > 30
truncated
#users <= 30
AND
#items <= 30
done sorting
users' != users
OR
items' != items
Figure 6.3: Matrix State Changes During the Input Generation Process
apply. Fortunately, there are no such matrices in our dataset. If there are less than
30 users and 30 items, we do not sort the matrix. If there are less than 30 users
or items, we sort the matrix only once. Every large matrix should be sorted twice.
This is the only case when our recursive algorithm affects the quality of recommender
input, but it applies to 83% of all recommendations.
A sorted and truncated matrix is ready for combination algorithm consumption.
The matrix may be serialized or formatted in a way that facilitates matrix trans-
portation to the combination algorithms. However, this responsibility is outside of
the scope of the input generation component, which keeps coupling down and en-
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Figure 6.4: Matrix Shape Effects on Algorithm Selection
courages reuse. The primary concern of this component is the content of the input
matrix. This way, the matrix transportation method can change according to the
overall architecture of a recommender system, without affecting the component that
produced it.
6.2 Static Model Implementation and Analysis
This section presents the implementation details of the data within our input genera-
tion component. We use a relational database to store the dataset and produce input
matrices. These related tasks require two kinds of database schemas. Permanent re-
lations always exist in the database and their only purpose is to store data. Figure 6.5
shows our permanent database schema. Temporary relations are created on-demand
by individual input generation processes. These relations exist only within the con-
text of the executing process and therefore disappear as soon as it stops. Figure 6.6
shows our temporary database schema.
We store the original dataset in the tbl ratings table of three columns: user id,
item id, and rating. This is the largest table in the entire system, because it takes
up over 1.5GB for data and 3GB for index. To speed up vector normalization, we
precompute user and item averages in two dedicated tables, tbl users and tbl items.
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tbl_items
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) P+/-
avg_rating DECIMAL(4,3) N+/-
rating_count MEDIUMINT(8) +/-
tbl_users
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) P+/-
avg_rating DECIMAL(4,3) N+/-
rating_count MEDIUMINT(8) +/-
tbl_recommendations
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
rsvd DECIMAL(4,3) N+/-
knn_item DECIMAL(4,3) N+/-
knn_user DECIMAL(4,3) N+/-
nn_item DECIMAL(4,3) N+/-
nn_user DECIMAL(4,3) N+/-
Legend
i Indexed
+/- Unsigned
P Primary Key
F Foreign Key
N Not Null
D Default Value
tbl_matrices
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
matrix MEDIUMTEXT D
session INT(10) D+/-
tbl_ratings
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
rating TINYINT(1) N+/-
Figure 6.5: Permanent Database Schema
tmp_items_calc
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) FP+/-
length DECIMAL(8,3) N+/-
product DECIMAL(8,3) N
tmp_items_best
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) FP+/-
tmp_users
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) P+/-
rating TINYINT(1) N+/-
similarity DECIMAL(4,3) DN
tmp_users_best
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) FP+/-
tmp_users_calc
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) FP+/-
length DECIMAL(8,3) N+/-
product DECIMAL(8,3) N
tmp_matrix
user_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) F+/-i
rating TINYINT(1) N+/-
Legend
i Indexed
+/- Unsigned
P Primary Key
F Foreign Key
N Not Null
D Default Value
tmp_items
item_id MEDIUMINT(8) P+/-
rating TINYINT(1) N+/-
similarity DECIMAL(4,3) DN
Figure 6.6: Temporary Database Schema
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When making recommendations, combination algorithms request a precomputed ma-
trix from the tbl matrices table and mark it as processed in the session field. The
resulting recommendation is added to the tbl recommendations table under the ap-
propriate field (rsvd, knn item, knn user, nn item, or nn user). Once all recommen-
dations are recorded, we can compute the RMSE of individual combination algorithms
by comparing their guess in tbl recommendations to an actual rating in tbl ratings.
To generate matrices, we populate the user id and item id fields of the tbl matrices
table and launch an instance of the input generation procedure (See Appendix: List-
ing A). Multiple parallel processes can execute this code on the same machine, which
improves scalability. Each simultaneous process uses the session field to reserve a
matrix it is currently making, thus forcing others to avoid it (See Appendix: Listing
B). A finished matrix is cached in the matrix field for future consumption.
Each instance works with both database schemas because some of the dataset must
be copied to the temporary schema and the finished matrix is stored in the permanent
schema. Each instance creates its own copy of the temporary schema (See Appendix:
Listing C). As a result, all instances share the permanent schema, while maintaining
a duplicate of the temporary one. Because the temporary schema only exists within
the session that created it, multiple copies of it could exist independently.
Once the temporary schema is created, an input generation process populates
tmp users with all user ids that rated the active item as well as the actual rating that
was given. A similar process populates tmp items. The similarity field is initialized
to zero because no vectors have been loaded yet. To compute vector similarities, we
first construct a matrix of ratings by populating tmp matrix with all records from
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tbl ratings that contain user id from tmp users and item id from tmp items.
Once we have some ratings in tmp matrix, we can compute the similarity of
every vector inside it. Due to a MySQL limitation, this process has to be done in
two steps, with intermediate results stored in tmp users calc and tmp items calc.
Each instance uses both tables to determine the similarity between the active vector
and its neighbors. Initial sorting is the second slowest step of the process because
tmp matrix could get very large for popular items and involved users. However,
subsequent sorting should be faster because it is based on a subset of all dimensions
captured in tmp users best and tmp items best tables.
We employ a consistent naming convention to identify the shared data. Table 6.1
relates the structure of our formal model and its implementation. Every property is
implemented by a database relation with an appropriate name. We use prefixes to
distinguish between the permanent dataset and temporary matrix implementations.
All permanent relations have a tbl prefix and all temporary relations have a tmp
prefix. This practice ensures that we store all of the necessary data and that we can
easily determine its purpose.
Since our system works with large amounts of data, it is also important to ensure
that our data is properly modeled, implemented, and transmitted. Fortunately, the
structure of our data is simple, so it is easy to verify that we have modeled it correctly
and consistently. The IDs of both users and items are modeled and implemented as
positive integers. All ratings are on a discrete scale from one to five and they are
modeled and implemented as such.
We also formalized a record data type and we implement it the same way in
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Model Implementation
dataset.users tbl users
dataset.items tbl items
dataset.ratings tbl ratings
matrix.users tmp users
matrix.items tmp items
matrix.ratings tmp matrix
matrix.best users tmp users best
matrix.best items tmp items best
Table 6.1: Static Model Structure Consistency
Model Implementation
user id: N, ID>0 @user id MEDIUMINT(8) unsigned NOT NULL
item id: N, ID>0 @item id MEDIUMINT(8) unsigned NOT NULL
rating: N, rating=0..5 @rating TINYINT(1) unsigned NOT NULL
Table 6.2: Record Data Type Consistency
both permanent and temporary schemas. Table 6.2 shows more details on our data
modeling consistency. The medium integer data type provides a sufficient amount
of space to record all IDs. The unsigned property means that only positive numbers
may be recorded. The not null property means that the field is required. In other
words, there may not be any partial records. This implementation mirrors the formal
specification data types.
We also consistently implement our input parameters. Table 6.3 shows the inputs
used in the formal specification and their implementation with the same types. The
active user/item IDs are modeled and implemented with the same type and range as
the data they represent. Therefore, we can address any user/item tuple in the dataset
and produce an input matrix for it.
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Model Implementation
active user id?: N, ID>0 @active user id unsigned MEDIUMINT(8)
active item id?: N, ID>0 @active item id unsigned MEDIUMINT(8)
matrix size?: N, matrix size?>0 @matrix size unsigned TINYINT(3)
Table 6.3: Input Parameter Consistency
6.3 Behavioral Model Implementation and Analy-
sis
Our input generation algorithm is the essence of our research, so its formal specifi-
cation is definitely relevant, especially as a design specification. Even though there
may be other designs and various ways to implement them, we present one possible
solution that matches our model. To verify its correctness, we compare our model to
the final implementation and explain any inconsistencies. We use our formal model
to confirm that the implementation corresponds to earlier plans and that all func-
tions are carried out as planned. In this section, we verify our implementation’s
compatibility, correctness, and completeness.
6.3.1 Compatibility with the Rest of the Architecture
The previous chapters presented the input and output interface requirements for
the input generation component. The input interface requires each recommendation
request to identify a user-item tuple. The get matrix schema models this interface
and a procedure implementing it (See Appendix: Listing D). The output interface
requires the set of ratings corresponding to at most 30 user and 30 items vectors.
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The truncate matrix schema and its implementation satisfy this requirement (See
Appendix: Listing F). In other words, we can be sure that the input generation
component receives and produces data in the correct format and satisfies the interface
requirements imposed by other layers.
There has to be a way to deliver the matrix to the combination algorithms. We
implement a matrix serialization procedure that produces a newline-separated string
of single digit ratings, where zeros represent missing ratings (See Appendix: Listing
G). However, other implementations do not have to rely on this particular format. For
example, one may combine our input generation component with a single combination
algorithm that works on the matrix directly. As long as the surrounding code agrees
on the input generation component interfaces, a recommender system may be built
around it. In fact, our formal specification provides all of the necessary information
for such integration.
6.3.2 Correct Implementation of the Existing Specification
Sometimes the functions implement services with names and interfaces that match,
but behaviors that do not. To make sure each function works as required, our formal
model includes behavioral specification for the input generation component. The
get matrix and init matrix interfaces represent the first two steps of the matrix
generation process. This functionality is implemented with a single procedure called
load matrix (See Appendix: Listing D). It implements the data access task.
The data processing task is modeled by the matrix schema and its two behav-
iors. We implement the matrix sorting behavior in the sort matrix procedure (See
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Appendix: Listing E). It computes vector similarities and keeps track of the best
dimensions, thus implementing step three of the input generation process. The trun-
cate matrix procedure reduces the matrix to its final size and implements the last
step of the input generation algorithm (See Appendix: Listing F).
Our input generation algorithm can adapt to a number of input selection strate-
gies. For example, it may return a matrix with just the relevant ratings, a matrix
that has been sorted only once, i.e., the standard approach, or a matrix that has
been sorted multiple times, i.e., the recursive approach. The way we accomplish
such configuration flexibility is through separation of concerns that distinguish these
approaches. In fact, all three algorithms represent incremental additions of function-
ality. To ensure efficiency, we implement each behavior separately. This section covers
the individual procedure implementations and explains how they satisfy the formal
specification.
Load Matrix Implementation
The get matrix and init matrix schemas identify the read and write operations that
locate the relevant ratings. We implement the write and read functionality with a
single query using the INSERT ... SELECT construct (See Appendix: Listing D).
However, we first truncate the existing tables to make sure that the only data they
contain is the data we explicitly add. As a result, we can guarantee that all data
selected from the dataset will appear in the matrix. Furthermore, this procedure
reads from the dataset and never writes to it, thus satisfying the Ξ dataset schema
requirements.
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The Z and SQL conditions on relevant vectors match. For example, the init matrix
schema specifies a restriction of only those user records that contain the active item
ID:
A : ratings | A.item id = active item id?
We implement it with an identical restriction in the SQL implementation:
1 WHERE item_id=@active_item_id
This query also guarantees that each user has at least one rating associated with
them.
However, the get matrix schema suggest that there may be one exception to this
rule. For example, the active user may not have a rating on the active item, yet the
active user should be in the users list. We use the REPLACE query to accomplish
two things at once, make sure that the active user ID is in the tmp users table and
overwrite the known rating with a zero. Since we cannot remove the user’s record,
we neutralize its rating by giving it a value that will not participate in the similarity
computation:
1 REPLACE INTO tmp_users(user_id , rating) VALUES(@active_user_id , 0);
Note that the matrix is initialized with the best dimensions as all available di-
mensions. We copy all relevant user IDs into tmp users best with the INSERT ...
SELECT statement. This procedure satisfies the matrix schema requirement because
initially the two sets are identical. Furthermore, because we initialize the best dimen-
sions after adding the active vectors to the matrix dimensions, we can be certain that
the active vectors are part of the best dimensions. In other words, our code satisfies
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the following sort matrix schema requirement:
active user id? ∈ best users
Finally, we populate the matrix with relevant ratings. The get matrix schema
specifies them as any rating that belongs to a relevant user and a relevant item:
A : ratings | A.user id ∈ users ! ∧ A.item id ∈ items !
We accomplish this as a dual join of the relevant users and relevant items on the
dataset:
1 FROM tbl_ratings ratings
2 JOIN tmp_items items ON ratings.item_id=items.item_id
3 JOIN tmp_users users ON ratings.user_id=users.user_id
Note that if the active user has rated the active item, their IDs will be in the tmp users
and tmp items respectively, so the matrix will contain the active rating. However,
active vectors record the active rating as missing, so it will not participate in the
similarity computation. Therefore, we can be certain that the integrity of our recom-
mendations has not been compromised.
The way we load the matrix satisfies all conditions of the formal model. The
purpose of the load matrix procedure is to make a smaller version of the original
dataset, so if the dataset satisfies its requirements, a properly selected subset will too.
For example, assuming that the ratings are unique in the original dataset, selecting
a subset of them is going to be unique as well. Also, because we load users and items
first, each selected rating is guaranteed to belong to a known user and item. As a
result, load matrix procedure correctly implements the get matrix and init matrix
schemas.
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Sort Matrix Implementation
The sort matrix procedure contains the logic for deciding whether to sort the matrix
(See Appendix: Listing E). Note that the matrix dimensions are equal to the number
of ratings for the respective active user and active item. For example, if Alice has a
total of 10 ratings and Titanic has a total of 15 ratings, the relevant matrix about her
existing opinion about this movie will be exactly 10x15. The rating count information
is static for this particular dataset, so there is no need to inspect the matrix. In fact,
we can determine whether sorting is necessary just by comparing the precomputed
vector rating counts:
1 IF (relevant_item_count > @matrix_size OR relevant_user_count > @matrix_size) THEN
2 ...
3 IF (relevant_item_count > @matrix_size AND relevant_user_count > @matrix_size)
THEN
4 ...
5 END IF
6 END IF
Note that the outer condition is only true if one or both of the matrix dimensions
are larger than the desired matrix size, which is exactly when the standard approach
applies. If neither dimension is large enough, no sorting occurs and the entire relevant
dataset is returned. The inner condition is only true when both of the dimensions
are greater than the desired matrix size. In that case, the matrix will be sorted one
more time, which corresponds to the recursive approach. As a result, the sort matrix
procedure correctly implements the state diagram.
This procedure relies on the correct implementation of the two similarity measures,
cosine similarity and Pearson’s correlation. The formulas for computing the two types
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of similarity are as follows:
Cosine(a, b) =
∑
i∈a∩b
aibi√∑
i∈a∩b
a2i
∑
i∈a∩b
b2i
=
a · b
| a || b |
Pearson(a, b) =
∑
i∈a∩b
(ai − ā)(bi − b̄)√∑
i∈a∩b
(ai − ā)2
∑
i∈a∩b
(bi − b̄)2
=
a ′ · b ′
| a ′ || b ′ |
Note that both similarity measures share the same form, with the only exception
being that Pearson’s correlation formula uses relative ratings instead of the actual
ones.
To eliminate redundant code, we separate the common parts of the two similarity
measures. The compute similarities procedure computes the top and bottom parts
of the fraction, i.e., the dot product and magnitudes of the two vectors. These values
are different for the two similarity measures (See Appendix: Listings H and I). The
save similarities procedure computes the decimal equivalent of the fraction for each
vector, saves their similarities, and updates the best dimensions tables (See Appendix:
Listing J). These operations are the same for both similarity measures.
The cosine implementation uses the following code to figure out the length and
dot product of each neighbor, b, with the active vector, a:
1 SQRT(SUM(POW(b.rating , 2))),
2 SUM(a.rating*b.rating)
Pearson’s correlation uses the same formula, except the ratings are normalized by
that vector’s average rating:
1 SQRT(SUM(POW(b.rating -c.avg_rating , 2))),
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2 SUM((a.rating -active_user_avg_rating)*(b.rating -c.avg_rating))
Both implementations correctly mirror the formula for the magnitude of a neighbor’s
vector as well as its dot product with the active vector.
Note that these computations depend on the amount of shared ratings and are
restricted by the best dimensions. For example, sort matrix schema specifies how
the user vectors should be compared:
uv [u : ID ] == {A : ratings | A.user id = u ∧ A.item id ∈ best items}
Our implementation matches the formal specification:
1 FROM tmp_items as a
2 JOIN tmp_items_best as best ON a.item_id=best.item_id
3 JOIN tmp_matrix as b ON a.item_id=b.item_id
4 JOIN tbl_users as c ON b.user_id=c.user_id
5 WHERE a.rating > 0
Here, tmp items represents the active user vector and tmp items best table restricts
which items participate in the comparison. This list is very small, so it is faster to
join it first. However, it is not smaller then tmp items because otherwise there would
be no need for sorting. Then we join the tmp matrix table on the same item IDs to
produce a set of user vectors across their common dimensions.
We also join tbl users so we can use their rating averages. Finally, we restrict the
computation to only positive ratings in this active vector. This restriction explicitly
prevents a known active rating from affecting a neighbor’s similarity. The last two
lines are not necessary for the cosine similarity measure because it does not use vector
averages and a zero rating does not affect the dot product nor vector magnitude.
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Once all components of the similarity fraction have been computed we store and
sort them with the save similarities procedure. It computes the similarity of each
user neighbor according to the following formula, in line with the cosine similarity
and Pearson’s correlation specifications:
1 SET a.similarity=b.product /( active_user_length*b.length)
The purpose of this procedure is to compute the similarity of every neighbor to the
active vector and then record the top vectors as the new best dimensions:
1 INSERT INTO tmp_users_best(user_id)
2 SELECT user_id
3 FROM tmp_users
4 WHERE similarity >0
5 ORDER BY similarity DESC
6 LIMIT ?
Here, the question mark is a placeholder for the @matrix size value. Because we
select the best users from the relevant users the resulting list is guaranteed to be a
subset of the original:
best users ⊆ users
The sort matrix schema also specifies that a limited number of best users must be
chosen according to their decreasing similarity:
{SIM (uv [active user id?], uv [u(j )]) ≥ SIM (uv [active user id?], uv [u(j + 1)])}
#best users ′ ≤ matrix size?
We establish the ordering with the ORDER BY clause and specify the size of the list
with the LIMIT clause. Therefore, this procedure correctly implements the sorting
and dimension reduction properties of our algorithm.
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According to the sort matrix schema, the active user and item IDs must be part
of the matrix before and after the sorting:
active user id? ∈ best users
active user id? = best users ′(1)
The precondition is satisfied by load matrix procedure, which explicitly includes
them. The postcondition is satisfied by the save similarities procedure. By defi-
nition, the cosine similarity and Pearson’s correlation of a vector compared to itself
must be 1, which is the maximum similarity:
w(a, a) =
∑
i∈a
aiai√∑
i∈a
a2i
√∑
i∈a
a2i
=
∑
i∈a
a2i∑
i∈a
a2i
= 1
Note that because the active vector has the maximum possible similarity, it is guaran-
teed to be the first of the best dimensions, since they are chosen in order of decreasing
similarity. Therefore, we can guarantee that the active vectors will always be part of
the matrix.
Truncate Matrix Implementation
The truncate matrix implementation is a little different than its specification. Instead
of truncating and populating the users and items of the matrix like we have done
before, we delete those IDs that are not in the best dimensions (See Appendix: Listing
F). We keep vector similarities of the final matrix because such information may
be useful for serializing it (See Appendix: Listing G). Finally, we repopulate an
empty matrix with only the best dimensions to satisfy the final matrix requirement.
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Doing so is a faster and more reliable way of loading ratings. The constraints on the
truncate matrix schema and its implementation are identical:
ratings ′ = {A : ratings | A.user id ∈ best users ∧ A.item id ∈ best items}
1 INSERT INTO tmp_matrix(user_id , item_id , rating)
2 SELECT users.user_id , items.item_id , ratings.rating
3 FROM tbl_ratings ratings
4 JOIN tmp_items_best items ON ratings.item_id=items.item_id
5 JOIN tmp_users_best users ON ratings.user_id=users.user_id;
6.3.3 The Rao Blackwell Theorem Implementation
We also correctly implement the Rao Blackwell theorem, i.e., two passes of the sorting
algorithm that establish the sufficient statistic and improved local similarity weights.
Note that load matrix procedure initializes the best dimensions to the initial dimen-
sions of the matrix. In other words, the first iteration of the sort procedure compares
vectors according to all dimensions of the matrix, i.e., global similarity. Also note that
the best dimensions are not modified until after the similarity has been computed,
which means that the best dimensions will be restricted on the second iteration, i.e.,
local similarity.
The same local similarity is used in the combination algorithm, except the com-
bination algorithm computes it from the serialized matrix instead of the database.
However, this local similarity does not depend on just any set of dimensions, but
rather the best dimensions that were chosen according to the their global similarity
ranking. Therefore, we can say that the local similarities of the final matrix have
been conditioned by the global similarity. According to the Rao Blackwell theorem,
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the expected value of the neighbor’s opinions weighted by such local similarities will
be better than the opinions weighted by the local similarities computed across any
other set of common dimensions.
6.4 Conclusion
This chapter presents a more explicit model of the input generation component. We
use the Z notation to describe the model and identify the restrictions that must be met
at each stage of the input generation process. We establish the procedure interfaces,
their internal behavior, and legal interactions. We also address the input, intermediate
results, and output data for our input generation component. The formal model of
the system behavior provides the essential details, enhances our understanding, and
serves as a blueprint for implementation. We also evaluate the quality of our input
generation model and its implementation. We validate the correctness, completeness,
and compatibility of our model to justify the implementation that meets all of our
system requirements.
Chapter 7
Evaluation of Recommendation
Accuracy
In order to research ways to improve recommendation accuracy, we develop a dis-
tributed architecture that allows quick accuracy evaluations with no rework. Our
architecture consists of a single input generation component and multiple combina-
tion algorithms. Previous chapters outlined our input generation component, the
combination algorithms, and dataset properties. This chapter evaluates the benefits
of combination algorithm tuning, data normalization, and input selection. Our goal
is to find out whether the latter practice improves recommendation accuracy more
than the rest.
Our research method is fairly standard across the available literature. First, we
build the framework to import and manage the dataset. Details of our data man-
agement component are described in the previous chapter. We also create routines
to calculate RMSE values for our predictions. Our reasons for choosing this particu-
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lar metric are available in the first chapter. Our experiments evaluate recommender
accuracy with this measure and investigate the techniques that minimize it.
The experiments are organized in a particular order. First, we implement differ-
ent combination algorithms and generate standard input recommendations for each
one. We then try different variations of the algorithms and compare the resulting
RMSE values. We tune combination algorithms to maximize their accuracy. Once
tuned algorithms are in place, we evaluate the benefits of data normalization and
recommendation combination/aggregation. Finally, we combine the most accurate
recommender configurations with a set of input generation component implementa-
tions. Each stage of the evaluation procedure introduces only one new method of
improving accuracy so we can easily identify its benefit.
7.1 Evaluation Assumptions
Rating an item on a numerical scale is an enormous simplification of a complex human
phenomenon. However, for the purposes of this research, we assume that each rating
is an accurate indication of the user’s true opinion about an item. In other words,
if a person rated one item as five stars and another as four stars, we assume he/she
liked the first item more. Even though each rating is highly personal and could
be determined by a myriad of related stimuli, we assume that the ratings may be
accurately determined by a community of similar users who have rated similar items.
Our analysis of the dataset shows one user who submitted 17,653 ratings, which
is 47 votes short of rating every single movie in the dataset. These votes are unlikely
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to be the actual opinion of a single person. It is probably a base approximation of
the Netflix recommender. However, for the purposes of this research we assume that
this user profile is completely legitimate. We also assume that all ratings are real,
i.e., submitted by actual people. Likewise, we assume that rating patterns and biases
are the result of user preferences and are not influenced by other aspects, e.g., user
interface. Therefore, we assume that the dataset is an accurate representation of the
actual user opinions.
7.2 Accuracy Goals
To establish a point of reference for our experiments, we examine some of the well-
known results from the Netflix website, www.netflixprize.com. It lists the typical
prediction errors of many trivial recommendation approaches that suggest the same
rating for every item. For instance, recommending a four star rating for each movie
is the most accurate (RMSE = 1.1748), because each recommendation is close to the
overall average rating of 3.6 stars. Likewise, recommending 3.6 stars for everyone
gives an even smaller error of 1.1287. This value may be reduced further by recom-
mending the movie or user average for each movie and user request. This results in a
typical error of 1.0533 for an average movie and 1.0651 for an average user approach.
In general, any recommender that is consistently off by one or more units is consid-
ered inferior. These figures establish the lowest accuracy threshold below which the
recommendations are no longer useful.
However, the highest accuracy threshold is still largely unknown. Thousands of
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contestants spent years trying to reduce a typical error of their recommender on
the Netflix dataset. On July 26th, 2009 a team named “BellKor’s Pragmatic Chaos”
reached a previously impossible RMSE value of 0.8567. The authors of the winning al-
gorithm published three papers detailing their approach [81,127,160]. Their work has
motivated our research by showing that a significant improvement in recommendation
accuracy is possible on large and sparse datasets. We believe that recommendation
accuracy can be improved even further. We try to get closer to the lowest possible
error, dictated by the unpredictable human nature.
7.3 Combination Algorithm Tuning Effects on Rec-
ommendation Accuracy
Studies of Web usability show that user satisfaction depends on the service latency.
Ideally the recommendation is generated in under one second, which would result
in a truly interactive user experience [137]. However, this kind of performance is
difficult to achieve. Therefore, we do not consider configurations that take over five
seconds to produce a single recommendation, because they are too slow for practical
purposes [105]. In fact, we precompute input matrices to produce quick recommen-
dations with consistent latency, because each algorithm consumes small matrices of
fixed size.
To tune combination algorithms, we repeatedly produced 1,000 random recom-
mendations with different parameters. For this experiment we used the cosine stan-
dard input generation approach with a 30 × 30 truncation. In other words, each
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matrix contains at most 30 users and items as determined by the standard cosine
similarity. Previous work suggests using no more than 30 neighbors when making a
recommendation. Our experiments confirm that a neighborhood of this size produces
the most accurate suggestions.
We use three different combination algorithms in our recommender system proto-
type: K Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Robust Singular Value Decomposition (RSVD),
and Neural Network (NN). The KNN and NN methods have two subtypes, user-based
and item-based [95,164]. The subtype of a method depends on how the input matrix
is interpreted. By default, rows in a matrix represent item vectors. However, rows
represent user vectors in a transposed matrix. Therefore, if the recommendation was
done on the original matrix, we refer to an algorithm as item-based and if the matrix
was rotated, we call it user-based. The RSVD algorithm does not have any subtypes
because its purpose is to estimate the entire matrix, with no distinction between rows
and columns. Therefore, we compare the root mean squared errors of five algorithms:
RSVD, KNN-Item, KNN-User, NN-Item, and NN-User. The results help us formulate
and justify final algorithm configurations.
7.3.1 Robust Singular Value Decomposition Recommender
Model
The RSVD algorithm approximates an incomplete matrix of ratings from data within
it. It locates a set of numbers within two composite matrices, the product of which
produces an estimate that most closely resembles the set of known ratings. Unknown
ratings are estimated within the same matrix. We tuned three parameters within this
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approach: the learning rate, the number of features, and the number of iterations.
The number of iterations represents how many times the approximation will be
recalculated. Since cells of a matrix are adjusted to reduce the approximation error
with each iteration, a large number of iterations is not efficient, unless the learning
rate is sufficiently small. The learning rate controls how fast the cells of the approxi-
mated matrix change. It also affects how many iterations are necessary to complete
a satisfactory estimate. If the learning rate is large, the estimation is fast, but it is
more likely to get out of local minima on the approximation error surface. A large
learning rate will dramatically change the estimates, thus jumping around the esti-
mation error surface. If the learning rate is small, the estimation is slow, but it is
more likely to converge. Therefore, gradually decreasing the learning rate is often
required to achieve continuously improving estimates. We consider this adjustment
in one of the following experiments.
The number of features affects the dimensions of two composite matrices. More
features improve accuracy because they provide more space for estimating rating
patterns. In fact, some authors have successfully predicted the entire Netflix dataset
in a single RSVD estimate with over 96 features [121]. However, we cannot set the
number of features too high because such a model would take too long to train. Since
our combination algorithms reside in a browser, we do not have the computational
resources to train that many features. Therefore, we have to reduce the number of
features to achieve appropriate performance.
We start with a static learning rate to find out the most optimal number of
features and cycles. In general, a small learning rate and a large number of iterations
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is necessary to achieve the best estimate. We test this claim with a 0.02 learning rate.
Figure 7.1 shows that the best estimate contained only two features over 10 cycles
(RMSE = 0.9785). Our RSVD algorithm estimates small matrices with at most 900
cells, so it does not require a large number of features or learning cycles. Considering
a higher number of features and cycles did not produce interactive results. This
configuration approximates the rating matrix quickly, and the small learning rate
helps the algorithm converge to an accurate estimate.
10 50 100 200
Features 1 0.9837 0.9845 0.9845 0.9845
2 0.9785 1.0212 1.0265 1.0235
3 0.9842 1.0861 1.1389 1.1970
4 0.9907 1.1518 1.3335 1.4015
5 1.0062 1.1896 1.3337 1.5773
Cycles
Figure 7.1: RSVD Features and Cycles Tuning
Our next experiment identified the most optimal learning rate and confirmed that
only 10 iterations are sufficient to approximate a matrix. We considered six different
configurations of the RSVD algorithm with one and two features over 10, 25, and
50 learning cycles, because these configurations showed the most promising results
in the previous experiment. Figure 7.2 shows that an RSVD configuration with two
features over 10 cycles and a 0.01 static learning rate produces the lowest error (RMSE
= 0.9688).
Our previous experiments only used a static learning rate, but reducing the learn-
ing rate with each cycle could produce better results. A large learning rate covers
a greater number of close estimates and a small learning rate can find the closest of
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1x10 1x25 1x50 2x10 2x25 2x50
Static 0.01 0.9726 0.9712 0.9715 0.9688 0.9713 1.0047
Learning Rate 0.02 0.9842 0.9840 0.9844 0.9801 1.0171 1.0248
0.03 0.9997 1.0006 1.0006 1.0536 1.0422 1.0256
0.04 1.0185 1.0192 1.0193 1.0483 1.0385 1.0271
Features x Cycles
Figure 7.2: RSVD Static Learning Rate Tuning
each one. For the final experiment we considered eight different configurations that
performed best in the previous experiment. Figure 7.3 illustrates the relative benefit
of progressively reducing the learning rate. The results show that the best configura-
tion involves two features over 25 cycles with 0.01 initial learning rate reduced by 15%
with each cycle (RMSE = 0.9657). However, our final RSVD configuration includes
one feature over 25 cycles with a 0.02 initial learning rate reduced by 25% with each
cycle (RMSE = 0.9660). We chose a different set of parameters as our final RSVD
combination algorithm because it produces faster results with comparable accuracy.
1x10x0.02 1x25x0.02 2x10x0.01 2x25x0.01 2x10x0.02 2x25x0.02
0% 0.9842 0.9840 0.9688 0.9713 0.9801 1.0171
Learning Rate 5% 0.9716 0.9713 0.9683 0.9689 0.9694 0.9894
Reduction % 10% 0.9698 0.9676 0.9713 0.9667 0.9691 0.9688
15% 0.9681 0.9671 0.9762 0.9657 0.9696 0.9661
20% 0.9710 0.9677 1.0027 0.9687 0.9703 0.9677
25% 0.9764 0.9660 1.0059 0.9670 0.9704 0.9658
Features x Cycles x Learning Rate
Figure 7.3: RSVD Learning Rate Reduction Tuning
7.3.2 K Nearest Neighbors Recommender Method
The KNN algorithm produces recommendations as a weighted average of neighbors’
ratings. It has only two parameters, K and N. K adjusts extremely optimistic/pes-
simistic estimates and N limits the number of neighbors to consider. A greater number
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of neighbors does not necessarily improve accuracy. In fact, the recommended number
of neighbors is 30 [142]. We tested two subtypes of the KNN algorithm and recorded
RMSE scores of each approach in Figures 7.4 and 7.5.
0.5 0.625 0.75 0.875 1 1.5
N 10 0.9719 0.9680 0.9681 0.9725 0.9833 1.0523
20 0.9686 0.9620 0.9591 0.9593 0.9634 1.0126
30 0.9685 0.9617 0.9587 0.9574 0.9603 1.0035
K
Figure 7.4: KNN-Item Tuning
0.5 0.625 0.75 0.875 1 1.5
N 10 1.0228 1.0069 0.9942 0.9851 0.9795 0.9934
20 1.0184 1.0017 0.9873 0.9762 0.9685 0.9725
30 1.0195 1.0019 0.9874 0.9760 0.9680 0.9696
K
Figure 7.5: KNN-User Tuning
As expected, both subtypes produce their lowest errors at N=30. Therefore, it is
not necessary to control N, but rather process the entire matrix. The KNN-User needs
no adjustment, with K = 1 (RMSE = 0.9680). However, the KNN-Item approach
will naturally produce recommendations that are too optimistic, so we set K = 0.875
(RMSE = 0.9574).
Consistent with previously reported results, the KNN-Item is more accurate than
the KNN-User approach because item vectors usually have more ratings than user
vectors. Therefore, vector averages, which are used in KNN algorithms, will be more
accurate for item-based approaches. Furthermore, the KNN-Item approach is the
best of all five algorithms we consider. This proves that a combination algorithm
does not need to be complex to be accurate.
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7.3.3 Neural Network Recommender Model
The NN approach predicts unknown ratings by classifying a vector into one of the
previously learned patterns. Both subtypes of this approach have a standard architec-
ture, with an optional hidden layer, five binary output nodes, and a variable number
of input nodes. Five binary nodes are required to represent a single rating on a scale
from one to five. We examine effects of three tuning parameters: the number of nodes
in a hidden layer (0 meaning no hidden layer), the number of training cycles, and the
learning rate.
The number of input nodes depends on the amount of input vectors. For instance,
when creating a network for a matrix with 10 rows and 20 columns, 95 binary input
nodes would be created (five for each of the 19 inputs). Once the network is con-
structed, it would receive 9 training cases and expected responses. Once the network
was trained, it would accept an active vector as input and produce a recommendation
by exciting the output node associated with the recommended rating.
Ideally, only one output node would light up in a trained network. However, when
the network could not reliably classify the active vector, multiple output nodes lit up,
some brighter than others. In such cases, we can reach a decision by choosing the
brightest node and ignoring the rest, or by taking a weighted average of all output
nodes. Because our experiments show that a weighted average decision produced
recommendations that were 20% more accurate, the following experiments use this
type of conclusion.
Our first experiment identified the most appropriate learning rate and amount of
training cycles. Figure 7.6 shows that the NN-Item works best with 0.1 learning rate
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at 50 training cycles (RMSE = 1.024) and Figure 7.7 demonstrates that the NN-User
should be used with the same learning rate but 30 training cycles (RMSE = 1.012).
Note that the NN-User consistently produces better recommendations than the NN-
Item, which is the opposite in the KNN approach. This is because a typical movie
has hundreds of viewers, so there are usually many user vectors in a matrix, i.e., more
training cases. On the other hand, a typical user has seen fewer movies, so there are
not enough item vectors to sufficiently train the network.
Our next experiment isolated the benefit of having a hidden layer in a neural
network. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the RMSE results of the two types of NN algorithms
with 10 nodes in the hidden layer. Adding 15 or more nodes in the hidden layer
produced results that were too slow. The NN-Item works best with 0.1 learning rate
at 40 training cycles (RMSE = 1.062), which is actually worse than the previous
configuration with no hidden nodes. The NN-User should be used with the same
learning rate, but 40 training cycles (RMSE = 0.987). In fact, additional hidden
nodes in the NN-User increased training time, but caused a significant improvement
in the recommendation quality.
Finally, we consider the effects of reducing the learning rate with each training
cycle. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show that there is no benefit to reducing the learning rate
for either type of NN. The final configuration for the NN-Item algorithm includes no
hidden nodes with a 0.1 static learning rate over 50 iterations. The final configuration
for the NN-User algorithm includes 10 hidden nodes with a 0.1 static learning rate
over 40 iterations.
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20 30 40 50 60
Static 0.05 1.049 1.035 1.036 1.030 1.033
Learning Rate 0.10 1.042 1.042 1.027 1.024 1.035
0.20 1.043 1.031 1.044 1.029 1.032
0.30 1.035 1.048 1.029 1.034 1.033
0.40 1.040 1.046 1.036 1.042 1.036
Cycles
Figure 7.6: NN-Item with No Hidden Nodes Tuning
20 30 40 50 60
Static 0.05 1.017 1.037 1.031 1.041 1.0339
Learning Rate 0.10 1.024 1.012 1.030 1.030 1.0232
0.20 1.031 1.029 1.028 1.027 1.0267
0.30 1.016 1.025 1.019 1.037 1.0275
0.40 1.023 1.041 1.045 1.031 1.0153
Cycles
Figure 7.7: NN-User with No Hidden Nodes Tuning
30 40 50
Static 0.10 1.078 1.062 1.068
Learning Rate 0.20 1.071 1.074 1.092
0.30 1.078 1.094 1.086
Cycles
Figure 7.8: NN-Item with 10 Hidden Nodes Tuning
20 30 40 50
Static 0.05 1.010 1.011 1.001 0.999
Learning Rate 0.10 1.001 0.994 0.987 1.001
0.20 0.993 1.014 1.037 1.028
0.30 1.016 1.049 1.065 1.048
Cycles
Figure 7.9: NN-User with 10 Hidden Nodes Tuning
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7.4 Input/Output Tuning Effects on Recommen-
dation Accuracy
Data normalization can make vectors more similar and reduce recommendation er-
rors. In order to compensate for the different ways users rate movies, we normalize
ratings in a matrix by vector average. Results in Figure 7.12 show that normalizing
the data by item average produces more accurate results because item averages are
usually better predictors [13]. However, normalized matrices produce less accurate
recommendations than the original ones. This could be because the KNN approach
already has data normalization functionality and RSVD fails to accurately estimate a
matrix with small values. Figure 7.12 does not contain Neural Network recommenders
because they are designed to receive a matrix of discreet values so normalized ratings
could not be accepted.
Another way to normalize the matrix is to preprocess it with the RSVD algorithm.
Because the RSVD model can estimate multiple missing ratings at the same time,
it is often used to normalize input data for other recommenders [23]. Figure 7.13
shows that preprocessing the input matrix makes recommendations worse for every
algorithm. This could be because preprocessed matrices no longer represent actual
user ratings, but rather an estimate of those ratings. The matrices are less sparse, so
each algorithm has more available data. However, the lack of actual ratings makes it
difficult for any algorithm to accurately model rating patterns.
To ensure that each algorithm produces a recommendation that falls within the
rating scale, we adjust the outputs that are less than one and greater than five on
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0x50x0.1 0x50x0.2 0x40x0.3 0x40x0.1 10x40x0.1
0% 1.024 1.029 1.029 1.027 1.062
Learning Rate 5% 1.028 1.040 1.037 1.028 1.056
Reduction % 10% 1.053 1.030 1.026 1.060 1.081
15% 1.069 1.045 1.034 1.058 1.084
20% 1.082 1.035 1.029 1.084 1.089
25% 1.127 1.061 1.046 1.128 1.096
Hidden Nodes x Cycles x Learning Rate
Figure 7.10: NN-Item Learning Rate Reduction Tuning
0x30x0.1 0x30x0.2 10x40x0.1 10x40x0.2 10x20x0.2
0% 1.012 1.029 0.987 1.037 0.993
Learning Rate 5% 1.028 1.028 1.011 0.992 0.994
Reduction % 10% 1.030 1.026 1.029 1.007 0.998
15% 1.078 1.027 1.031 1.009 1.008
20% 1.092 1.046 1.042 1.013 1.016
25% 1.135 1.062 1.061 1.017 1.019
Hidden Nodes x Cycles x Learning Rate
Figure 7.11: NN-User Learning Rate Reduction Tuning
RSVD KNN-Item KNN-User
No Normalization 0.9659 0.9575 0.9679
Active User Average 1.1941 1.2865 1.3056
Active Item Average 1.1530 1.2527 1.3005
Figure 7.12: Rating Normalization Benefit
RSVD KNN-Item KNN-User NN-Item NN-User
No RSVD 0.9685 0.9575 0.9679 1.0405 1.0010
RSVD 0.9878 0.9620 0.9651 1.2996 1.2996
Figure 7.13: RSVD Preprocessing Benefit
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a one to five scale. Figure 7.14 shows that the KNN algorithm is the only one that
does not benefit from this, because its recommendations fall within the rating scale
by design. For other algorithms, 80% of the time a recommendation that is outside
the rating scale is accurate when capped. In the remaining 20%, the over-confident
recommendation is wrong, so adjusting it actually reduces the recommendation error.
RSVD KNN-Item KNN-User NN-Item NN-User
Uncapped 0.968 0.958 0.968 1.049 0.995
Capped [1..5] 0.966 0.957 0.968 1.016 0.993
Figure 7.14: Recommendation Cap Benefit
Recommender systems often provide a discrete recommendation on a discrete rat-
ing scale. To accomplish this, we test recommendation rounding benefits. Figure 7.15
shows that, similar to the previously published research [29], rounding off recommen-
dations hurts prediction accuracy. The error is especially high for the NN approach
because rounding decreases the benefit of a weighted average conclusion used in this
algorithm.
Rounding Threshold RSVD KNN-Item KNN-User NN-Item NN-User
None 0.9685 0.9575 0.9679 1.0150 0.9952
0.1 0.9872 0.9763 0.9978 1.0550 0.9997
0.2 0.9906 0.9768 0.9988 1.0587 1.0032
0.3 0.9927 0.9770 1.0004 1.0789 1.0160
0.4 0.9963 0.9859 1.0034 1.0563 1.0311
0.5 1.0095 0.9967 1.0161 1.0770 1.0394
Figure 7.15: Recommendation Rounding Benefit
Our experiments show that KNN-Item approach is better than KNN-User. This
reflects the conclusion by Sarwar et al., who showed that item-oriented collaborative
filtering recommendations are more accurate [142]. Bell and Koren also support this
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claim with their extensive work on the Netflix dataset [13, 81]. The authors report
a RMSE value of 0.9157 for user-oriented and 0.9086 for item-oriented methods.
Most importantly, they suggest that the two methods are not mutually exclusive
and are expected to produce better results when combined together. In fact, the
authors report a slight decrease in RMSE value to 0.9030 by taking a very simple
combination of the two suggestions with static weights [13]. Furthermore, Bell and
Koren suggest that a more sophisticated combination algorithm could potentially
produce even better results.
We test this hypothesis and record the results in Figure 7.16. The upper section
contains individual algorithm RMSE scores. The lower section contains the RMSE
scores of the minimum, maximum, median, and mean of the five available suggestions.
Averaging all recommendations produces the best results, but it is less accurate than
the individual KNN-Item predictions.
RMSE
RSVD 0.982
KNN-Item 0.963
KNN-User 0.973
NN-Item 1.058
NN-User 0.998
MIN 1.053
MAX 1.052
MEDIAN 0.989
MEAN 0.976
Figure 7.16: Recommendation Aggregation Benefit
We also consider every possible pair of recommender combinations in Figure 7.17.
The KNN-Item and KNN-User algorithms make the best pair, but they are less
accurate than the individual KNN-Item predictions. However, combining KNN-Item
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and NN-User with 4.555 and 0.78 coefficients, produces an RMSE of 0.9614, which is
the best score thus far. Similar to previous research [14,56,107], combining item and
user information has shown better quality recommendations.
RMSE
KNNI-KNNU 0.9669
KNNI-NNI 0.9881
KNNI-NNU 0.9678
KNNI-RSVD 0.9692
KNNU-NNI 0.9928
KNNU-NNU 0.9686
KNNU-RSVD 0.9748
NNI-NNU 0.9986
NNI-RSVD 0.9984
NNU-RSVD 0.9737
Figure 7.17: Recommendation Combination Benefit
In order to form a baseline of the range of the achievable accuracy, we manually
choose the best combination algorithm for 1,000 recommendations. If we somehow
know the best algorithm for each recommendation, we can reach an RMSE of 0.761.
Choosing among the minimum, average, and maximum of five recommenders produces
an RMSE of 0.763. Choosing the best between the minimum and the maximum of the
five recommendations produces an RMSE of 0.770. These assumptions show us great
potential for recommendation accuracy. However, there is no correlation between
the minimum/maximum recommendation and the errors they produce. Furthermore,
different algorithms may be considered best under similar circumstances, so there is
no reliable way to reach these RMSE scores.
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7.5 Input Data Selection Effects on Recommenda-
tion Accuracy
Previous sections demonstrate that even though some combination algorithms are
better than others, tuning them has little effect on recommendation accuracy. We
believe that the substance of input data affects recommendation accuracy the most.
Therefore, our final solution does not include rating normalization or RSVD prepro-
cessing, but we restrict the recommendation value to the rating scale without rounding
it. This section shows how the choice of an input matrix generation algorithm affects
recommendation accuracy.
To improve recommendation performance, we consider some faster alternatives to
generating the input rating matrix. For example, instead of calculating the similarity
of vectors across the entire matrix and then choosing the most similar ones, we pick
the first 30 vectors with the most ratings. We can also select 30 vectors with the most
similar rating counts and the most similar average rating. These methods are faster
than the standard approach because they include less similarity computations, which
is the second slowest step of the matrix generation process. Figure 7.18 shows that
none of them produce better results.
RSVD KNN-Item KNN-User NN-Item NN-User
Standard Approach 0.967 0.957 0.968 1.040 0.997
Highest Rating Count 1.134 1.138 1.140 1.151 1.199
Similar Rating Count 1.690 1.018 1.074 1.237 1.085
Closest Average Rating 1.478 1.024 1.040 1.110 1.042
Figure 7.18: Faster Methods of Selecting Recommender Input
To improve recommendation accuracy, we considered three alternatives to the
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standard similarity method. Figure 7.19 shows that using Pearson’s correlation is
considerably better than using cosine similarity. Also, weighting properties did not
improve recommendation accuracy. However, the Pearson’s Recursive approach sig-
nificantly reduced the RMSE score for all recommenders. In fact, reselecting top
vectors according to their local similarity was more accurate for both similarity met-
rics. Finally, anything over two iterations of the Pearson’s Recursive algorithm did
not improve accuracy.
Method RSVD KNN-Item KNN-User NN-Item NN-User
Cosine Standard 1.291 1.301 1.305 1.344 1.317
Pearson's Standard 0.867 0.786 0.826 1.144 0.868
Pearson's - Pearson's Weighted 1.805 1.318 1.319 1.384 1.372
Pearson's - Cosine Weighted 1.787 1.306 1.306 1.362 1.365
Cosine - Pearson's Weighted 1.806 1.314 1.310 1.369 1.363
Cosine - Cosine Weighted 1.805 1.326 1.321 1.384 1.372
Cosine Recursive (2) 0.923 0.980 0.945 1.164 0.998
Cosine Recursive (3) 0.985 0.975 0.989 1.177 1.008
Pearson's Recursive (2) 0.665 0.423 0.465 1.010 0.611
Pearson's Recursive (3) 0.762 0.465 0.528 0.949 0.623
Pearson's Recursive (4) 0.722 0.456 0.519 0.938 0.600
Figure 7.19: More Accurate Methods of Selecting Recommender Input
7.6 Recommendation Accuracy of the Final Pro-
totype Configuration
Our final recommender system chooses its ratings according to two passes of the
Pearson’s Recursive method. The first pass computes global similarities across user
and item vectors. It also records the top 30 most similar users and items. This is
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equivalent of establishing a list of expert users and most informative items [37]. The
second pass recalculates local user and item similarities, but only according to the
top items/users established in the first pass. The final input matrix contains the
most relevant ratings provided by the best users on the best items. The list below
summarizes the final configuration options of our recommender system prototype.
1. RSVD: [features=1, cycles=25, learning rate=0.02, learning rate reduction=0.25]
2. KNN-Item: [K=0.875]
3. KNN-User: [K=1]
4. NN-Item: [hidden nodes=0, training cycles=50, learning rate=0.1]
5. NN-User: [hidden nodes=10, training cycles=40, learning rate=0.1]
To ensure the trustworthiness of our prototype, we performed multiple experi-
ments with 1,000, 10,000, and 50,000 recommendations. Figure 7.20 shows the RMSE
scores of each experiment. The results demonstrate that more recommendations raise
a typical error slightly. However, these results also show the effectiveness of our ap-
proach on increasingly larger samples of the dataset.
Rating Count RSVD KNN-Item KNN-User NN-Item NN-User
1k 0.6342 0.4054 0.4239 0.7079 0.6150
10k 0.6817 0.4470 0.4537 0.7782 0.6352
50k 0.6719 0.4105 0.4281 0.7466 0.6096
Figure 7.20: Recommendation Accuracy of the Final Prototype Configuration
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7.7 Conclusion
This chapter outlines our experiments and demonstrates the tuning process of our
recommender system prototype. We perform focused observations that isolate vari-
ous parameters over a wide range of possible values. For each experiment we analyze
the results and chose the most accurate and responsive algorithm configuration. In
some cases, we choose a less accurate configuration because it produced faster results
at a negligible accuracy loss. Our experiments on multiple subsets of the Netflix
Quiz dataset show excellent recommendation accuracy with the Pearson’s Recursive
approach. These results support our hypothesis that relevant data improves recom-
mendation accuracy more than combination algorithm tuning.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
The amount of online content has been continuously increasing over the past decade.
As a result, users spend much more effort accessing the information they need. For
example email management is a common task, where most of the messages are often
irrelevant. Recommender systems were first introduced in the mail filtering context as
a tool that helped users identify only the most relevant messages without reading each
one. Since then, recommender systems evolved into more sophisticated algorithms
that are now applied to virtually every information domain available.
The increasing popularity and growth of the World Wide Web provided the two
things that make recommender systems necessary: a large catalog of content and
a community of users willing to share their opinions. Therefore, now is the time
to research recommender systems. The information they require is widely available
and there is a great need for their services. Recommender systems are particularly
useful for e-commerce applications, where customers benefit from personal shopping
assistance and stores increase sales.
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8.1 Summary
Recent research shows that it is possible to make accurate recommendations from
content analysis, user behavior interpretation, and collaborative filtering techniques.
We focus this research on the latter approach. However, the main obstacle in making
such recommendations is the size and sparsity of modern datasets. It takes a long
time to thoroughly analyze large amounts of data, so recommendation accuracy is
often sacrificed to improve performance. Additionally, sparse datasets contain little
usable information and establish unreliable evidence for making recommendations.
Therefore, the challenge is to find a way to make accurate suggestions from sparse
datasets regardless of their size.
One company that takes this challenge seriously is Netflix, a DVD rental website.
In 2006, Netflix published some of its movie rating data and challenged the data min-
ing community to produce a set of recommendations within a small error threshold.
The winning algorithm would have to consistently predict actual user ratings within
a 0.8572 margin on a scale from one to five. The Netflix Prize challenge became
popular, and thousands of participants from major research institutions all over the
world submitted their work.
We attempt to produce accurate recommendations on the Netflix dataset, one of
the biggest and most sparse datasets available. This particular dataset is notoriously
difficult, as many approaches fail to consistently predict its data within a small margin
of error. However, the domain is very common and almost everyone can relate to and
appreciate the quality of movie recommendations. Finally, major recommendation
accuracy improvements have a real-life application in the Netflix system, so thousands
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of customers may enjoy a more personalized DVD renting experience.
We started this research in the winter of 2008 before a significant improvement
on the Netflix dataset was achieved. Previously, careful tuning of various statistics,
machine learning, and information retrieval techniques provided the initial progress
in the Netflix Prize challenge. On July 26th, 2009, the team named “BellKor’s Prag-
matic Chaos” reached the lowest error value of 0.8567.
We researched many successful solutions like this one and attempted to improve
them. However, unlike existing approaches that focused on clever ways of combining
input ratings, we looked for ways to select a better input. In August 2010, our
prototype successfully predicted a set of 50,000 randomly chosen ratings with a typical
error of 0.4105. Our method is considerably slower, but it offers better accuracy than
the currently leading approach. We document our path to a low recommendation
error in this dissertation.
8.2 Conclusion
Before we propose a new way to make accurate recommendations, we research the
background and motivation for recommender systems. They fill an important niche
in our everyday lives, much of which are spent online. Instead of manually inspecting
gigabytes of online content, we often rely on recommender systems to simplify the
information overload problem and act as an advisor, suggesting only the most rele-
vant data. We trace the evolution of recommender systems from simple aggregation
functions to personalized suggestions and identify the ways this may be achieved, be
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it through explicit recommendations by your peers, information inferred from your
own behavior, or item content analysis.
We focus our research on collaborative filtering recommendations because they
most closely resemble the natural “word-of-mouth” suggestions. This approach ap-
plies to any kind of data and has milder limitations. In fact, all disadvantages of the
collaborative filtering approach are related to dataset sparsity, which forms the basis
of our research. Our goal is to develop an accurate collaborative filtering solution
for sparse datasets that may not be supplemented with external data, implicit user
feedback, or content analysis. This is one of the most common and most difficult
problems in recommender system research today.
In order to produce recommendations from arbitrarily large datasets, we propose
an architecture that can asynchronously generate recommender input. It consists of
a single input generation and multiple combination algorithms. Our prototype can
generate inputs once and use them multiple times, thus addressing the performance
problem of memory-based collaborative filtering. Additionally, because we have a
dedicated component for generating recommender input, our prototype can accom-
modate many datasets with various structure. Our architecture provides improved
performance, modifiability, and scalability. However, it may not support certain
resource-intensive combination algorithms.
Such limitation is acceptable because the accuracy of our system comes from the
input data and not the combination algorithm. We research available collaborative
filtering approaches and implement three popular methods: Robust Singular Value
Decomposition, K Nearest Neighbors, and Neural Network. We choose these algo-
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rithms because they are simple and fast. Since these algorithms reside on a client
side, which is within a browser application that has limited processing abilities, speed
and simplicity are crucial.
We inspect the accuracy of different recommender configurations and choose the
best set of parameters for our experiments. Once tuned recommender algorithms
are in place, we perform initial measurements on standard input matrices, i.e., in-
put generated according to global similarity, the way other researchers have done it.
Unfortunately, even the best approach is typically within 0.9574 of an actual rating.
This supports our hypothesis that algorithm tuning has little to do with recommenda-
tion accuracy. However, our hypothesis also states that good input data can produce
accurate suggestions, regardless of the algorithm used.
We believe that a small number of relevant ratings is sufficient to make an accurate
recommendation. Such ratings may be chosen with local similarity, instead of a more
traditional global similarity. This metric requires two neighbors to be similar in
some, but not all domains. It relaxes similarity constraints, so more data becomes
available. It also establishes more pertinent evidence for vector similarity, so that
selected ratings are more relevant. To test this claim we develop an algorithm that
organizes ratings in matrices sorted by user/item similarities.
The main purpose of our input generation approach is to produce small and dense
input matrices. It selects relevant vectors according to various similarity measures.
One of them relies on relative ratings or opinions normalized by that vector’s mean
rating. The experiments show that relative ratings produce better results because
similar vectors contain matching opinions more often. We also experiment with re-
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cursively resorting the input matrix, since local similarities of users and items are
mutually dependent. The experiments show that just two rounds of similarity com-
putations produce the best results. This process of generating the matrix is slow,
because a large number of ratings must be retrieved, compared, and sorted multiple
times. However, the resulting recommendation accuracy justifies the performance
drawback.
The benefits of local similarity are the basis for our input generation algorithm.
To determine the effectiveness of our hypothesis, we perform an empirical evaluation
of three combination algorithms paired with our input generation component. The
results show that tuning recommender algorithms has little effect on recommendation
accuracy. However, all algorithms produce better results when supplied with more
relevant input. Our prototype shows excellent recommendation accuracy on a number
of random samples from the Netflix dataset. These results support our hypothesis that
relevant data improves recommendation accuracy more than combination algorithm
tuning.
8.3 Limitations of the Study
Recommender systems can model as well as shape user preferences. People often value
recommended items more than they would otherwise, simply because items were sug-
gested. Sundar, Oeldorf-Hirsch, and Xu refer to this phenomenon as the bandwagon
effect, e.g., “if others think that something is good, then I should, too” [154, 155].
Furthermore, Cosley et al. empirically demonstrate that user ratings are biased in
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the direction of presented recommendation [41]. The authors discover that users tend
to rate toward a recommendation whether it is accurate or not, e.g., rating a rec-
ommended movie as four stars, even though you would normally give it three stars.
In fact, users have an inherent trust towards recommender systems [63]. We focus
on the accuracy of recommendations, regardless of the content or intended purpose
of suggestions. However, future research into the use and abuse [88, 135, 137] of the
recommender system influence would be very interesting.
User privacy is also often abused. Privacy is especially relevant for domains where
users express opinions on controversial topics, e.g., politics, religion, and relation-
ships. Moreover, people also have the right to prevent their less passionate opinions
from becoming widely known. In November 2010, Google settled a $8.5 million law-
suit against its news recommender system. This system helped Gmail users share
updates, pictures, and videos with other Gmail accounts. However, sharing prefer-
ences automatically included most often used contacts without the owner’s explicit
permission. This feature was meant to enhance user experience but instead threat-
ened their privacy. As a result, ignoring privacy considerations turned out to be a
costly mistake.
To protect themselves, some recommender systems employ user pseudonyms or
cryptographic techniques that encrypt data [20, 99, 131]. However, even when these
provisions are in place, it is possible to uniquely identify different users simply by
capturing a few of their votes [111]. This issue has motivated further research on
improving privacy in existing recommender systems [30, 31, 85, 105, 128, 172]. This
particular project does not involve privacy considerations, because Netflix protects
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users’ identities with arbitrary numeric IDs within its dataset.
Recommender systems need to know users’ preferences to operate. This informa-
tion is not abundantly available, but there are always customers willing to share their
explicit opinion, e.g., rating a restaurant on a five-star scale. Some recommender
systems also use implicit user opinions, or data inferred from user behavior, e.g., the
most often visited restaurant is probably a favorite [26]. These estimates can rein-
force the recommendation model, which leads to better suggestions [12,63]. However,
using implicit feedback invades user privacy since the users did not explicitly provide
that information. Our prototype only considers explicit user opinions, but future
research into making effective conclusions from both types of user feedback would be
interesting.
Although our research is built around predicting explicit opinions, our work could
also be beneficial for Top-N recommenders, or systems that estimate a ranking of
items. The focus of such systems is not to recommend the best possible item, but to
predict a set of items that fit well together [44, 75, 83, 142]. For example, omitting a
good song from a music playlist has little effect on user experience, yet recommend-
ing a list of great songs can be considered a poor recommendation if they do not
complement each other. With systems like Pandora Radio gaining popularity, Top-N
recommender research is interesting, but we focus on making individual recommen-
dations because they have more applications across a wider range of domains.
The quality of individual recommendations is often characterized by the prediction
error, yet reducing this error has little effect on improving the overall quality of the
system. Observing and surveying the users of a system would be a much better way
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to evaluate its quality because a set of completely useless recommendations may be
accurate [65]. For example, paper towels and trash bags are popular items in any
grocery store because customers often need them, and a recommender system that
suggests these obvious items does not provide any value to the customers. Since we
have no access to the users, we are limited to offline analysis of the prediction error,
i.e., we can only verify the presence of existing preferences [99]. However, considering
the popularity of Netflix, we could put together a test group of actual users in the
future.
8.4 Future Work
We plan to extend our research in two distinct directions, serendipitous recommenda-
tions and recommendation explanations. These two attributes contribute to customer
satisfaction as much as recommendation accuracy. However, unlike recommendation
accuracy, there are less limitations to how effective they can be. These research prob-
lems may be difficult to solve, but they would be instantly recognized and appreciated
by the users. In fact, serendipitous recommendations and recommendation explana-
tions are both recurring topics at the ACM Conference on Recommender Systems.
Ability to make serendipitous recommendations is one of the reasons we focused
our research on the collaborative filtering recommender systems. Recommendation
novelty and serendipity directly affect user satisfaction [63]. Therefore, in addition to
calculating the likelihood that a user will enjoy an item, a good recommender system
will suggest items that are novel and serendipitous. Serendipitous recommendations
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allow a user to appreciate the content that they might not have otherwise discov-
ered [17, 63]. However, the challenge with making such recommendations is that by
definition serendipitous suggestions have no evidence to support their existence.
Accurate and surprisingly interesting recommendations may be entertaining to a
casual user, but they may not inspire trust from a highly invested user. Recommen-
dation explanations clarify suggestions and build the user’s trust with the system [62].
Both of these qualities positively affect user satisfaction. This is particularly evident
in recommender systems where the cost of a bad recommendation is significant, e.g.,
purchasing a worthless piece of real estate as opposed to renting a boring movie. In
fact, serendipitous recommendations improve user satisfaction only if the cost of a bad
suggestion is negligible. However, as the user’s investment becomes more substan-
tial, the novelty of the recommended item becomes secondary to the recommendation
accuracy [63]. Therefore, any future research must balance the recommendation ac-
curacy and novelty in order to pleasantly surprise users with useful and accurate
recommendations.
When receiving serendipitous recommendations, a user may be curious as to why
the recommender system would make these suggestions. Recommendation explana-
tions reveal such reasoning, which may not be obvious. The user can then judge the
trustworthiness of a suggestion and make an informed decision. For example, if there
is not enough information about the active user and the recommendation is based
on a global average, he/she should be made aware of that fact. This way, the user
is informed and not discouraged when the first few recommendations turn out to be
poor [13,63]. Our future research will help recommender systems justify their sugges-
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tions so that users are satisfied and aware of the reasons why such recommendations
were made.
Finally, we would like to improve the performance of our recommender system
design. A major disadvantage of our current prototype is the recommendation speed
of about 400 suggestions per hour. Fortunately, the architecture allows us to pre-
process the input data, thus making the user interface more responsive. However,
we would like to generate the same recommendations interactively without sacrific-
ing the quality. To achieve this, we plan to research cloud computing, clustered
database implementations, and different hardware configurations that may improve
recommendation performance.
In particular, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud Web service provides a cost effec-
tive way to interactively produce recommendations with our prototype. For instance,
High-CPU or Cluster Compute instances provide vast processing ability with in-
creased network performance. They are well suited for high performance computing
applications like ours. Furthermore, the auto scaling feature automatically adjusts
the number of computing instances depending on the amount of incoming requests
and the elastic load balancing feature automatically distributes incoming traffic across
multiple computing instances. Amazon’s service is ideal for our future prototype im-
plementation because it provides high performance along with the elasticity, flexibility,
and cost advantages.
Recommender system research is a relatively new field and there are plenty of
unresolved problems within it. Nevertheless, it already encompasses a large amount
of research on a variety of recommendation approaches. We focus on collaborative
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filtering recommendations and outline some of our most prominent research aspira-
tions. However, applying recommender systems to more abstract domains could lead
to even more interesting questions. For instance, a healthcare organization, called
Heritage Provider Network, recently announced a $3 million challenge to predict the
likelihood of an individual’s future hospitalization. A successful solution could im-
prove patient lives and support the economy. Therefore, our present and future work
is relevant and applicable to many non-trivial applications. –
Appendix: Source Code
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Appendix A
Input Generation Procedure
The input generation procedure requests the next available user/item tuple, produces
an input matrix for it, and marks it as done. It uses get next tuple procedure to
reserve a tuple and then calls the necessary procedures. It first creates the temporary
database schema, then loads the relevant ratings, sorts the matrix, truncates it, and
saves it. This process may also mark all tuples as available with the reset flag option.
Multiple instances of this procedure may execute simultaneously, because the
permanent database schema is used for reading only. There are no time-consuming
writes, so multiple instances may search the dataset at the same time. Likewise,
simultaneous processes write to temporary schema instances that exists only within
their respective sessions, so there is no competition for the write access to a shared
resource. The only such resource is the tbl matrices table, which gets accessed with
infrequent (every 1-3 seconds), lightweight (single digit) updates of the matrix status.
Any possible delay due to a read/write lockout on this table is negligible relative to
the overall component latency.
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Listing A.1: Input Generation Procedure – make matrices.sh
1 #!/ bin/bash
2
3 # make matrices for all user -item tuples in tbl_matrices
4 # session field stores the state of a matrix making process
5 # matrix states: 0 - no matrix , 1 - in progress , 2 - done
6 # usage ./ make_matrices .sh reset_flag
7
8 DB_NAME="morozosl"
9 DONE_FLAG =0
10
11 if [ "$1" = "reset" ]
12 then
13 mysql $DB_NAME -e "UPDATE tbl_matrices SET session =0"
14 fi
15
16 while [ $DONE_FLAG -eq 0 ]
17 do
18 # ask for the next user -item tuple
19 output=‘mysql $DB_NAME -Ne "SELECT get_next_tuple ()"‘
20
21 # set internal field separator and separate user -item tuple
22 IFS="_"
23 declare -a tuple=( $output)
24
25 if [ ‘echo "${tuple [0]}" | grep "^[0 -9]\+$"‘ ]
26 then
27 if [ ‘echo ${tuple [1]} | grep "^[0 -9]\+$"‘ ]
28 then
29 # make one matrix with user_id = ${tuple [0]} , item_id = ${tuple [1]}
30 sql="
31 # enable large (5GB) memory tables
32 SET max_heap_table_size = 5368709120;
33 SET tmp_table_size = 5368709120;
34
35 # set session variables
36 SET @active_user_id = ${tuple [0]};
37 SET @active_item_id = ${tuple [1]};
38 SET @matrix_size = 30;
39
40 CALL create_tmp_tables ();
41 CALL load_matrix ();
42 CALL sort_matrix ();
43 CALL truncate_matrix ();
44 CALL save_matrix ();
45 "
46 #echo $sql
47
48 mysql $DB_NAME -Ne "$sql"
49 else
50 DONE_FLAG =1
51 fi
52 else
53 DONE_FLAG =1
54 fi
55 done
Appendix B
Matrix Reservation Function
The matrix reservation procedure selects a single unprocessed user/item tuple and
marks it with the connection ID. Every database connection has an ID that is unique
among currently connected clients. Therefore, there should be only one tuple with
such a mark. The function then saves the selected user and item IDs, removes the
mark to ensure next tuple marked with this connection ID will be unique, and returns
the reserved user/item IDs as an underscore-separated string. We use session variables
so that this function may be executed manually. This way, we can “step through”
the matrix generation process for debugging purposes.
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Listing B.1: Matrix Reservation Function – get next tuple.sql
1 FUNCTION get_next_tuple () RETURNS varchar (17)
2 BEGIN
3
4 # matrix states: 0 - no matrix , 1 - in progress , 2 - done
5
6 # mark one available tuple with this connection id
7 UPDATE tbl_matrices
8 SET session=CONNECTION_ID ()
9 WHERE session =0
10 LIMIT 1;
11
12
13 # get the user and item ids
14 SELECT user_id , item_id
15 INTO @active_user_id , @active_item_id
16 FROM tbl_matrices
17 WHERE session=CONNECTION_ID ();
18
19
20 # mark the tuple as reserved
21 UPDATE tbl_matrices
22 SET session =1
23 WHERE session=CONNECTION_ID ();
24
25 RETURN CONCAT(@active_user_id , ’_’, @active_item_id);
26
27 END
Appendix C
Matrix Setup Procedure
The setup process creates a temporary database schema. The schema consists of
seven relations, three user-related, three item-related, and one matrix relation. The
user-related relations use user id as the primary key. Likewise, item-related relations
rely on item id as a way to uniquely identify records. The matrix relation does
not need a primary key because we never search for a particular rating. Instead, it
contains two indices, because we usually search for a set of ratings that belong to a
particular user or item vector.
We store these tables in memory, because this storage engine provides the fastest
data access. We also declare the tables as temporary, which means they exist only
within the context of the active database session. In fact, multiple database ses-
sions running this procedure will create individual copies of the temporary schema.
As a result, each matrix generation process can refer to different data by the same
name. This practice enforces naming consistency and reduces the complexity of our
recommender system.
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Listing C.1: Matrix Setup Procedure – setup matrix.sql
1 PROCEDURE create_tmp_tables ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 # similarity and product could be negative
5
6 CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE tmp_items (
7 item_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
8 rating tinyint (1) unsigned NOT NULL ,
9 similarity decimal (4,3) NOT NULL default ’0.000’,
10 PRIMARY KEY (item_id)
11 ) ENGINE=MEMORY DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
12
13 CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE tmp_items_best (
14 item_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
15 PRIMARY KEY (item_id)
16 ) ENGINE=MEMORY DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
17
18 CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE tmp_items_calc (
19 item_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
20 length decimal (8,3) unsigned NOT NULL ,
21 product decimal (8,3) NOT NULL ,
22 PRIMARY KEY (item_id)
23 ) ENGINE=MEMORY DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
24
25 CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE tmp_matrix (
26 user_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
27 item_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
28 rating tinyint (1) unsigned NOT NULL ,
29 KEY user_id (user_id),
30 KEY item_id (item_id)
31 ) ENGINE=MEMORY DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
32
33 CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE tmp_users (
34 user_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
35 rating tinyint (1) unsigned NOT NULL ,
36 similarity decimal (4,3) NOT NULL default ’0.000’,
37 PRIMARY KEY (user_id)
38 ) ENGINE=MEMORY DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
39
40 CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE tmp_users_best (
41 user_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
42 PRIMARY KEY (user_id)
43 ) ENGINE=MEMORY DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
44
45 CREATE TEMPORARY TABLE tmp_users_calc (
46 user_id mediumint (8) unsigned NOT NULL ,
47 length decimal (8,3) unsigned NOT NULL ,
48 product decimal (8,3) NOT NULL ,
49 PRIMARY KEY (user_id)
50 ) ENGINE=MEMORY DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
51
52 END
Appendix D
Load Matrix Procedure
Load matrix procedure creates the initial matrix with all potentially relevant ratings.
First, it determines a list of all users who rated the active item in tmp users and a
list of all items rated by the active user in tmp items. These lists also form the initial
best dimensions of the matrix. Finally, this process populates tmp matrix with all
ratings associated with relevant users in tmp users and relevant items in tmp items.
Note that tmp items table represents the active user vector and tmp users table
represents the active item vector. We ensure that the active user is part of the active
item vector, but replace its rating, if there is one. The same applies to the active user
vector. The two active vectors form a point of reference for the sorting procedure.
Note that both vectors contain the active rating, but because it is zero, it does not
participate in similarity computations. Therefore, even if tmp matrix contains the
active rating, it does not affect the contents of the matrix.
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Listing D.1: Load Matrix Procedure – load matrix.sql
1 PROCEDURE load_matrix ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 # populate tmp_users and tmp_items
5 TRUNCATE tmp_users;
6
7 INSERT INTO tmp_users(user_id , rating)
8 SELECT user_id , rating
9 FROM tbl_ratings
10 WHERE item_id=@active_item_id;
11
12 TRUNCATE tmp_items;
13
14 INSERT INTO tmp_items(item_id , rating)
15 SELECT item_id , rating
16 FROM tbl_ratings
17 WHERE user_id=@active_user_id;
18
19
20 # guarantee a record for active user and active item
21 REPLACE INTO tmp_users(user_id , rating) VALUES(@active_user_id , 0);
22 REPLACE INTO tmp_items(item_id , rating) VALUES(@active_item_id , 0);
23
24
25 # initially all vectors are considered best
26 TRUNCATE tmp_users_best;
27
28 INSERT INTO tmp_users_best(user_id)
29 SELECT user_id
30 FROM tmp_users;
31
32 TRUNCATE tmp_items_best;
33
34 INSERT INTO tmp_items_best(item_id)
35 SELECT item_id
36 FROM tmp_items;
37
38
39 # populate tmp_matrix with ALL relevant ratings
40 TRUNCATE tmp_matrix;
41
42 # smaller table (items) should go first
43 INSERT INTO tmp_matrix(user_id , item_id , rating)
44 SELECT users.user_id , items.item_id , ratings.rating
45 FROM tbl_ratings ratings
46 JOIN tmp_items items ON ratings.item_id=items.item_id
47 JOIN tmp_users users ON ratings.user_id=users.user_id;
48
49 END
Appendix E
Sort Matrix Procedure
The sort procedure computes vector similarities and keeps track of the best vectors in
dedicated tables. It calls two sub-procedures, compute similarities and save similarities,
to perform this task. Furthermore, this procedure determines if resorting is necessary
for this particular matrix shape. We precompute users’ and items’ rating counts to
improve performance. Sorting and resorting may not be required for small matrices.
In such cases, this procedure may choose to skip one or both sorting cycles.
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Listing E.1: Sort Matrix Procedure – sort matrix.sql
1 PROCEDURE sort_matrix ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 DECLARE relevant_item_count MEDIUMINT (8);
5 DECLARE relevant_user_count MEDIUMINT (8);
6
7 # save rating counts for active vectos
8 SELECT rating_count
9 INTO relevant_item_count
10 FROM tbl_users
11 WHERE user_id=@active_user_id;
12
13 SELECT rating_count
14 INTO relevant_user_count
15 FROM tbl_items
16 WHERE item_id=@active_item_id;
17
18
19 IF (relevant_item_count > @matrix_size OR relevant_user_count > @matrix_size) THEN
20
21 # sort the matrix for the first time (global similarity)
22 CALL compute_similarities ();
23 CALL save_similarities ();
24
25 IF (relevant_item_count > @matrix_size AND relevant_user_count > @matrix_size)
THEN
26
27 # sort the matrix one more time (local similarity)
28 CALL compute_similarities ();
29 CALL save_similarities ();
30
31 END IF;
32
33 END IF;
34
35 END
Appendix F
Truncate Matrix Procedure
Truncate procedure reduces the matrix to its final dimensions. It removes all users
and items that are not listed in tmp users best and tmp items best respectively.
The resulting matrix is considerably smaller and consists of the most relevant data.
Note that it is faster to truncate the matrix and repopulate it then to delete irrelevant
ratings that make up most of the matrix. However, matrix truncation is only necessary
for serialization. In some production systems, truncation could be omitted in favor of
performance. For instance, the KNN approach could generate recommendations as a
weighted average of the ratings in tmp users or tmp items. This method does not
require a matrix, but it does need vector similarities. Therefore, some recommender
systems may discard the matrix as soon as it has been sorted.
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Listing F.1: Truncate Matrix Procedure – truncate matrix.sql
1 PROCEDURE truncate_matrix ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 # delete all but the best users
5 DELETE tmp_users
6 FROM tmp_users
7 LEFT JOIN tmp_users_best
8 ON tmp_users.user_id=tmp_users_best.user_id
9 WHERE tmp_users_best.user_id IS NULL;
10
11 # delete all but the best items
12 DELETE tmp_items
13 FROM tmp_items
14 LEFT JOIN tmp_items_best
15 ON tmp_items.item_id=tmp_items_best.item_id
16 WHERE tmp_items_best.item_id IS NULL;
17
18
19 # repopulate tmp_matrix , with BEST relevant ratings
20 # this is faster than deleting non -relevant rows
21 TRUNCATE tmp_matrix;
22
23 # smaller table (items) should go first
24 INSERT INTO tmp_matrix(user_id , item_id , rating)
25 SELECT users.user_id , items.item_id , ratings.rating
26 FROM tbl_ratings ratings
27 JOIN tmp_items_best items ON ratings.item_id=items.item_id
28 JOIN tmp_users_best users ON ratings.user_id=users.user_id;
29
30 END
Appendix G
Save Matrix Procedure
Save matrix procedure accomplishes two things, it marks the matrix as done in
tbl matrices and saves its contents as a newline-delimited set of item ratings, where
missing ratings are replaced with a zero. Note that row/column sorting is not neces-
sary, but it does help us verify that the active user and item vectors represent the first
column and row in a serialized matrix. In a production system, caching the matrix
may not be necessary, as recommendations may be generated from tmp matrix di-
rectly. However, for the purposes of our empirical study, precomputed and serialized
input matrices prevent redundant processing.
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Listing G.1: Save Matrix Procedure – save matrix.sql
1 PROCEDURE save_matrix ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 # mark the matrix as done and save its contents
5 # matrix states: 0 - no matrix , 1 - in progress , 2 - done
6 # record ITEM vectors in order of decreasing similarity
7 # replace missing ratings with 0
8
9 UPDATE tbl_matrices
10 SET session=2,
11 matrix=
12 (
13 SELECT GROUP_CONCAT(line SEPARATOR "\n")
14 FROM (
15 SELECT GROUP_CONCAT(
16 IF(matrix.rating IS NULL , 0, matrix.rating)
17 ORDER BY users.similarity DESC
18 SEPARATOR ’’
19 ) as line
20 FROM tmp_users as users
21 JOIN tmp_items as items
22 LEFT JOIN tmp_matrix as matrix
23 ON users.user_id=matrix.user_id
24 AND items.item_id=matrix.item_id
25 GROUP BY items.item_id
26 ORDER BY items.similarity DESC
27 ) as a
28 )
29 WHERE user_id=@active_user_id
30 AND item_id=@active_item_id;
31
32 END
Appendix H
Cosine Similarity Procedure
The cosine similarity implementation of the compute similarities procedure computes
the dot product and vector length of every neighbor and the active vector. For every
user vector, we take each rating and multiply it by a corresponding rating on the
same item by the active user. The sum of such products constitutes the dot product
of the two vectors. This quantity may then be divided by the two vector magnitudes
to arrive at the cosine of the angle between them.
Note that this procedure only computes the two components of the cosine simi-
larity, but not the measure itself. We do so because Pearson’s correlation uses a very
similar structure. To avoid redundancy, we separate the common functionality into
a separate procedure, save similarities. Also, vector comparison is restricted to the
best common dimensions. For example, two users are compared only across their
opinions on items listed in tmp items best. Likewise, items are compared only across
the best users.
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Listing H.1: Cosine Similarity Procedure – compute similarities.sql
1 PROCEDURE compute_similarities ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 # compute length and product from raw ratings
5 # we can not update tmp_users and tmp_items directly
6 # because update statements can not have a "group by" clause
7
8 TRUNCATE tmp_users_calc;
9
10 INSERT INTO tmp_users_calc(user_id , length , product)
11 SELECT b.user_id ,
12 SQRT(SUM(POW(b.rating , 2))),
13 SUM(a.rating*b.rating)
14 FROM tmp_items as a
15 JOIN tmp_items_best as best ON a.item_id=best.item_id
16 JOIN tmp_matrix as b ON a.item_id=b.item_id
17 GROUP BY b.user_id;
18
19 TRUNCATE tmp_items_calc;
20
21 INSERT INTO tmp_items_calc(item_id , length , product)
22 SELECT b.item_id ,
23 SQRT(SUM(POW(b.rating , 2))),
24 SUM(a.rating*b.rating)
25 FROM tmp_users as a
26 JOIN tmp_users_best as best ON a.user_id=best.user_id
27 JOIN tmp_matrix as b ON a.user_id=b.user_id
28 GROUP BY b.item_id;
29
30 END
Appendix I
Pearson’s Correlation Procedure
The Pearson’s correlation implementation of the compute similarities procedure also
computes the dot product and vector length of every neighbor and the active vector.
It is identical to cosine similarity in every way, except the ratings are normalized by
the vector average. Instead of using raw ratings, this procedure uses their deviations
from the average rating. We precompute users’ and items’ average ratings to improve
performance.
Note that even though original ratings are positive, their deviations from the
mean may be negative. For example, a person rating a movie as three stars, when
they typically rate movies as four stars, will result in a 3 − 4 = −1 normalized
rating. Negative ratings may produce negative similarities, which is why we model
the similarity field as a signed decimal in tmp users and tmp items (See Appendix:
Listing C)
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Listing I.1: Pearson’s Correlation Procedure – compute similarities.sql
1 PROCEDURE compute_similarities ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 DECLARE active_user_avg_rating DECIMAL (4,3);
5 DECLARE active_item_avg_rating DECIMAL (4,3);
6
7 # save average ratings for active vectos
8 SELECT avg_rating
9 INTO active_user_avg_rating
10 FROM tbl_users
11 WHERE user_id=@active_user_id;
12
13 SELECT avg_rating
14 INTO active_item_avg_rating
15 FROM tbl_items
16 WHERE item_id=@active_item_id;
17
18
19 # compute length and product from normalized ratings
20 # we can not update tmp_users and tmp_items directly
21 # because update statements can not have a "group by" clause
22
23 TRUNCATE tmp_users_calc;
24
25 INSERT INTO tmp_users_calc(user_id , length , product)
26 SELECT b.user_id ,
27 SQRT(SUM(POW(b.rating -c.avg_rating , 2))),
28 SUM((a.rating -active_user_avg_rating)*(b.rating -c.avg_rating))
29 FROM tmp_items as a
30 JOIN tmp_items_best as best ON a.item_id=best.item_id
31 JOIN tmp_matrix as b ON a.item_id=b.item_id
32 JOIN tbl_users as c ON b.user_id=c.user_id
33 WHERE a.rating > 0
34 GROUP BY b.user_id;
35
36 TRUNCATE tmp_items_calc;
37
38 INSERT INTO tmp_items_calc(item_id , length , product)
39 SELECT b.item_id ,
40 SQRT(SUM(POW(b.rating -c.avg_rating , 2))),
41 SUM((a.rating -active_item_avg_rating)*(b.rating -c.avg_rating))
42 FROM tmp_users as a
43 JOIN tmp_users_best as best ON a.user_id=best.user_id
44 JOIN tmp_matrix as b ON a.user_id=b.user_id
45 JOIN tbl_items as c ON b.item_id=c.item_id
46 WHERE a.rating > 0
47 GROUP BY b.item_id;
48
49 END
Appendix J
Save Similarities Procedure
The save similarities procedure completes the similarity computation process and
saves all item and user similarities. It also ensures that the two active vectors receive
the highest possible similarities. In other words, the active item vector should be
considered most similar to itself. The same requirement apples to the active user
similarity. This adjustment is necessary to neutralize the rounding error which may
cause other, very similar, vectors to appear as the first row/column of the serialized
matrix. Finally, this procedure records the vectors with highest similarities as best
matrix dimensions. Note that the size of these lists is restricted by the matrix size
session variable and they contain vectors with positive similarities only.
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Listing J.1: Save Similarities Procedure – save similarities.sql
1 PROCEDURE save_similarities ()
2 BEGIN
3
4 DECLARE active_user_length DECIMAL (8,3);
5 DECLARE active_item_length DECIMAL (8,3);
6
7 # save active vector lengths
8 SELECT length
9 INTO active_user_length
10 FROM tmp_users_calc
11 WHERE user_id=@active_user_id;
12
13 SELECT length
14 INTO active_item_length
15 FROM tmp_items_calc
16 WHERE item_id=@active_item_id;
17
18
19 # compute similarities with every vector
20 UPDATE tmp_users as a, tmp_users_calc as b
21 SET a.similarity=b.product /( active_user_length*b.length)
22 WHERE a.user_id=b.user_id;
23
24 UPDATE tmp_items as a, tmp_items_calc as b
25 SET a.similarity=b.product /( active_item_length*b.length)
26 WHERE a.item_id=b.item_id;
27
28
29 # active vectors should always be most similar
30 UPDATE tmp_users
31 SET similarity =9.999
32 WHERE user_id=@active_user_id;
33
34 UPDATE tmp_items
35 SET similarity =9.999
36 WHERE item_id=@active_item_id;
37
38
39 # make a list of @matrix_size best vectors
40 # EXECUTE command only works with session variables
41 PREPARE record_best_users
42 FROM "INSERT INTO tmp_users_best(user_id)
43 SELECT user_id FROM tmp_users WHERE similarity >0
44 ORDER BY similarity DESC LIMIT ?";
45
46 PREPARE record_best_items
47 FROM "INSERT INTO tmp_items_best(item_id)
48 SELECT item_id FROM tmp_items WHERE similarity >0
49 ORDER BY similarity DESC LIMIT ?";
50
51 TRUNCATE tmp_users_best;
52 EXECUTE record_best_users USING @matrix_size;
53
54 TRUNCATE tmp_items_best;
55 EXECUTE record_best_items USING @matrix_size;
56
57 DEALLOCATE PREPARE record_best_users;
58 DEALLOCATE PREPARE record_best_items;
59
60 END
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